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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the image processing methods for brain perfusion measurement using

a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) sequence called arterial spin labeling (ASL). We show

the importance of dealing with brain volume changes as a measurement confounder, we

propose a framework for integrating all processing steps in a robust processing pipeline, and

lastly, we show an application of the ASL acquisition and processing to adverse effect

measurements in healthy brain tissue of patients undergoing brain radio-chemotherapy

demonstrating the usefulness of the method in uncovering structural and physiological

changes in the brain.

Anotace

Tato habilitační práce se soustředí na použití metod zpracování obrazu k meření prokrvení

mozku magnetickou rezonancí (MRI) pomocí sekvence zvané arterial spin labeling (ASL).

Ukazujeme zde význam korekce změn objemu mozku jakožto faktoru ovlivnující měření. Dále

navrhujeme obecný rámec pro integrování hlavních kroků zpracování obrazu do robustního

softwarového balíku. Nakonec předvádíme aplikaci meření a zpracování ASL dat pro měření

vedlejších účinků radiochemoterapie na zdravou mozkovou tkán. Na závěr ukazujeme

výsledky použití této metody na odhalení anatomických a fyziologických změn na mozku v

důsledku této terapie.
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1. General motivation regarding perfusion imaging

While perfusion is defined in general as the passage of any fluid through an organ or a tissue,

we will focus here solely on blood perfusion. Blood is essential for the transport of oxygen

and nutrients and clearing of the waste products of metabolism, and perfusion defines the

rate at which the blood is delivered to the tissue typically measured in units ml of blood per

minute per 100 g of tissue [ml/min/100g]. Keeping a normal rate of perfusion is absolutely

essential for the normal function of the body as chronic or acute disruption of blood delivery

can have severe consequences on the function of the affected tissue or even cell death.

The main focus of this thesis is the perfusion of the brain tissue - the cerebral blood flow

(CBF). Blood is delivered to the brain by a pair of internal carotid arteries and vertebral

arteries. Passing through the Circle-of-Willis and branching into distributing arteries, the

blood is finally delivered to capillaries where oxygen and nutrients are delivered across the

blood-brain barrier to the recipient tissue. This process can be disrupted at any level - starting

at the reduced cardiac output, or plaques, clots, or constriction at either macrovessel or

microcapillary level - causing problems with the blood flow delivery. Acute or chronic changes

in CBF are at the root of several diseases ranging from an abrupt and nearly complete

disruption in blood flow in cerebral ischemic stroke, chronic hypoperfusion typical for certain

types of dementia, to hyperperfusion due to an abrupt growth of new vessels accompanying

certain types of brain tumors. Changes in perfusion patterns are, however, present in

neurodevelopmental disorders, epilepsies, or mental illnesses. CBF is thus an important

prognostic and diagnostic tool in a wide range of diseases and also neuroscientific studies of

normal brain function.

While non-invasive measurement of blood flow in even bigger arteries was not possible

decades ago, with the advent of new imaging methods, it is possible to obtain images of a

spectrum of different brain structures and processes ranging from anatomical imaging to

metabolic and physiological imaging. Perfusion, as one of the most important physiological

processes in the brain, has been in the focus for a long time and due to the recent advances

in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it is possible now to obtain detailed quantitative maps

of perfusion. Further research and development are, however, needed to validate the

methods and enable their application outside of the field of clinical research in everyday

clinical routine.

2. Introduction

Cerebral blood flow (CBF), the amount of blood that perfuses unit volume of tissue per unit

time is an important physiological parameter, which has a very wide range of applications

from neurodegenerative diseases and neoplasm to brain development and psychological

studies in healthy volunteers.

The most common clinical modalities that provide information about blood delivery status

are computer tomography (CT) and ultrasound. CT can measure the ability of blood to reach
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different parts of tissue by dynamically measuring the distribution of a special intravenously

injected contrast agent [1]. The ultrasound, on the other hand, measures the velocity of

blood flow in vessels [2]. While both diagnostic procedures are relatively cheap and easy to

perform, they have serious shortcomings. Invasiveness, a non-negligible dose of ionizing

radiation, and the inability to provide quantitative images of perfusion is the drawback of the

CT-based method. The ultrasound can only measure velocity in bigger vessels and is not well

suited for the brain.

The real opportunities to obtain 3D maps of perfusion came with magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI). MRI is a complex imaging modality that uses the spin properties of hydrogen

atoms placed in a strong external magnetic field and is perfect for imaging soft-tissue contrast

[3]. While MRI started uniquely as a method for measuring tissue structure, novel methods

are now emerging that are able to, with software-only modifications of the measurement

protocol, obtain qualitative and even quantitative maps of physiological and metabolic

processes in the living tissue. If we exclude positron emission tomography and a 15O-H2O

tracer that has a half-life too short for any meaningful clinical use [4], MRI is the only modality

that is able to reliably obtain 3D maps of perfusion.

Two basic strategies exist to measure perfusion with MRI - with and without injection of

gadolinium-based-contrast agent (GBCA). GBCA is a liquid substance containing bound

gadolinium that, upon injection into vessels, locally modifies the magnetic properties of blood

and thus allows imaging distribution of the blood mixed with this contrast agent using MRI.

Two types of GBCA sequences exist - dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) and dynamic

contrast-enhanced (DCE). DSC sequence relies upon signal loss in the presence of GBCA

caused by shortening of the T2-relaxation time. DCE sequence, on the contrary, relies on the

signal increase due to T1-relaxation time shortening. Both methods are relatively reliable and

can produce maps of CBF and cerebral blood volume (CBV) in the case of DSC [5], and Ktrans

maps of transfer rate across the blood-brain-barrier in the case of DCE [6]. The drawback of

both methods is the difficulty of obtaining reliable absolute quantitative values [7]. Moreover,

GBCA can be dangerous for patients with impaired renal function, and there are growing

concerns and GBCA instability causing a release of free gadolinium from the GBCA and its

subsequent accumulation in the brain [8]. An alternative for perfusion measurement to

techniques using GBCA is called arterial spin labeling (ASL) [9]. ASL uses magnetically labeled

water as an endogenous tracer, and it is thus completely non-invasive. As it avoids the use of

GBCA, ASL is immediately repeatable, it does not have pharmacological side effects, and it is

also easier to acquire, cheaper, and more comfortable than DCE or DSC sequences. Finally, it

also allows quantitative estimation of CBF at comparable accuracy to the gold standard of
15O-H2O-PET [4]. The main disadvantage of ASL is its lower availability at clinical sites, more

complex processing and interpretation, and insufficient level of validation for widespread

clinical use.
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3. State of the art

3.1 Magnetic resonance imaging

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a medical imaging modality that utilizes an extremely

strong static magnetic field to align and measure the summed magnetization of specific

protons, mostly hydrogen. This magnetization cannot be measured directly. Instead, it is

probed by exciting the tissue through radio frequency (RF) pulses – at a resonance frequency

proportional to the magnetic field strength – to a higher energy state and then measuring the

retransmitted signal as the system returns to equilibrium. The amount and time profile of the

released energy provides us with information about the magnetic properties of the tissue

that are directly dependent on the density and molecular binding of the hydrogen atoms.

Unfortunately, the resonance frequency is too small to allow spatial encoding of the signal

source to produce images. However, because of its dependence on the strength of the

magnetic field, it is possible to encode the signal location for each voxel to its frequency. For

this purpose, three relatively weak orthogonally positioned gradient magnets are added

inside the scanner bore to introduce small and spatially dependent magnetic field strength

changes on top of the main magnetic field. By modifying the resonance frequency locally and

using a narrow band excitation RF pulses, we are able to perform spatial selective tissue

excitation. By further modifying the magnetic gradients during the signal readout, we can

encode the signal's spatial position into its frequency and phase and thus obtain images of

the magnetic properties of the tissue.

Specialized acquisition sequences composed of excitation RF pulses and a specific scheme of

magnetic gradient switching are then used for various types of image encoding. Image

contrast then depends on different magnetic properties of the tissue and can be weighted by

tissue parameters like hydrogen density or T1 and T2 relaxation time. The images are

sensitive to, e.g., water, fat, or macromolecular content in the tissue. The first MRI

applications were used to obtain structural images only. However, due to the high versatility

of MRI, new sequences have emerged that acquire images of tissue molecular composition

and also metabolic or physiological processes.

3.2 Arterial spin labeling

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a non-invasive MRI technique that uses blood water as an

endogenous tracer to measure perfusion [10]. ASL uses a dedicated 180-degree RF pulse to

invert the magnetization of blood in the feeding arteries - in the neck in the case of brain

perfusion measurement. After a brief period of 1.5-2 seconds to allow the blood to reach

imaged organ, a standard image of the region of interest is acquired called the label image. A

second image, called a control image, is subsequently acquired without prior labeling. There

is a slight difference in the signal between those two images (typically around 1-2%) caused

by the inflow of blood with inverted magnetization. When the control and label images are
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subtracted, the difference is proportional to the amount of labeled blood that arrived in the

tissue and can be used to calculate quantitative images of perfusion [11].

Figure 1. Left - a visual scheme of the pseudo-continuous ASL labeling plane labeling blood at the

internal carotid arteries, and the field-of-view brain image volume acquired after a specific waiting

time called post-labeling delay (usually around 1.5 to 2 seconds). On the right, there are several axial

slices displaying the perfusion-weighted difference image obtained with ASL.

First ASL experiments were done in 1992, demonstrating the feasibility of measuring brain

perfusion [10]. Since then, many practical improvements on the acquisition side had to be

made, such as the optimization of the time between the labeling and the acquisition [12],

reducing the signal in the static tissue to improve the SNR of the subtraction [13,14], and

improving the labeling from a single large slab to a train of thin pulses applied for about one

or two seconds [15]. These additional features improved the quality of ASL images to a level

where first pilot studies could have been done in small clinical datasets of, e.g., patients with

cerebrovascular and neurodegenerative diseases [16,17].

Following these pilot studies, more work was done on ASL to validate it and prepare it for use

in clinical research. Several studies were performed to evaluate the reproducibility of ASL in

single-subjects [18,19], in multi-center studies [20,21], and in comparison with 15O-H2O PET

[4,22].

3.3 ASL data processing

With ASL being technically and methodologically sound, several large multicenter

observational studies and clinical trials used it for acquiring perfusion data [23–25]. However,

on the side of image processing, there is still a rather large disparity between the software

used for ASL image processing [26–32]. This can lead to different results being achieved at

different labs depending on the pipeline and the exact approach used to process and evaluate

the data. This heterogeneity decreases the reproducibility of the ASL research and

complicates meta-analysis and comparison of results across studies. Therefore, a consensus

on the basics and best practices to robustly process ASL data is needed to reduce the possible

bias across studies stemming from the use of different methodologies.
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3.4 Partial volume processing

Despite the general improvements in ASL image quality, the spatial resolution of ASL has

remained relatively low to ensure sufficient SNR, typically being on the order of around 3-4

mm isotropic. As a result, most ASL voxels contain a mixture of perfusion signals from various

types of brain tissue - gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).

Usually, perfusion is highest in the cerebral cortex and lower in the tissue composed chiefly of

neuronal axons. Thus, perfusion is typically reported to be 2–4.5 times higher in GM than in

WM [33,34], with CSF not being perfused at all. This makes the measured ASL signal in each

voxel highly dependent on its fractional composition of GM and WM - an effect called partial

volume. Unfortunately, most of the clinically relevant evaluations of perfusion are performed

using tissue-specific values. Theforeofe, these partial volume effects can bias analysis,

especially if major differences between GM and WM volumes between individuals or groups

are expected as a result of disease or aging [35]. While partial volume correction (PVC)

methods were introduced for correcting these effects, there is still no consensus on their real

added value.

3.5 Application to neurooncology

Following the methodological development and first pilot results in clinical data, ASL is now

becoming increasingly used in clinical applications [36,37]. Brain tumors are one of the

diagnoses where ASL can provide relevant information, for example, by helping to distinguish

the tumor grade or to evaluate the treatment response [38–41]. A further possibility for ASL

application in neurooncology is the assessment of adverse effects of cancer therapy on

healthy brain tissue. Radiochemotherapy of both brain and body solid tumors is associated

with a range of adverse events from cognitive decline and decreased quality of life to

structural damage to the tissue [42,43]. While certain mechanisms of damage are being

investigated and genetic predisposition for treatment damage is present in some patients, the

complete mechanism of the damage and its individual sensitivity is not understood.

Non-invasive biomarkers of treatment-induced damage in normal tissue are thus needed to

be able to study the etiology of damage and also to obtain early markers of tissue damage to

allow timely adjustment of treatment. ASL-measured CBF is a marker of damage to vascular

endothelial cells and associated damage to the microvasculature is one form of damage

frequently encountered in patients undergoing radiochemotherapy.

4. General aims of the thesis

The presented cumulative thesis comprises seven peer-reviewed journal papers [A1-A7] with

the following aims:

(i) To design and validate new methods for partial volume correction of ASL data;

(ii) To propose a concept of a robust pipeline for processing ASL data;
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(iii) To apply ASL to image adverse effects of radiochemotherapy treatment in patients with

brain tumors.

5. General methods

5.1 Partial volume correction

In this part of the work, we have analyzed the added value of partial volume correction (PVC)

methods that remove the unwanted effect of partial volume from ASL data by using images of

the GM and WM partial volumes obtained by segmenting high-resolution structural MRI

images. We have first analyzed, through simulations, if PVC gives more accurate results than

the typical thresholding of the ASL data [A2], we have then studied if there are better ways

for obtaining segmented GM and WM images for PVC than using structural MRI data [A1].

Finally, we have checked the added value of PVC on the individual to mean CBF comparisons

for discovering regions of CBF irregularities [A3].

For [A1], data from 5 volunteers (mean age 30±3.7 years, 4 men) were acquired on a 3T

Philips scanner. The protocol contained 3D T1-weighted images with 1mm isotropic

resolution, repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) 1880/3.7ms, and flip angle of 8 degrees. ASL

was acquired with PULSAR labeling [44], Q2TIPS saturation [45], and Look-Locker EPI readout

[46]. Further ASL parameters were: TR/TE 4000/17 ms, flip angles 35 and 11.7 degrees, voxel

size 3.5x3.5x7mm3, label thickness 150 mm, Q2TIPS saturation from 940-2140 ms, and 24

averages for the higher and 2 for the lower flip angle.

For [A2], 22 healthy young volunteers (age 22.6 ± 2.1 years, 13 women) were scanned twice

at a 3T GE MR750 and 3T Philips Intera. Every time a 3D T1-weighted 1mm isotropic scan and

a pseudo-continuous ASL scan were acquired. On the Philips scanner, pCASL parameters

were: 2D EPI, voxel size 3×3×7 mm3, TE/TR 17 ms/4000 ms, labeling duration 1650 ms,

post-labeling delay 1525 ms, and 33 averages. On the GE scanner, the parameters were: a 3D

Spiral with 3.8×3.8×4 mm3 resolution, TE/TR 10.5 ms/4600 ms, labeling duration 1450 ms,

post-labeling delay 1525 ms, and 3 averages [19].

For [A3], 25 healthy subjects (31.6±8.3 years, 14 women) were included for the evaluation of

basal perfusion. The second group of 12 subjects (28.6±2.7 years, 7 women) was included for

motor activation-related perfusion evaluation. MR imaging was performed on a 3T

Magnetom Verio Siemens scanner. 3D T1-weighted 1 mm isotropic images and pulsed ASL

images were acquired. PASL parameters were the following: 30 averages, a Q2TIPS saturation

pulse at 700 ms, the inversion time of 1700 ms, an EPI readout with 3x3x7mm3 resolution,

TR/TE 3000/25 ms. Functional ASL contained 7 alternating 30 s-phases (10 control and

labeled images) of rest and a right-hand motor task.

In [A1], the T1-weighted images were segmented into GM and WM maps. B1-inhomogeneities

were corrected by using the low and high-flip angle data [47]. CBF images were quantified

from the multi-delay data [48]. Additionally, partial volume maps were obtained by

segmenting the T1-time maps obtained from the inversion recovery of the Look-Locker EPI
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data using the FRASIER method [49]. Partial volume correction was performed using the

linear regression methods [33], employing both the standard and the new methods

extracting GM and WM images from either T1-weighted structural images or the Look-Locker

images obtained together with the ASL data, respectively. Residual errors from the partial

volume correction were compared between the two different segmented maps to determine

the better-suited segmentation method [A1].

In [A2], the T1-weighted and ASL images were segmented and processed in the standard way.

Rigid-body and non-linear registrations were used to co-register the two sequences.

Moreover, resolution differences between ASL and T1-weighted images were estimated using

the CBF and GM images, which have similar contrast. The obtained registrations and

resolutions were used as a realistic sample of deformation and resolution issues in the ASL

data. Based on these, GM and WM segmented images in high resolution were used to

generate simulated maps of CBF for each subject, assuming GM CBF of 60 ml/min/100g and

WM CBF of 20 ml/min/100g. Deformation and resolution issues were then simulated in this

data using the previously obtained realistic data. This enabled us to have a set of

ground-truth simulated data with realistic deformations and resolution issues. On these

datasets, we have investigated the behavior of different partial volume correction methods

when using a perfect set of GM and WM segmented maps or those that contained the

aforementioned errors. Two methods of partial volume correction (standard thresholding of

GM maps and PVC through linear regression) were then investigated to establish their

performance in real-world conditions.

In [A3], all T1-weighted images were segmented and aligned to the MNI space using the

DARTEL segmentation. ASL was quantified and aligned to MNI space through co-registration

with T1-weighted images. A group CBF average was created for the healthy subject group in

the MNI space. For the functional group, regions of activation were obtained through analysis

using a generalized linear model. Subsequently, all mean CBF images in the OFF and ON

phases were created for each subject. There were compared against the healthy template,

and regions of hypo and hyper-perfusion with respect to the healthy dataset were obtained

by thresholding the Z-scores. The regions obtained by a standard functional analysis and by

comparison with the template were compared for templates created with and without using

partial volume correction.

5.2 ASL processing pipeline

In [A4], we have provided a recommended approach to process and evaluate ASL data in a

form of a review paper. In this review, we have provided details, justification, and caveats for

the following ASL post-processing steps divided into four principal procedure parts: data

import and conversion, structural analysis, ASL analysis, and population analysis. See

visualization in Figure 2. This approach follows our implementation of the ExploreASL pipeline

but can be in theory used for other ASL pipelines as well.
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Figure 2 Overview of all ASL post-processing steps on the individual- and group-level (adapted from

[50]). Strictly optional steps are marked in parentheses.

The data import and conversion steps transform the MRI data generated by the scanner into a

processable format, organized in the folder structure required for analysis. This processing

part includes the steps of DICOM to NIfTI conversion, NIfTI to BIDS conversion, defacing, and

exportation to the dedicated folders.

The second step, the structural analysis, aims to prepare structural data from T1-weighted

and FLAIR sequences to be more easily comparable between individuals. The T1-weighted

images are optionally corrected for white matter lesions detected on FLAIR scans. Then the

data are spatially normalized and segmented, which later allows using various anatomical

atlases for regional data evaluation. It further allows the use of segmented tissue volumes for

tissue-specific analysis and partial volume correction.

The third step deals with ASL quantification itself. ASL data must be first pre-processed, which

is normally done through motion correction, outlier exclusion, co-registration with the

structural images, and finally processing and calibration of M0 scans and CBF quantification

with possible partial volume correction with the previously obtained GM and WM partial

volume maps.

The last processing step involves population analysis and gathering and aggregating all the

results for further statistical analysis. This includes mask creation using tissue masks and

anatomical atlases, calculating regional statistics, and finally, quality control (QC) of both

acquired and derived data.
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To show the reproducibility of the processing, we have included three clinical populations:

perinatally infected HIV children from the NOVICE study [25], healthy adults from a sleep

study [51], and elderly with mild cognitive complaints from the European Prevention of

Alzheimer’s Dementia (EPAD) study [52]. Multi-center ASL studies can be processed on

computers using different operating systems and software versions, and these can also

update during a longitudinal study. We have tested if the performance of image processing

stays comparable independent of these factors.

5.3 Adverse effects of radiochemotherapy

In the last part of the work, we studied the adverse effects of radiochemotherapy on normal

brain tissue in patients with glioblastoma. In [A5-7], data were drawn from the PETra study

where 72 patients diagnosed with primary glioblastoma were included (mean age 54.3±14.2

years, 43 male), 51 undergoing photon- and 21 proton radiotherapy [53]. MR imaging was

performed before radiochemotherapy and after surgery. The first MR session was performed

after surgery and before the start of the radiochemotherapy. Follow-up was done 3 months

after the end of the radiotherapy and then in 3 months intervals. Imaging was performed on

a 3T Philips Ingenuity MRI. On each session, a 3D Turbo Field Echo T1-weighted (T1w) with 1

mm isotropic resolution was acquired. A PCASL scan was acquired with 2.75x2.75x6mm3

resolution, TR/TE 3765/11 ms, 30 averages, labeling time of 1650 ms, and a post-labeling

delay of 1525 ms.

The T1w data were segmented to GM and WM, and ASL images were processed using the

ExploreASL pipeline. The follow-up sessions were registered to the baseline scans. Treatment

planning CT was co-registered with the baseline T1w, and radiotherapy planning maps -

aligned with the planning CT - were then aligned with the baseline T1w to allow voxel-wise

assessment of the delivered radiation dose. Mean relative CBF and GM and WM volume

decreases were investigated in the healthy hemisphere at 3 and 6 months follow-ups

compared to the post-surgical baseline. The mean radiation dose delivered to the healthy

hemisphere was also calculated, and regional decreases were calculated per isodoses of 10

[A5-6]. Additionally, since there were previous issues with the segmentation of tissue

containing the tumor and edema, we have investigated the differences between segmenting

the entire brain with pathological tissue or just segmenting the healthy hemisphere alone

[A7].

6. Discussion of main findings and potential impact of the thesis

6.1 Partial volume correction

There is a consensus in the ASL community on the origin and existence of the partial volume

effect, and there is a growing concern that this can affect studies where brain atrophy is a

major confounder [54]. However, a single clear strategy to address this has not been defined,

and several approaches for PV correction have been proposed. All of these approaches rely

on the use of partial volume GM and WM maps obtained from segmenting the
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high-resolution T1-weighted images that allow estimating the GM and WM volume ratios in

the larger ASL voxels. Originally, an approach commonly used in PET was to use a fixed ratio

between GM and WM perfusion [55]. Later, a linear regression method was used to separate

the GM and WM CBF using the know GM and WM volumes within a localized spatially

defined kernel [33]. The most trivial approach that is now commonly used for ASL is to obtain

GM CBF by calculating mean CBF across the mask of voxels obtained by thresholding the GM

image by a relatively high threshold (60-80%), ensuring that a majority of voxels are from this

tissue type.

Minimal attention was attributed to the quality of the GM and WM maps. Our results showed

that GM and WM partial volume maps are only seemingly fitting the ASL data. There are

important differences in geometric distortions and effective resolution between the ASL and

T1w scans. These differences manifest as errors in the GM and WM segmented, and when

they are used for partial volume correction, they can seriously influence the CBF computation

[A2]. One solution to address this problem with GM and WM segmented maps is to use a

dedicated sequence with the same readout as ASL and obtain the segmented maps from the

inversion recovery of the signal sampled at several time points. While this approach delivers

better results, such additional acquisition is not widely available and, therefore, seriously

limits its practical use [A1]. On the practical level, we have demonstrated through simulations

that part of the issues with the quality of the partial volume maps and their influence on

partial volume correction can be alleviated. This can be done by proper correction for

deformation using non-linear registration, and by correct estimation of post-spread function

differences between ASL and T1-weighted data and their application during resampling of the

segmented maps between these two spaces [A2]. What is even more important is that we

have addressed the issue of the use of partial volume correction in general. It is often

advocated that partial volume correction can decrease the quality of the results by

propagating errors from the partial volume maps into the final results. We have, however,

shown that using the standard method of partial-volume map thresholding, used in next to all

ASL studies, leads to an equal propagation of partial volume map errors to the final results as

is encountered with a partial volume correction through linear regression. This then allows

dismissing completely the arguments advocating for avoiding the use of partial volume

correction on the grounds of propagating the segmentation errors. Lastly, we have also

managed to show practically, that accounting for partial volume effects increases the

detection power of CBF irregularities when comparing normal and pathological data [A3].

6.2 ASL processing pipeline

A basic version of CBF quantification according to the consensus recommendation [11] is

readily available on the MRI scanner consoles of the major MRI vendors. While this is

perfectly sufficient for visual analysis, offline image processing is recommended to optimize

the image quality and to perform large-scale population analysis. Several ASL pipelines are

publicly available, notably ASLtbx [26], ASAP [30], MRICloud [31], BASIL [56]BASIL (Chappell et

al., 2009), CBFBIRN [27], and VANDPIRE [57]. However, there is no consensus on the

processing standard for ASL, not a basic list of steps with a sufficient explanation. We have
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tried to close this gap with the ExploreASL pipeline and a review summarizing and explaining

all these steps.

The software package ExploreASL was initiated through the EU-funded ASL workgroup

COST-action BM1103 "ASL In Dementia” (www.aslindementia.org/) with the aim of

developing a comprehensive pipeline for reproducible multi-center ASL image processing.

ExploreASL was used in more than 50 studies consisting of more than 15000 ASL scans from

various sequences. ExploreASL focused on optimizing the processing of clinical studies with

diverse populations and sequences. Besides a module for ASL processing and quantification,

it has an integrated module for structural image processing, population statistics, and quality

check. It is freely available on GitHub with the possibility to report errors and request new

features. There are several missing features that are scheduled for future releases, including

full BIDS support [58]; support for further vendors like Hitachi and Canon datasets; a GUI for

easier configuration and execution; and integration of the BASIL toolbox to allow

quantification of more complex multi-timepoint sequences [29].

6.3 Adverse effects of radiochemotherapy

Radiotherapy (RT) and other systemic cancer therapy like chemotherapy and immunotherapy

have been reported to cause irreversible pathological changes to the brain, as well as

cognitive dysfunction and a decrease in the quality of life [59,60]. A decrease in the volume of

brain parenchyma, which exceeds the tissue loss common in normal aging, was well

documented during brain radiochemotherapy [61]. It is also speculated that radiotherapy

damages capillary and large vessels and impairs their autoregulation mechanism [62]. CBF

changes have already been demonstrated in healthy tissue after brain radiosurgery [63,64].

But while RT-induced CBF decrease could explain post-therapy cognitive changes, CBF

changes following brain radiochemotherapy have not been yet systematically studied.

Previous studies had not used a common methodology for evaluating the results or

considering the confounding factors. Moreover, the previous studies had too heterogeneous

groups.

In our study, we have focused solely on glioblastoma, and we have studied the perfusion

changes in a range of regions depending on the spatial position and radiotherapy dose.

Moreover, to be able to separate the radiotherapy-related and unrelated effects we have

recruited both patients with normal photon therapy and with proton therapy that has

minimal radiation deposition to the healthy hemisphere. To rule out the effect of

bevacizumab [65], no angiogenesis inhibitors were used for treatment in our study.

A clear decrease in CBF of around 10% was reported in our data at both 3 and 6 months after

the end of radiotherapy. However, we have not seen any changes between the two follow-up

intervals and the decrease was not correlated with the total dose in the healthy hemisphere.

Moreover, no difference was found between the patient treated with photon and with proton

therapy, and regional differences in perfusion decrease were also not correlated with the

regional dose of radiation. This mostly points to either a systemic effect of the radiotherapy
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or the temozolomide chemotherapy [A5,A6]. More work would, however, be needed to prove

the crucial role of chemotherapy.

On the contrary, the loss of brain-tissue volume was strongly correlated with the mean

radiation dose received in the healthy hemisphere and there were also important differences

between the two modes of therapy, showing a clear influence of the radiation dose on the

amount of damage [A6]. While mixed results were shown in previous studies [66], we have

adapted our methodology to avoid the influence of the tumor and peri-tumoral changes, e.g.

edema, on the segmentation results in the healthy tissue [A7]. Therefore, we have observed a

clear decrease in both GM and WM. Unlike CBF changes, we saw a progressive worsening of

the tissue lost in time. However, it remains to be further studied if this is only delayed

damage of the radiotherapy or secondary damage related to perfusion loss.

7. Conclusion

The main contribution of the research presented in this habilitation thesis can be summarized

into six points corresponding to the three general aims:

7.1 General contributions of the thesis

1. We have shown the limits of performing partial volume correction of ASL data using

the segmented maps obtained from T1-weighted structural images. The main issues

are the small differences in geometrical deformations between the T1-weighted and

ASL acquisitions. Using segmented partial volume maps obtained from the inversion

recovery of images obtained with a Look-Locker version of the same readout as used

for the ASL data showed to improve the partial volume correction and this pointed out

the real importance of having perfectly segmented tissue maps for this processing

step.

2. We have shown through simulations that using the traditional GM and WM maps,

obtained from T1-weighted high-resolution scans, introduces important errors into

partial volume correction through issues with resolution and deformation differences

between the ASL and T1-weighted sequences. Correction of these differences through

non-linear co-registration and proper resampling between these two image spaces

can alleviate a large part of this problem. Moreover, we could show that these errors

similarly affect both the standard method of tissue thresholding and partial volume

correction through linear regression. This presents a strong argument for a practical

application of partial volume correction in clinical trials, which was until recently

scarcely used for fear of introducing errors into the analysis.

3. We have shown that accounting for partial volume effects increases the detection

power of CBF irregularities when comparing pathological data and functional data

containing regions of hypo and hyper-perfusion with a normative database of healthy

subjects.

4. We have introduced a versatile ASL pipeline called ExploreASL, which can process a

wide range of ASL data in different pathologies and is adapted for multi-center image
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processing. We anticipate that ExploreASL will enable more flexible collaboration

amongst clinicians and scientists.

5. We have shown that the segmentation of GM volumes in patients with brain tumors

might be biased in the healthy tissue following pathological changes in different brain

regions. This bias can be minimized by carefully excluding those problematic parts. By

using this approach, we have then shown that radiochemotherapy is related to loss of

GM and WM tissue. Local radiation dose was correlated to the amount of tissue loss.

Therefore, using a proton therapy, which has a minimal dose delivered to healthy

tissue, significantly minimizes early-delayed brain parenchymal volume loss.

6. Lastly, we have shown a significant 10% CBF decrease in healthy tissue in patients

diagnosed with glioblastomas undergoing radiochemotherapy. The amount of CBF

decrease was, however, not correlated with the radiation dose received locally or in

the entire healthy hemisphere. Also, the proton therapy patients receiving minimal

doses in the healthy tissue had a comparable CBF decrease. This points out the effect

of systemic chemotherapy.

7.2 Future work

There are several important goals related to the future research and application of ASL that

remain to be solved in future research:

1. While better performance in partial volume correction was shown with maps acquired

using Look-Locker readout, a few things need to be improved before putting the

method into practice. A more optimal acquisition protocol needs to be developed to

allow full brain coverage. A better method for estimating GM and WM relaxation

times is needed for a more accurate delineation of the GM/WM border.

2. With the newly acquired knowledge about partial volume correction, we might need

to revisit some of the existing studies on CBF changes during brain aging as they might

have been confounded by the reported issues in partial volume correction.

3. While DICOM and NIFTI file formats are established for neuroimaging data and allow

easy data sharing, they do not allow storing all necessary ASL metadata. This

complicates data sharing of ASL data across different centers without access to the

original raw data and imaging protocols. This in turn makes ASL research less reliable

and less reproducible. We work on introducing a new standard for ASL data sharing

using the BIDS format, and we aim to adapt ExploreASL pipeline to this format.

4. Further research has to be done to study the dependence of brain tissue loss on

radiation dose also in the long term. Besides the radiation dose, there could be more

effects on the localized data that could be studied with respect to tumor location and

disruptions of white matter fibers. Studying structural networks can provide more

insight into this.

5. CBF decrease has been previously identified as a possible reason for later GM

decrease. We have seen that patients undergoing proton therapy had minimal initial

GM decrease, which accelerated at later stages. A working hypothesis is that the CBF

decrease present in all patients could be the driver behind the secondary
23



parenchymal tissue loss. Moreover, CBF changes have to be studied in the long term

as, unlike volume changes, CBF changes can be reversible. Therefore, the prognostic

value of early and later CBF changes on the long-term cognitive outcome has to be

studied.
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Partial Volume Correction in Arterial Spin Labeling
Using a Look-Locker Sequence

Jan Petr,* Georg Schramm, Frank Hofheinz, Jens Langner, and J€org van den Hoff

Purpose: Partial volume (PV) effects are caused by limited
spatial resolution and significantly affect cerebral blood flow
investigations with arterial spin labeling. Therefore, accurate
PV correction (PVC) procedures are required. PVC is com-
monly based on PV maps obtained from segmented high-reso-
lution T1-weighted images. Segmentation of these images is
error-prone, and it can be difficult to coregister these images
accurately with the single-shot ASL images such as those cre-
ated by echo-planar imaging (EPI). In this paper, an alternative
method for PV map generation is proposed.
Methods: The Look-Locker EPI (LL-EPI) acquisition is used for
analyzing the T1-recovery curve and for subsequent PV map
generation. The new method was evaluated in five healthy vol-
unteers (mean age 30 6 3.7 years).
Results: By applying a linear regression method for PVC, a 12%
decrease in regression error was reached with the new method.
Conclusion: PV maps extraction from LL-EPI is a viable, possi-
bly superior alternative to the standard approach based on seg-
mentation of high-resolution T1-weighted images. Magn Reson
Med 70:1535–1543, 2013. VC 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: partial volume effect; look-locker; ASL; arterial
spin labeling; cerebral blood flow

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is an MRI method for non-
invasive assessment of regional tissue perfusion. It is
mainly used in the brain [1,2]. However, successful
applications in other organs such as retina, kidneys,
liver, muscles, and prostate have been reported [3,4]. A
crucial limitation of ASL is the relatively low spatial re-
solution which leads to the so-called partial volume
effect: image voxels near the boundary between different
tissue types contain a spatially variant mixture of the
respective tissues. The problem is manifest especially in
ASL brain studies, where the signal in most cortex vox-
els represents mixtures of gray matter (GM) and white
matter (WM). Since CBF is around three times higher
for GM than for WM in adults (almost four times higher
in children) [5,6], the PV effect has a large influence on
the observed CBF in each voxel. Consequently, partial
volume correction (PVC) is required for correct CBF
quantification. PVC requires reliable methods to deter-
mine the contributing tissue fractions on a per-voxel
basis.

PVC in ASL is often based on additionally acquired
high-resolution T1-weighted images. Segmentation of
these images provides maps of GM, WM, and cerebro-
spinal fluid (CSF), respectively, from which the frac-
tional tissue volumes in each voxel are derived. The sim-
plest PVC approach in ASL is to restrict the analysis to
voxels exceeding a certain GM partial volume threshold
(see, e.g., [7,8]). An alternative is CBF normalization
according to the observed GM volume fraction [9–11]. In
2008, Asllani et al. [12] introduced a method for correct-
ing PV effect using linear regression. In this method, the
GM, WM, and CSF ASL signals are separated using the
maps of GM, WM, and CSF partial volume. The sepa-
rated GM, WM, and CSF signals are then quantified
separately using a model adapted to the respective tissue
type. This PVC method was successfully applied in sev-
eral studies. Asllani et al. [13] have shown that GM atro-
phy can be misinterpreted as decreased CBF and that
PVC leads to a smaller decrease of GM CBF in elderly
subjects than in [5,6]. A more detailed analysis of CBF
reduction and the PV effect was presented by Chen et al.
[8]. Borogovac et al. [14] showed the PV corrected CBF
to be more sensitive to functional changes than the
uncorrected CBF. Lately, Chappell et al. extended PVC
to multiple-TI (inversion time) ASL [15] and Liang et al.
[16] used trimmed least-squares to limit the spatial blur-
ring caused by the square kernel in the original method.

All above-mentioned approaches use segmented high-
resolution T1-weighted images to obtain the PV fractions
which has serious shortcomings. First, segmentation of
T1-weighted images can be imperfect/erroneous in cer-
tain brain regions. Furthermore, the T1-weighted data
must be coregistered with the ASL images. Affine trans-
formations are usually used which cannot completely
compensate for the geometrical distortions of the single-
shot sequences as echo-planar imaging (EPI) that are fre-
quently used to acquire the ASL images. Ultimately, the
resulting PV maps are suboptimal for PVC of ASL data.

In this article, we propose an alternative method for
extraction of the PV fractions that uses the Look-Locker
EPI (LL-EPI) acquisition [17] performed with two differ-
ent flip angles to allow for flip angle correction due to
B1-field inhomogeneities. The FRASIER method [18] for
deriving the PV fractions from the T1-recovery curve in
each pixel is used. An alternative method of T1-time
determination is applied as the approach used in the
FRASIER method is not suitable for low-resolution data.
Measurements in five healthy volunteers were per-
formed. PV maps obtained with the conventional
approach (from segmented T1-weighted images) were
compared with those derived when using the proposed
LL-EPI based approach. It was shown that the LL-EPI
data are more suitable for PVC of the ASL data.
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METHODS

Acquisition

Five healthy volunteers gave written informed consent to
be enrolled in the study (four men and one woman,
mean age 30 6 3.7 years). MR imaging was performed on
a 3T Ingenuity TF PET/MR (Philips, Cleveland, US) with
an eight-channel head coil. The used protocol consisted
of a T1-weighted acquisition, multiphase ASL (MP-ASL)
using multiple TIs, and two Look-Locker EPI sequences
with different flip angles. The total acquisition time was
under 10 min (T1-w: 4 min 12 s, MP-ASL: 3 min 20 s,
each LL-EPI: 24 s).

High-resolution 3D TFE T1-weighted images were
obtained with these parameters: field-of-view (FOV) 192
! 224 mm2, acquisition matrix 192 ! 224, 192 sagittal
slabs, voxel size 1 ! 1 ! 1 mm3, repetition time (TR)/
echo time (TE) 1880/3.7 ms, flip angle 8".

MP-ASL images were acquired employing the PULSAR
labeling [19], Q2TIPS bolus saturation [20], vascular sig-
nal crushing [21], and standard multislice/single-shot
EPI readout with LL acquisition [22]. Only seven slices
were obtained due to time constraints (slice thickness: 6
mm, interslice gap: 1 mm) in the AC-PC plane with the
center of the first slice passing 7 mm above the AC-PC
plane. Further acquisition parameters were: FOV 224 !
224 mm2, in-plane pixel-size 3.5 ! 3.5 mm2, TR/TE
4000/17 ms, flip angle 35", SENSE factor 2, label thick-
ness/gap 150/20 mm, Q2TIPS saturation start/stop times
940/2140 ms, bipolar crusher gradients with cutoff speed
5 cm/s in all directions (b ¼ 1.6 s/mm2), and 24 aver-
ages. A 90" saturation of the imaging plane was followed
by 13 EPI acquisitions starting at 40 ms after labeling
and repeated every 300 ms. The Q2TIPS pulses were
interleaved with slice acquisition. For continuous bolus
saturation, 2 cm thick pulses with 25 ms spacing are
usually used [20]. In MP-ASL, acquisition of a single
slice took 38.3 ms including the saturation. The thick-
ness of the saturation pulses was increased to 3 cm to
accommodate for this increased interpulse delay.

For the PV estimation, two LL-EPI acquisitions were
obtained with flip angles 35" and 11.7" with two aver-
ages. The imaging parameters were similar to MP-ASL
except that SPIR saturation was used to suppress the fat
signal and Q2TIPS was not used to avoid magnetization
transfer (MT) effects [23]. Thirteen EPI acquisitions with
similar timing as in MP-ASL were acquired.

The MP-ASL and LL-EPI sequences were acquired in a
multislice mode and thus the actual TI values of all
slices differed. The lowest slices were acquired at the
TIs indicated and each following slice was acquired with
an additional delay of 38.3 ms (MP-ASL) and 42.7 ms
(LL-EPI) after the previous slice.

Data Processing

Data were processed using the SPM8 toolbox and in-
house routines written in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA) and the R language and environment for sta-
tistical computing (R Development Core Team [24]).
First, all EPI images were registered to the last TI of the
first control image of the MP-ASL sequence (3D affine

transformation with a sum-of-squares-differences cost
function). The inhomogeneity bias in the T1-weighted
images was corrected and segmentation into GM, WM,
and CSF classes was performed using the SPM8 toolbox
[25]. The tissue probability template (MNI152) [26] was
used as prior information for tissue classification. The
T1-weighted image was coregistered with the mean MP-
ASL control image (3D affine transformation with a nor-
malized mutual-information cost function). This transfor-
mation was applied to the GM and WM segmented
images similarly as in [15]. The images were first trans-
formed using a third-degree B-spline interpolation to a
high-resolution space with the same resolution as the T1-
weighted images. PV fractions maps matching the MP-
ASL voxel grid were derived by integrating the trans-
formed images over a volume corresponding to each
low-resolution voxel (denoted PVT1 in the following).

Flip Angle Correction

To compensate for the B1-field inhomogeneities, the LL-EPI
sequence was acquired for two different flip angles y1 and y2

such that y1 ¼ 3y2 [27,28]. Two corresponding effective
(observed) relaxation times T1e1 and T1e2 were obtained
from the T1-recovery curve for each voxel. The true T1-
relaxation time of the tissue T1 was estimated from T1ei [29]:

1

T1
¼ 1

T1ei
þ lnðcosðhaiÞÞ

DTI
; ½1(

where DTI is the delay between the acquisitions and yai is
the actual flip angle. The actual flip angle yai deviates
locally from the assumed flip angle yi because of B1-field
inhomogeneities, however, the relation ya1 ¼ 3ya2 was
assumed to hold in every voxel. The actual flip angle in
every voxel was obtained by setting the left hand sides of
Eq. [1] equal for T1e1 and T1e2:

ha2 ¼ arccos

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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Partial Volume Determination

The FRASIER segmentation was used to obtain tissue PV
fractions [18] from the LL-EPI data with a flip angle 35".
The measured signal after the 90" saturation is:

SðtÞ ¼
X

i

siMss;i 1 ) exp ) t

T1e;i

$ %$ %
; ½3(

where si is the fractional signal of tissue type i with
effective relaxation time T1e,i (Eq. [1]). The term Mss,i

describes the tissue specific equilibrium magnetization
for the LL-EPI acquisition:

Mss;i ¼
1 ) exp ) DTI

T1;i

" #

1 ) cos ha exp ) DTI
T1;i

" # ; ½4(

where T1,i is the true relaxation time and ya is the actual
flip angle in each voxel Eq. [2]. Determination of the
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T1-relaxation times for each tissue type is described in
the following section. Equation [3] is linear in the
unknowns si which, therefore, can be derived from a lin-
ear least squares fit. The PV fractions pi were obtained
by correcting for the variable water density in the differ-
ent tissues according to:

pi ¼
Si
.iP
j

sj

.j

; ½5(

where the relative water densities .i in WM, GM, and
CSF were 73%, 89%, and 100%, respectively [30]. The
PV fractions derived using this LL-EPI based approach
are denoted PVLL in the following.

T1-Time Determination

The T1-relaxation times and actual flip angles were cal-
culated for each pixel from Eqs. [1] and [2]. The histo-
gram-fitting method for GM/WM/CSF T1-time determina-
tion used by Shin et al. [18] is not suitable for low-
resolution data. Therefore, a novel method for T1-time
determination is presented. The voxels with T1-time
between 642 ms and 814 ms were selected as containing
high PV fraction of WM (mean þ 2 standard deviations
margin of expected WM T1-times [31]). To remove voxels
containing also GM and CSF, the boundary voxels were
removed from this mask. Given the voxel size of 3.5 !
3.5 ! 6 mm3, removal of this boundary layer is assumed
to be sufficient. The WM T1-time was determined as the
mean T1-time of the remaining voxels.

This method cannot be used for GM T1-time estima-
tion as, contrary to WM, there are almost no voxels con-
taining pure GM. Instead, GM T1-time was determined
iteratively along with the PV-fractions estimation:

1. The GM T1-time was set to 1200 ms.
2. PV fractional signals were estimated from Eq. [3].
3. The mean square residual norm of the estimation

was calculated for all voxels (Eq. [3]).
4. The GM T1-time was optimized using gradient

descent by iterating steps 2 and 3 until the mini-
mum norm was reached.

5. PV fractions were calculated from Eqs. [3] and [4]
using the optimal value of GM T1-time.

The residual norm is plotted against the GM T1-times
in Figure 1 to illustrate that the global minimum can be
easily reached.

The determination of CSF relaxation time was not fea-
sible due to low number of CSF-only pixels. Therefore,
the value was fixed to 4300 ms [31].

Partial Volume Correction

In each voxel of the ASL data, the (control - label) differ-
ence signal DM is a PV-weighted sum of perfusion
dependent signals from GM, WM (zero ASL difference
signal is assumed in CSF) [12]:

DM ¼ DMGMpGM þ DMWMpWM; ½6(

where DMGM and DMWM are the tissue-specific perfusion
dependent signals from GM and WM, respectively. The
signal separation was done independently for each voxel
using the approach of Asllani et al. [12]: the unknown
DMGM and DMWM are assumed to be constant in an n !
n ! 1 neighborhood of each voxel i. Using this assump-
tion, Eq. [6] can be replaced by a linear system of equa-
tions that is then solved in the least-squares sense for
the DMGM and DMWM.

The partial volume corrected signal DMGM and DMWM

was calculated using both PV maps from PVT1 and PVLL.
Five different neighborhood sizes (3 ! 3 ! 1 up to 11 !
11 ! 1 voxels) were used.

CBF Quantification

The CBF value f and the bolus arrival time ta were calcu-
lated from the MP-ASL data by least-squares fitting of
the model proposed by Günther et al. [29]:

DMðtÞ ¼
0 0 < t < ta

) 2M0;bf
dR e

) t
T1;bð1 ) edRðt) taÞÞ ta < t < ta þ td

) 2M0;bf
dR e

) taþ td
T1;b ð1 ) edRtdÞeR1appðt) ta ) tdÞ ta þ td < t

8
><

>:
;

½7(

where td is the bolus width defined by the Q2TIPS satu-
ration (td ¼ 940 ms), R1app ¼ 1/T1,t þ f/lt – (ln cos ya)/
DTI, dR ¼ 1/T1,b ) R1app, the delay between LL-EPI
acquisitions was DTI ¼ 300 ms, and T1,b is the T1-relaxa-
tion time of blood (T1,b ¼ 1664 ms). The actual flip angle
ya estimated for each voxel was used (Eq. [2]). The previ-
ously estimated tissue relaxation times T1,t were used.
Blood–brain partition coefficient values lWM ¼ 0.86 for
WM and lGM ¼ 0.98 for GM were used [32]. The equilib-
rium magnetization of blood M0,b was derived from the
mean equilibrium magnetization of WM (M0,WM) from
voxels with pWM exceeding 90% as proposed in [33].

Three types of quantification were used: CBFNOPV,
CBFGMPV, and CBF2TPV using Eq. [7] for all of them.
CBFGMPV and CBF2TPV were calculated using both PVT1

and PVLL maps. The quantification without PV correc-
tion (CBFNOPV) was obtained from the total difference
signal DM considering all pixels to contain only
GM. That means that relaxation times T1,t of GM and
blood–brain partition coefficient l of GM were used
for all pixels. CBFNOPV served as ground truth for the

FIG. 1. Residual norm of the solution of Eq. [3] for different GM T1-
times. Normalized results for all five subjects are shown for compari-
son. Clear global minimum and absence of local minima are visible.
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PV-determination validation as no PV correction was
applied to this volume.

For the CBFGMPV quantification, DMGM and DMWM

were quantified separately using Eq. [7] giving quantified
values CBFGMPV,GM and CBFGMPV,WM. The GM parame-
ters T1,GM and lGM were used for quantifying both GM
and WM. The total CBF was:

CBFGMPV ¼ CBFGMPV;WM * pWM þ CBFGMPV;GM * pGM: ½8(

It was possible to directly compare CBFGMPV with the
ground-truth CBFNOPV, as GM parameters only were
used for quantification in all voxels in both cases. This
comparison served for quantitative validation of PVT1

and PVLL maps.
Finally, CBF2TPV was computed in a way similar to

[15]. The quantification of DMGM and DMWM was done
separately, and proper tissue-specific parameters T1,t and
lt of GM and WM were used yielding CBF2TPV,GM and
CBF2TPV,WM, respectively, which were then summed:

CBF2TPV ¼ CBF2TPV;WM * pWM þ CBF2TPV;GM * pGM: ½9(

This quantification was considered the most realistic
and it was used for assessing the global effect of the PV
correction on CBF.

Validation

The quality of the PV fractions obtained with PVT1 and
PVLL were compared as follows. The regression error of
the estimation in Eq. [6] was computed as the root mean
squares (RMS) difference between the uncorrected
CBFNOPV the corrected CBFGMPV. The regression error is
influenced by the errors in the PV maps and by smoothing
the tissue-specific signal. It was assumed that the errors
from the smoothing were similar for both PVT1 and PVLL.
The difference in the regression error for PVT1 and PVLL,
thus, reflected mainly the errors in the PV maps. The error
was computed using absolute CBF values instead of
DMGM values as was done in [12]. This way, the error was
given in terms of absolute CBF deviations. The error was
calculated for all kernel sizes of the PV correction.

The RMS error was computed also between the uncor-
rected CBFNOPV and the PV corrected CBF2TPV. The
appropriate T1 and l were used for CBF2TPV calculation.
However, T1 and l of GM were used for calculation of
all voxels in CBFNOPV. Thus, the comparison of CBFNOPV

with CBF2TPV cannot be used to evaluate the quality of
PV-fractions estimation. However, it was used to investi-
gate the effect of PV correction with different maps on
the resulting CBF values.

The RMS error and the CBF values were measured
both on the whole brain and on WM and GM masks
where the PV fraction exceeded 80%.

RESULTS

The T1-relaxation times derived automatically from the
LL-EPI data were 702 6 4 ms for WM and 1138 6 18 ms
for GM, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the regression errors. On average, the
error for PVT1 between CBFNOPV and CBFGMPV was 12%
higher than the error for PVLL for all kernel sizes. The
difference between the PVT1 and PVLL errors was signifi-
cant for all kernel sizes (P < 0.05). The absolute differ-
ence between PVT1 error and PVLL error was monotoni-
cally increasing with increasing kernel size. The
difference between the PVT1 and PVLL errors for the ker-
nel size 11 ! 11 ! 1 was 14% higher than the difference
for the kernel size 3 ! 3 ! 1. An example of the PV
maps and corresponding perfusion images is shown in
Figure 3. The CBF after PVC CBFGMPV is shown for both

FIG. 2. Regression error of the PVC algorithm in mL/min/100 mL.
The RMS values of the differences CBFNOPV ) CBFGMPV are
shown for different kernel sizes. In all cases, RMS is higher for the
PVT1 method than for the PVLL method. Furthermore, the RMS is
increasing with increasing kernel size. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 3. Comparison of partial volume maps for one selected slice.
a: The PV uncorrected quantification CBFNOPV; b: the PV cor-
rected quantification CBF2TPV using PVLL maps (kernel size 3 ! 3
! 1). The corresponding GM (c,e) and WM (d,f) PV maps are
shown for the PVT1 method (c,d) and the PVLL method (e,f). Note
that the GM in (e) differs from (c) and the same difference is visi-
ble also in the WM images in (d) and (f). Two areas are marked
with arrows. The WM is very thin there and thus remains unde-
tected on the PVT1 maps whereas the detailed WM structure is
visible on the PVLL maps. Decreased signal in the CBF image
CBFNOPV in (a) corresponds better to the WM regions in the PVLL

map than in the PVT1 maps.
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methods and for kernel sizes 3 ! 3 ! 1 and 11 ! 11 ! 1
in Figures 4 and 5 in more details. It is clearly visible,
that the corrected CBF differed increasingly from the
original one with increasing kernel size for PVT1 as a
result of shortcomings of the PV maps. This effect was
much less pronounced in the PVLL results.

All calculated CBF values are shown in Table 1. The
GM/WM CBF ratio was 3.4 for the uncorrected CBFNOPV,
however, it decreased to 3 for CBFGMPV and to 1.9 for

CBF2TPV. Slight increase of 8% (PVT1) and 3% (PVLL) in
the mean GM CBF between CBFNOPV and CBFGMPV was
observed for kernel size 3 ! 3 ! 1, see Table 1 and also
Figure 6. The increase in GM CBF was 10% (PVT1) and
6% (PVLL) between CBFNOPV and CBF2TPV. And an im-
portant difference was found for WM CBF between
CBFNOPV and CBF2TPV. The CBF increased by 92%
(PVT1) and 93% (PVLL), respectively.

The influence of the PV maps on the corrected CBF
value CBF2TPV is shown in Figure 6. The subject-mean
CBF2TPV values differ for PVT1 and PVLL. The mean dif-
ference for all subjects and kernel sizes was significant
for total CBF (difference 0.5 mL/min/100 mL, 1.2% dif-
ference, P ¼ 0.03) and for GM CBF (3.5 mL/min/100 mL,
5.9%, P ¼ 0.007). Pixelwise CBF values comparison
showed even more significant differences than for the
subject-mean CBF. The whole-brain CBF difference was
6.9 mL/min/100 mL (17%, P ¼ 6e) 5) and the difference
in GM CBF was 7.6 mL/min/100 mL (13%, P ¼ 3e) 5).

DISCUSSION

Our investigation has shown that LL-EPI-based PVC in
ASL is feasible. It was compared with the frequently
used method of extracting the PV maps from segmented
T1-weighted images. The PVLL method turned out to
yield superior PV maps according to regression error.

Shin et al. [18] used the FRASIER segmentation on
images with voxel size 1.7 ! 1.7 ! 4 mm3. This method
can be used also on lower-resolution data as mixing of
different tissues in most voxels is expected. However,
GM and WM T1-time determination becomes difficult
when low-resolution data are used. Shin et al. propose
to obtain the relaxation times by fitting four Gaussians to
the frequency distribution of T1-times [18,34]. Reasona-
ble results are obtained for high-resolution images where
there are many voxels containing pure GM or WM tissue.
This, however, does not apply for low-resolution images
such as ASL images. Moreover, it is not guaranteed that
the PV fraction distribution around the pure tissue is
symmetric. This could cause a systematic error in the T1

FIG. 4. Comparison of CBF images before and after PVC. The
uncorrected CBF image CBFNOPV is shown in (a). CBF is specified
in units of mL/min/100 mL. The PV corrected images CBFGMPV

with a kernel size of 3 ! 3 ! 1 (b,c) and 11 ! 11 ! 1 (d,e) used
for the PV correction, respectively, and with both investigated
methods, PVT1 (b,d) and PVLL (c,e) are shown. As in Figure 3,
there are distinct differences between original and corrected data
that become especially obvious for higher kernel sizes (d,e). Blur-
ring of most GM structures and appearance of structures not visi-
ble in the noncorrected image (a) is obvious in (b) and especially
in (d). The same structures are well preserved when using PVLL

maps (c) even for bigger kernel sizes (e).

FIG. 5. Detail from Figure 4. Although some smoothing is visible, the GM structure can be clearly recognized when using the 3 ! 3 ! 1
kernel (b,d). However, for the 11 ! 11 ! 1 kernel the influence of errors in PVT1 is clearly visible (c): some GM structures are blurred or
are completely missing and spurious structures arise not present in the original image (a). The quality of the PVLL-based result (d)
remains, however, satisfactory even for this large kernel and although some blurring is apparent the GM structure is generally much bet-
ter preserved.
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estimation, especially for GM. The method proposed in
this paper is not negatively influenced by the low resolu-
tion as enough pure WM voxels were found. The GM T1-
time determination is independent of the GM PV-fraction
distribution and no pure GM voxels are needed. The
obtained T1-time values were not significantly different
from literature values [31] of the occipital GM (P ¼ 0.77),
frontal GM (P ¼ 0.18), and frontal WM (P ¼ 0.87). The
T1 of WM differed scarcely significantly from the occipi-
tal WM (P ¼ 0.03). This suggests that the values can be
used for PV fractions determination. Further investiga-
tion needs to be carried out to determine the T1-times
regionally as substantial regional differences are pre-
sented in [31]. The T1-time values determined in this

paper are on average equivalent to 1560 6 86 ms for GM,
846 6 19 ms for WM if no pixel-wise flip angle correc-
tion were applied. These values were calculated over
region with GM/WM PV fractions exceeding 80%.
Although the values roughly correspond to the ASL liter-
ature, any proper comparison is difficult as the flip angle
correction is used only rarely in ASL.

The measured values of CBF were also compared with
literature. Comparison of absolute CBF values is in gen-
eral difficult as there is a large number of acquisition
sequences and quantification methods yielding substan-
tially different results. The mean uncorrected CBFNOPV

in GM (PV > 80%) is around 16% higher than the
results of the multicenter QUASAR PASL study (47.4 6

Table 1
Mean and Standard Deviation of CBF Values Over the Five Subjects

CBFNOPV CBFGMPVþ PVT1 CBFGMPVþ PVLL CBF2TPVþ PVT1 CBF2TPVþ PVLL

Total 34.1 6 1.9 35.5 6 1.9 35.0 6 1.9 41.9 6 1.9 41.6 6 1.6
GM 56.5 6 1.6 61.3 6 2.3 58.0 6 1.9 62.3 6 1.6 60.1 6 1.0
WM 16.8 6 1.6 20.0 6 1.8 20.3 6 1.6 32.3 6 2.3 32.4 6 1.9

The values are shown in mL/min/100 mL for the whole brain and for GM and WM regions. The WM and GM regions were defined by
demanding a PV fraction > 80% in the PVT1 maps. The uncorrected (CBFNOPV) as well as the PV corrected (CBFGMPV, CBFGMPV) values
are shown. The corrected values are shown for both PVLL and PVT1 maps used for kernel size 3 ! 3 ! 1.

FIG. 6. Mean CBF of the PV corrected images CBFGMPV (a,c) and CBF2TPV (b,d) is shown as a function of the used kernel size for both
PVLL and PVT1. The mean results for the whole brain (a,b) and in GM (PV fraction > 80%) are shown. The mean CBF difference between
both methods is 1.8% for CBFGMPV and 1.2% for CBF2TPV in the whole brain, and 7.8% and 5.9% in GM, respectively. [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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7.5 mL/min/100 mL; P ¼ 0.008) where the model-free
approach was used [35]. However, up to 25% difference
between the model-free and three-parameter fit quantifica-
tion of the multi-TI data (used in this article) was pre-
sented by the same group [36]. The whole-brain average
CBF was compared with the results presented in [37]
where a similar multi-TI sequences was used. The results
are not significantly different (P ¼ 0.18) but this should
be interpreted with care given that sample sizes were
small in both studies. The difference between our mea-
surement (34.1 6 1.9 mL/min/100 mL) and the literature
value (40.5 6 9.5 mL/mL/100 mL) is 16%. This difference
might be explained by the fact that a different planning
was used (only five slices for multi-TI acquisition in [37])
and that a different method for M0,b estimation was used
in both studies. Also, flip angle correction and subject-
specific measured values of T1-relaxation times were used
in this study but not in [35–37]. The GM/WM perfusion
ratio of 3.5 for the dominantly male group with mean age
30 years is concordant with the literature values by Biagi
et al. (3.6, age 16 years; 2.9, age 40 years) [5] and Asllani
et al. (3.5, age 70 years; 3.9, age 26 years) [13], although
much larger than the value of 2.5 reported by Parkes et al.
[6]. The ratio decreased to 1.9 for CBF2TPV. This is a
direct consequence of the increased CBF in WM caused
by using appropriate parameters for WM CBF quantifica-
tion (as discussed also below).

The evaluated regression error is influenced by two
factors. The first one is due to errors in the PV maps.
Second, the linear regression with a square kernel does
smooth the tissue-specific signal (including the noise) to
a certain extent. Therefore, there would be a finite
CBFNOPV ) CBFGMPV difference even if the PV maps
were perfect. We assume that actual errors of the PV
maps are dominating the observed regression error for
PVT1 as well as for PVLL PVC.

A single tissue type was assumed in the quantification
to allow comparison with the noncorrected data. The
error is lower for PVLL PVC for all kernel sizes. The dif-
ference between PVLL and PVT1 increased with increas-
ing kernel size. The influence of the PV maps on the PV
corrected CBF is increasing with increasing kernel size.
The increasing error difference between the methods
thus indicates more error in the PVT1 estimated PV maps
than in those estimated with PVLL. The regression error
is around 15%–20% of mean CBF for kernel size 3 ! 3
! 1 to 11 ! 11 ! 1. The regression error in literature is
given only for continuous ASL in [12] and it is around
9%–13%. However, this error was computed for the PV-
corrected control images where the signal is expected to
be smoother. Furthermore, these images are considerably
less noisy which also considerably decreases the regres-
sion error. The reason for decreased regression error for
PVLL is probably the fact that the LL-EPI sequence used
for obtaining the PVLL maps is similar to the EPI
sequence used for the ASL acquisition and, therefore,
the resulting PVLL maps contain the same geometrical
distortions as the ASL data. Misplacement of GM struc-
tures in the PVT1 maps caused by the EPI distortions
causes blurring of the GM structures in the PV corrected
CBFGMPV, see Figures 4 and 5. The second reason is
illustrated in Figure 3. The PVT1 maps are less accurate

in regions where the WM (or GM) is thin. The intensity
contrast between the region and the background is then
very subtle in T1-weighted images which can lead to
incorrect segmentation and disappearance of these
regions from the PVT1 maps. In PVLL, the PV fractions
are obtained from the sum signal of the voxel. The tissue
spatial distribution inside the voxel, thus, does not influ-
ence the PV fraction determination. Studying the effect
of PVC on CBF showed a mean CBF increase of around
8% in GM and almost 92% in WM between CBFNOPV

and CBF2TPV regardless the PV maps used. The increase
in GM can be explained by inherent smoothing of the
PVC method. The mean CBF is computed over regions
with GM PV > 80%. A high GM CBF value next to this
region can increase the mean value inside the region.
This improved by using a bigger kernel, where the differ-
ence decreased to 2% for 11 ! 11 ! 1 for PVLL while it
stayed at 10% for PVT1. The difference in WM CBF
between CBFNOPV and CBF2TPV is caused by the fact that
appropriate parameters were used for WM quantification
instead of quantifying it using GM parameters. This sub-
sequently leads to increase in CBF as WM relaxation
time is shorter than for GM relaxation time. Note also
the shape of the plots in Figure 6. The mean CBF is
decreasing for increasing kernel size in most cases
because of the smoothing effect of PVC and uneven dis-
tribution of CBF in the brain. However, the mean GM
CBF of PVLL (Fig. 6c,d) increases for small kernel sizes.
This might be caused by the fact, that the PVLL maps
contain errors which makes the PVC less stable for
smaller kernel sizes. These errors are not apparent on
the whole-brain mean CBF but show on the GM CBF
only, as only few areas have GM exceeding 80%.

Currently, there is no well-established methodology for
validating CBF measurements using ASL. Comparisons
with PET or other modalities have not yet reached suffi-
cient accuracy to decide which of the tested PV corrected
maps gives more accurate results. Validation of the PV
fraction determination thus can only be done using the
comparison of CBFNOPV and CBFGMPV. The difference
between the quantified values of CBF2TPV for PVT1 and
PVLL only serves as an indicator of the magnitude of the
overall effect the different method for PV determination
has on the quantification. Although the difference in the
mean CBF was significant, the increase of 1.2% in the
whole-brain CBF and 5.9% in the GM CBF is not so pro-
nounced. However computed pixel-wise, there is an im-
portant difference in the CBF quantification (17% for total
CBF and 13% for GM CBF). This indicates that although
the PVC with PVT1 maps gives reasonable values on aver-
age, its regional difference from the PVLL is important.

The FRASIER segmentation [18] was already applied
to the domain of ASL by Ahlgren et al. [34] to improve
the M0,b estimation. Contrary to this approach which
uses the QUASAR sequence [35], we acquired the LL-
EPI images separately. This takes slightly more time (less
than 30 s) but has clear advantages. The SPIR saturation
was used to suppress fat-shift artifacts. These artifacts
normally cancel out in the difference image and do not
influence CBF quantification. However, they can spoil
the analysis of the T1-recovery curve. Additionally, no
Q2TIPS saturation was used. It is known that Q2TIPS
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produces MT effect which shortens the T1-relaxation
time in the control images during the period when the
saturation is switched on [23]. Therefore, it negatively
influences also the T1-time measurement and the PV
determination.

The proposed method (PVLL) can directly replace the
PVT1 method in all applications that use PV maps for ROI
definition [7,8], CBF normalization in GM [9–11] or PVC
[12,14,15] on subjects for which brain tissue segmentation
is not problematic (for example Alzheimer, Parkinson and
stroke patients; healthy volunteers). In patients that have
serious deformations in brain structure, the spatial nor-
malization to MNI becomes difficult. The segmentation,
thus, does not work optimally and the PVT1 method can
fail. On the other hand, the PVLL method does not use
any prior information and, thus, it can in principle work
also on deformed images. Prospectively, the PVLL method
might also be usable in other organs or in tumors by add-
ing corresponding T1-times to the segmentation. This con-
jecture, however, needs to be investigated further to prove
that the method is sensitive enough.

The LL acquisition with 300 ms time frames allows
the acquisition of only seven slices at the given resolu-
tion. To increase the coverage a second acquisition could
be performed since the sequence acquisition time is
short. Alternatively, the delay between frames could be
optimized to allow acquisition of more slices. The effect
of changes in this delay (and of flip angle and the num-
ber of repetitions) on the quality of PV estimation should
then be investigated. The fitting procedure currently fits
the model only to the high-flip angle data with corrected
flip angle value. The simultaneous estimation from both
low and high flip angle measurements might further
increase accuracy.

In conclusion, a new method for PV maps estimation
(PVLL) has been presented and compared with the stand-
ard method (PVT1). The hypothesis that the PVLL maps
are more suitable for PVC of ASL data is supported by
the fact that the regression error is lower for the PVLL

maps. Moreover, more artifacts in the PV corrected CBF
maps were observed with PVT1 than with PVLL. There-
fore, we believe that extracting PV maps from the LL-EPI
sequence is an attractive and superior alternative to the
current approach of using high-resolution T1-weighted
images. The method has also potential to be applied to
different organs and to pathological brain images where
the standard procedure would fail.
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Abstract
Objective Partial volume (PV) correction is an important step in arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI that is used to separate 
perfusion from structural effects when computing the mean gray matter (GM) perfusion. There are three main methods for 
performing this correction: (1) GM-threshold, which includes only voxels with GM volume above a preset threshold; (2) 
GM-weighted, which uses voxel-wise GM contribution combined with thresholding; and (3) PVC, which applies a spatial 
linear regression algorithm to estimate the flow contribution of each tissue at a given voxel. In all cases, GM volume is 
obtained using PV maps extracted from the segmentation of the T1-weighted (T1w) image. As such, PV maps contain errors 
due to the difference in readout type and spatial resolution between ASL and T1w images. Here, we estimated these errors 
and evaluated their effect on the performance of each PV correction method in computing GM cerebral blood flow (CBF).
Materials and methods Twenty-two volunteers underwent scanning using 2D echo planar imaging (EPI) and 3D spiral ASL. 
For each PV correction method, GM CBF was computed using PV maps simulated to contain estimated errors due to spatial 
resolution mismatch and geometric distortions which are caused by the mismatch in readout between ASL and T1w images. 
Results were analyzed to assess the effect of each error on the estimation of GM CBF from ASL data.
Results Geometric distortion had the largest effect on the 2D EPI data, whereas the 3D spiral was most affected by the resolu-
tion mismatch. The PVC method outperformed the GM-threshold even in the presence of combined errors from resolution 
mismatch and geometric distortions. The quantitative advantage of PVC was 16% without and 10% with the combined errors 
for both 2D and 3D ASL. Consistent with theoretical expectations, for error-free PV maps, the PVC method extracted the 
true GM CBF. In contrast, GM-weighted overestimated GM CBF by 5%, while GM-threshold underestimated it by 16%. 
The presence of PV map errors decreased the calculated GM CBF for all methods.
Conclusion The quality of PV maps presents no argument for the preferential use of the GM-threshold method over PVC 
in the clinical application of ASL.
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Introduction

The quality of arterial spin labeling ASL perfusion MRI 
has improved significantly with the increased availability 
of multi-channel coils [1], 3T scanners [2], more advanced 
3D readouts [3, 4], background-suppression schemes [5, 
6], and improvements in labeling efficiency  [7]. As a 
result, the application of ASL in clinical research has been 
on the rise [8, 9].

Despite these developments, the spatial resolution of 
ASL has remained relatively low. Therefore, the majority 
of voxels in ASL images contain a mixture of perfusion 
signals from gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and 
CSF, a phenomenon referred to as partial volume (PV) 
effects. Since GM perfusion is reported to be 2–4.5 times 
higher than WM perfusion [10, 11], and CSF is not per-
fused, the measured ASL signal in a given voxel is depend-
ent on the fractional contributions of GM and WM, i.e. 
its tissue composition. Consequently, differences in meas-
ured perfusion across regions within a subject or for the 
same region across subjects could, to a varying degree, be 
attributable to differences in tissue composition rather than 
actual changes in perfusion. This hypothesis was borne 
out in an ASL study of healthy aging which showed that 
around 50% of the difference in cerebral blood flow (CBF) 
between healthy elderly and young participants could be 
accounted for by atrophy alone [12]. It is therefore of prin-
cipal relevance to separate changes in CBF from struc-
tural variability in studies when the latter cannot be ruled 
out [13, 14].

In this context, several approaches for PV correction 
have been proposed. Originally, a fixed ratio between 
GM and WM perfusion was assumed [15]. Later, a linear 
regression was used to model the relation of the observed 
CBF and GM and WM PV maps, to solve for the unknown 
PV-corrected GM and WM CBF within a spatially defined 
kernel [10]. The main focus of the subsequent work on 
PV correction in ASL has been to reduce the smooth-
ing effects inherent in the original algorithm  [16, 17]. 
Less attention, however, has been given to the quality of 
the GM and WM PV maps from which the algorithms 
receive the structural information, and which can influ-
ence the results of the PV correction [18]. Typically, the 
PV maps (obtained from the segmentation of high-reso-
lution T1-weighted [T1w] images) are co-registered and 
resampled to match the low-resolution ASL image space. 
Therefore, differences in geometric distortion and effec-
tive resolution between the ASL and T1w readouts are 
propagated to the PV maps and subsequently in the PV 
correction process and CBF computation [19–22]. Differ-
ences in ASL readout schemes [23] can also influence the 
efficacy of the PV correction and thus may lead to bias 

and additional variance in estimating mean GM CBF in 
data from multi-center studies. However, the magnitude of 
the errors stemming from differences in processing strate-
gies and readout schemes has not yet been systematically 
quantified in either PV-corrected or PV-uncorrected data.

In this study, we have addressed these issues by estimat-
ing the errors in PV maps due to geometric distortion and 
resolution mismatch between ASL and T1w images. To test 
for the effect of ASL readout on the magnitude of these 
errors, two of the commonly used ASL readout schemes—
2D EPI and 3D spiral—were analyzed. The goal was to 
explore the effect of these errors on the computation of 
mean GM CBF using different methods for PV correction. 
Simulated CBF images, constructed based on real ASL 
data acquired on 22 subjects with the two different readout 
schemes, were analyzed using the PVC method and two dif-
ferent GM thresholding methods. The results of this study 
provide further insight into the utility of PV correction and 
sources of error in the computation of mean GM CBF.

Materials and methods

Imaging

Twenty-two healthy young volunteers (mean age 22.6 ± 2.1 
years, 9 men) underwent scanning twice, at two imaging 
centers operating two different 3T MRI systems—Discov-
ery MR750 (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA) and Intera 
(Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands)—both equipped 
with the same 8-channel head coil (Invivo, Gainesville, FL, 
USA). The study was approved by the local medical research 
ethics committees of both sites—the Erasmus MC-Univer-
sity Medical Center, Rotterdam, and the Academic Medical 
Center, Amsterdam—and was conducted in accordance with 
the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants provided writ-
ten informed consent and received financial compensation 
for participation.

Each imaging session included a pseudo-continuous ASL 
(pCASL) scan and a 1 mm isotropic 3D T1w structural scan. 
On the Philips scanner, pCASL was acquired using a 2D 
gradient-echo single-shot echo planar imaging (EPI) read-
out with voxel size 3 × 3 × 7 mm3 , TE/TR 17 ms/4000 ms, 
labeling duration 1650 ms, post-labeling delay 1525 ms, and 
number of averages 33, resulting in total acquisition time of 
4:33 min. On the GE scanner, a 3D fast spin-echo interleaved 
stack-of-spirals (3D spiral) readout with 512 points on 8 spi-
rals was used with acquisition resolution 3.8 × 3.8 × 4 mm3 , 
reconstructed by default to 1.9 × 1.9 × 4 mm3 voxel size, TE/
TR 10.5 ms/4600 ms, labeling duration 1450 ms, post-labe-
ling delay 1525 ms, number of averages 3, and total acquisi-
tion time 4:29 min. A detailed description of the recruitment 
criteria and imaging protocols can be found in [24].
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Image processing

Images were processed using in-house MATLAB (Math-
Works, Natick, MA, USA) routines using SPM12 (Well-
come Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). Image 
processing was geared towards estimation of CBF quantifi-
cation errors associated with: (1) differences in geometric 
deformation between the ASL and T1w images due to the 
difference in contrast between the two modalities, and (2) 
differences between the acquisition and effective resolution 
of the ASL images. In both cases, the quantification errors 
were estimated independently for the 2D EPI and 3D spiral 
ASL readout sequences.

Below, we detail the main processing steps, also outlined 
in Fig. 1, and provide the rationale behind each step. Briefly, 
following the processing of the ASL and T1w data (step A), 
the geometric distortions (step B) and effective resolution 
(step C) were estimated and subsequently applied to estimate 
their effect on GM CBF calculation (step D).

Preprocessing (step A)

Each subject’s T1w image was segmented into GM and 
WM PV maps (denoted as pGM and pWM, respectively) 

using CAT12 (C. Gaser, Structural Brain Mapping Group, 
Jena University Hospital, Jena, Germany).

For the 2D EPI data, all control and label pairs were 
corrected for motion, and pairwise subtraction was then 
performed. For the 3D spiral data, the perfusion-weighted 
images were provided, by default, directly from the scan-
ner. CBF images, referred to as CBFreal , were quantified 
using the single-compartment model for both types of ASL 
readouts [25].

In addition to the CBFreal image, a pseudo-CBF 
(CBFpseudo ) image was also computed based on the pGM 
and pWM maps, assuming a GM–WM CBF ratio of 
3.4 [10] (Fig. 1a). In contrast to the CBFreal image, the 
CBFpseudo image perfectly matches the T1w image in 
terms of geometric deformations and spatial resolution. 
The CBFreal image was up-sampled using B-spline inter-
polation to match the voxel size of the T1w space so that 
a direct comparison with CBFpseudo could be made to esti-
mate the deformations and resolution as detailed in the 
sections “Estimation of geometric distortions between the 
T1w and ASL images” and “Estimation of the difference 
between the effective spatial resolution of the ASL and 
T1w images”.

ASLM0

(a) PRE-PROCESSING

T1-w
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(b) GEOMETRIC 
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Fig. 1  Diagram of image processing pipeline. For each column, 
the input images (top row), the processing steps (middle row), and 
the output images (bottom row) are displayed. (a) Preprocessing: 
a CBFreal was computed and up-sampled to the image matrix of the 
T1w image; a CBFpseudo was also created using GM and WM tis-
sue partial volume maps (pGM and pWM, respectively) obtained 
from segmentation of the T1w image. (b) Estimation of geomet-

ric distortions between CBFreal and CBFpseudo was performed using 
Rigid, Nonlinear, or DARTEL. (c) The effective resolution of ASL 
images was estimated via iterative resolution matching of CBFreal and 
CBFpseudo images. (d) Simulation of CBF images containing deforma-
tions introduced in steps (B) and (C) was conducted by applying the 
deformations to the original pGM and pWM maps (A) and recomput-
ing the CBF image based on these maps
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Estimation of geometric distortions between the T1w 
and ASL images (step B)

Three commonly used co-registration algorithms were 
applied to co-register the ASL and T1w images represented 
by the CBFreal and CBFpseudo images, respectively: Rigid 
(6-parameter rigid-body transformation), Nonlinear (aff-
ine transformation followed by low-dimensional nonlinear 
transformation using discrete cosine basis functions [26]), 
or DARTEL (high-dimensional warping with a diffeomor-
phic registration algorithm [27]). For Rigid, mutual infor-
mation criterion was used. For Nonlinear and DARTEL, 
sum-of-squares criterion was used while first adjusting 
the GM and WM CBF in CBFpseudo to minimize the voxel-
wise difference. For each subject, six deformation fields 
were computed, one from each co-registration algorithm—
rigid, nonlinear, DARTEL—repeated for each ASL readout 
scheme—2D EPI and 3D spiral (Fig. 1b). We assume that 
the DARTEL algorithm has sufficient degrees of freedom 
to fully reflect the geometric distortions between the ASL 
and T1w images [28], and was thus used as a comparative 
reference.

Estimation of the difference between the effective spatial 
resolution of the ASL and T1w images (step C)

The difference in spatial resolution between the ASL and 
T1w images must be taken into account to avoid errors in 
GM CBF analysis. For this purpose, the true resolution of 
the ASL images needs to be used instead of the ASL acqui-
sition resolution or the reconstructed voxel size. The recon-
structed voxel size does not need to match the resolution, 
and in the case of 3D acquisition, the acquisition resolution 
and the true resolution often differ because of substantial 
smoothing effects of the acquisition, which may lead to GM 
CBF underestimation.

Here, we estimated the effective spatial resolution of each 
ASL readout by assuming a Gaussian point spread function 
(PSF) and by quantifying the resolution difference between 
T1w and ASL images, represented by CBFpseudo and CBFreal 
images, respectively, that were co-registered using the Non-
linear method, which reduces the influence of mis-registra-
tion (step B). Resolution of the T1w images was assumed to 
be 1 mm3 isotropic with Gaussian PSF. First, the spatially 
varying GM and WM CBF values were estimated using PV 
correction via linear regression to account for perfusion 
nonuniformity. The estimated values were then used to gen-
erate a CBFpseudo image. Lastly, the effective resolution of 
the ASL images was estimated by iterative smoothing of the 
CBFpseudo image with a varying anisotropic Gaussian kernel. 
The downhill simplex method was used to determine the 
minimum root mean square deviation between the CBFreal 

and CBFpseudo . Three iterations of PV correction and itera-
tive smoothing were used.

Simulation of CBF images and PV maps (step D)

The goal of this step was to simulate a reference CBF image 
and PV maps that contained different amounts of geometric 
deformations (step B, Fig. 1), and with and without esti-
mating the effective resolution (step C, Fig. 1), in order to 
evaluate the errors associated with each. To this end, we 
applied the three estimated deformation fields obtained from 
Rigid/Nonlinear/DARTEL transformation (Fig. 1b) to the 
original pGM and pWM maps (Fig. 1a). The resulting pGM 
and pWM maps were then down-sampled to the original 
low-resolution ASL space. The image matrix of the ASL 
image was preserved. The down-sampled pGM and pWM 
values were obtained by integrating over the PV values in 
the high-resolution space and assuming a Gaussian PSF with 
either the acquisition resolution of the ASL images (referred 
to as “acq”) or the estimated effective resolution obtained in 
step C (referred to as “eff”).

Six sets of pGM and pWM images were thus produced 
for each subject and each ASL readout: Rigid-acq, Rigid-eff, 
Nonlinear-acq, Nonlinear-eff, DARTEL-acq, and DARTEL-
eff. The CBF image was simulated for each subject using 
the PV maps from DARTEL-eff (CBFDARTEL-eff ). Each type 
of investigated error was produced by the respective differ-
ence between these six PV maps when used for calculating 
GM CBF from the reference CBF image (CBFDARTEL-eff ). 
Specifically, the DARTEL-eff set was used as the reference, 
assuming that DARTEL-eff and DARTEL-acq PV maps 
reflect purely the difference between the acquired and effec-
tive resolution; the Rigid-eff and Nonlinear-eff contained 
residual geometric distortions due to suboptimal co-registra-
tion of T1w to ASL, not fully encompassing the differences 
between the two sequences; the Rigid-acq and Nonlinear-
acq contained both geometric distortions and resolution 
mismatches.

For the quantitative analyses of error propagation, Gauss-
ian noise with a standard deviation of 4 mL/100g/min was 
added to the CBFDARTEL-eff images [29]. For all simulations, 
a uniform GM CBF of 80 mL/100g/min and GM CBF/WM 
CBF ratio of 3.4 was assumed [10].

Quantitative evaluation of errors

The mean GM CBF of the CBFDARTEL-eff images was 
obtained by thresholding the low-resolution pGM maps at 
threshold levels of 10, 20, 30, ..., 90, and 95%. Three meth-
ods for calculating the GM CBF were compared:

– GM-threshold , obtained as mean CBF within the GM 
region of interest (GM ROI);
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– GM-weighted , the mean CBF within the GM ROI 
divided by the mean pGM within the same GM ROI, i.e. 
weighted mean;

– Partial volume correction (PVC), the mean of PV-cor-
rected GM CBF (within the GM ROI) computed accord-
ing to the Asllani method using a 5 × 5 × 1 kernel [10].

To ensure that the results were not dependent on the abso-
lute quantification of CBF, the obtained GM CBF value was 
divided by 80 mL/100 g/min, the preset GM CBF value of 
the simulated data. A mean relative error in GM CBF was 
calculated as the average error across all participants.

Results

The mismatch between the effective and acquisition reso-
lution for both the 2D EPI and 3D spiral ASL images is 
qualitatively shown in Fig. 2. For the 2D EPI readout, the 
mismatch was mainly in the left–right and anterior–poste-
rior directions, with effective resolution full width at half 
maximum (FWHM), mean (SD) 3.0 (0.15) × 3.2 (0.16) × 
7.4 (0.35) mm3 , on average around 10% larger than the 
acquisition resolution of 3 × 3 × 7 mm3 . The difference 
was more pronounced for the 3D spiral readout, for which 

the effective resolution across the whole population was 
4.6 (0.20) × 4.3 (0.37) × 11.8 (0.39) mm3 , versus the acqui-
sition resolution of 3.8 × 3.8 × 4 mm3 , representing on 
average a 200% mismatch in the slice-encoding direction.

The mean relative errors in GM CBF calculated 
using the three different methods—GM-threshold, GM-
weighted, and PVC—are shown in Fig. 3 for all pGM 
thresholds. Results for the commonly used pGM thresh-
old of 70% are also summarized in Table 1. We chose a 
relatively high pGM threshold to ensure a better validation 
with the PVC method even in elderly populations.

For the calculation based on PV maps without errors 
(DARTEL-eff), as expected, the PVC method fully 
extracted the GM CBF signal, whereas the standard meth-
ods, GM-threshold and GM-weighted, scaled with the par-
tial volume effects (Fig. 3) for both the 2D EPI and 3D 
spiral readouts. For the GM ROI with 70% threshold (GM 
ROI70% ), the GM-threshold method underestimated GM 
CBF by 16.5%, while the GM-weighted method overesti-
mated it by more than 5.3%.

For the 2D EPI readout, the largest sources of error 
were geometric deformations typical of the 2D EPI 
sequence. The error in PVC results increased by 3% when 
the Nonlinear registration was used to model the deforma-
tions, and by 8% with the Rigid registration.

CBF Rigid-eff Nonlinear-eff

3D
 sp

ira
l

DARTEL-eff

2D
 E

PI

DARTEL-acq

Deforma"ons Resolu"onIdealReference

Fig. 2  A CBFreal image and pGM maps co-registered to the ASL 
image using the three different transformations (Rigid-eff/Nonlin-
ear-eff/DARTEL-eff) and two different resolutions (DARTEL-acq/
DARTEL-eff) are shown for the 2D EPI (top row) and 3D spiral (bot-
tom row) ASL readouts. DARTEL-eff should be the closest match 
of the pGM maps to the CBFreal image in terms of both resolution 
and deformations. The difference between PV maps containing defor-
mations (Rigid-eff, Nonlinear-eff) was more pronounced in the 2D 

EPI images. White lines help to note the prolongation artifact in the 
phase-encoding direction typical for EPI acquisition. The 3D spiral 
sequence had only minor deformations, and therefore the PV maps 
(Rigid-eff/Nonlinear-eff/DARTEL-eff) were similar for all co-regis-
trations. Visible difference in resolution can be seen between the 3D 
spiral images DARTEL-eff and DARTEL-acq and also between the 
DARTEL and the CBFreal image
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For the 3D spiral acquisition, the resolution mismatch 
was the main source of additional error: 6.0 and 12.5% in 
CBF images computed with the GM-threshold and PVC 
methods, respectively. For the CBF computed with the 
GM-weighted, a 6.1% overestimation turned into a 6.8% 
underestimation of GM CBF.

Independently, errors due to the geometric distortions 
and resolution mismatch were 16.5 and 18.0% lower for 
the PVC method than the GM-threshold method for the 2D 
EPI and 3D spiral readouts, respectively. For the combined 
geometric distortion and resolution mismatch effects, the 
PVC method yielded 13.2 and 10.3% lower error than GM-
threshold, respectively. The reason that these effects added 
less error for the GM-threshold than the PVC method is 
the already high absolute error of GM-threshold for opti-
mal PV maps. On the other hand, PVC yielded 5.3 and 
6.0% lower error than the GM-weighted method for the 
2D EPI and the 3D spiral readouts, respectively, without 

assuming the combined effects of distortion and resolu-
tion, and 5.3 and 6.2% higher error, respectively, with 
these effects.

The GM values in each of the simulated GM maps were 
compared with the reference DARTEL-eff GM map (see the 
joint histograms in Fig. 4). For the 2D EPI, a large variance 
around the line of identity is visible for the Rigid and Nonlin-
ear registration. For the 3D spiral, a large deviation from the 
line of identity is visible for the acquisition resolution. These 
results indicate that the largest source of error for 3D spiral 
readouts is related to the resolution mismatch, whereas for 
the 2D EPI, the geometric deformations are the main source 
of error.

Fig. 3  Mean relative error in GM CBF calculation for the 2D EPI 
(top row) and 3D spiral (bottom row) ASL sequences. The columns 
represent cases when the PV maps used for calculation contained (left 
to right) no errors (DARTEL-eff PV maps), deformation errors with 
nonlinear co-registration (Nonlinear-eff), deformation errors (Rigid-
eff), resolution errors (DARTEL-acq), resolution and deformation 

errors with nonlinear co-registration (Nonlinear-acq), and both defor-
mation and resolution errors (Rigid-acq). Note that without errors in 
the PV maps, the GM-threshold method underestimates the CBF and 
the GM-weighted overestimates the CBF. Resolution and deformation 
errors both cause underestimation of the GM CBF

Table 1  Mean relative error in GM CBF calculation for the 2D EPI and 3D spiral readouts*

*Values are shown as a percentage (%) relative to the preset reference GM CBF value of 80 mL/min/100 g. Results are shown for GM ROI70% . 
Results for all other threshold levels are shown in Fig. 3

Type PV type DARTEL-eff Nonlinear-eff Rigid-eff DARTEL-acq Nonlinear-acq Rigid-acq

2D EPI GM-threshold − 16.5 − 19.3 −21.6 − 16.9 − 19.6 − 21.9
GM-weighted 5.3 1.2 − 2.6 4.4 0.4 − 3.4
PVC < 0.01 − 3.0 −8.0 − 0.9 − 3.9 − 8.7

3D spiral GM-threshold − 18.1 − 18.7 − 20.0 − 24.1 − 24.6 − 25.7
GM-weighted 6.1 5.5 3.5 − 6.8 − 7.4 − 9.2
PVC < 0.01 − 0.3 − 4.5 − 12.6 − 12.9 − 15.4
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Discussion

We measured the effects of two sources of error—geomet-
ric distortion and resolution mismatch—in computing GM 
CBF using ASL images. These errors are inherent in the 
current ASL methods, which are based on the extraction of 
PV maps from the segmentation of the high-resolution T1w 
images. Geometric distortions result mainly from the differ-
ence in readout between ASL and T1w, whereas resolution 
mismatch is due to the intrinsic difference in spatial resolu-
tion between the two modalities. The effects of these errors 
were estimated for three different PV correction methods, 
i.e. GM-threshold, GM-weighted, and PVC, and two differ-
ent ASL readout sequences, 2D EPI and 3D spiral. While the 
presence of these effects is generally acknowledged [18–20, 
22, 30], we have now provided empirical data on how they 
affect PV maps and consequently the GM CBF calculation.

The key finding of this study was that errors associ-
ated with resolution mismatch and geometric deformation 
had similar effects on the mean GM CBF independent of 
whether PV correction was used. This result, combined 
with the fact that PVC outperformed the other two PV 
correction methods, should pave the way for a broader 
application of PVC in clinical settings. However, PV maps 
can contain additional errors, such as those resulting from 
inadequate segmentation of the T1w image. In this case, 
the use of linear regression is not optimal, as it assumes 
that the PV maps (the independent variables) are error-
free. Using a method such as total least squares, which 
accounts for uncertainties in the independent variables, 
might thus be an effective alternative. Another drawback 
of the PVC method is the use of a spatial kernel which 
inherently leads to blurring of the PV-corrected CBF 

images. This blurring may be especially problematic in 
multi-center studies, as equal levels of smoothing might 
be difficult to achieve for sequences with different reso-
lution and matrix size. Performing the PV correction on 
a global basis and controlling for the smoothness of the 
resulting corrected CBF maps—for example, by modeling 
the results using B-spline functions—should be a subject 
of further research.

A novel approach for estimating the PV maps directly 
in the ASL native space using fractional signal modeling 
was recently introduced by Petr et al. and Ahlgren et al. [19, 
20]. Better agreement between the PV and CBF maps was 
demonstrated in both studies relative to the PV maps esti-
mated from the high-resolution T1w images. This improve-
ment is most likely due to the use of the same readout for 
PV estimation as for the ASL acquisition. Such PV maps 
can potentially lead to improved PV correction, as they do 
not suffer from the detrimental effects of the resolution and 
deformation issues presented in this study. This statement, 
however, requires further validation.

We have shown that although the PVC method for compu-
tation of GM CBF was the one most affected by the geomet-
ric deformations (in 2D EPI ASL) and resolution discrepan-
cies (in 3D spiral ASL), it nevertheless outperformed the 
commonly used GM-threshold method irrespective of the 
PV map quality. With error-free PV maps, PVC outperforms 
the GM-weighted method. However, the GM CBF overes-
timation inherent in the GM-weighted method is canceled 
out in the presence of PV map errors due to deformation and 
resolution issues. The GM-weighted method thus can have 
a smaller error than PVC under certain conditions. Never-
theless, the GM-weighted method is still more dependent 
on the tissue volume than PVC, and a general advantage 

Fig. 4  Joint histograms of 2D EPI and 3D spiral readout schemes for a randomly selected subject. The line of identity, corresponding to a perfect 
match of the PV volumes, is indicated in white
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of the GM-weighted method over PVC is not warranted for 
regional and voxel-wise studies.

Although the resolution mismatch was relatively small 
for the 2D EPI acquisition, our findings show that geometric 
deformations due to EPI susceptibility artifacts can cause 
around 8% underestimation in GM CBF when the rigid-
body transformation is used for co-registration across the 
modalities. The use of SPM’s nonlinear co-registration [26] 
reduced this effect by 5%. In contrast, geometric distortion 
had negligible effects on the multi-segment 3D spiral read-
out, which was, however, significantly affected by the reso-
lution mismatch between the effective and acquisition ASL 
resolution. The effective resolution we estimated was about 
200% higher in the slice-encoding direction. This can be 
explained by a convolution effect of acquisition PSF, motion, 
and smoothing performed during the scanner’s reconstruc-
tion phase. Using the expected acquisition resolution instead 
of the estimated effective resolution can result in significant 
underestimation of the mean CBF, regardless of PV correc-
tion. A similar effect was shown previously by Zhao et al. 
and Petr et al., but the results are not directly comparable, 
as a simulated smoothing with an isotropic Gaussian ker-
nel was used [18, 22]. Here, we showed that this issue can 
be solved by down-sampling the PV maps to the estimated 
effective resolution before the mean GM CBF calculation. 
However, to achieve this, the effective resolution needs to 
be estimated either as performed in the current study, or 
using literature values, provided that a similar acquisition 
method was used. The mean GM CBF increased 8% on 
average when CBF images were “deblurred”. Compensat-
ing for the resolution mismatch by deconvolution of CBF 
data rather than by correctly down-sampling the PV maps 
is likely to be more prone to noise and more computation-
ally demanding. On the other hand, the results of the PVC 
method are not affected by the mismatch and will be similar 
when a regional mean CBF is evaluated. However, decon-
volution might still be preferable in order to increase the 
visual quality of the images and improve the localization 
of the perfusion signal in voxel-wise analysis. Deblurring 
by deconvolution was used by Chappell et al. and Boscolo 
Galazzo et al. for 3D gradient- and spin-echo (GRASE) data 
sets [16, 31]. However, these data sets all contained time-
series (i.e. multiple-post-labeling delay or several control/
label repetitions), and therefore the PSF could be estimated 
from noise autocorrelation.

Another limitation of our study is that we focused on only 
two ASL readout schemes. The GM CBF errors might add 
up differently for other ASL readout types or even different 
acquisition parameters. We regret the lack of 3D GRASE 
data, which is another frequently used ASL acquisition 
method. However, we anticipate that the geometric distor-
tion and effective resolution of 3D GRASE in most cases 
will lie between those for 2D EPI and 3D spiral [32].

Also, while only global GM CBF was evaluated, it can 
be hypothesized that a similar magnitude of error can be 
expected in voxel-wise analysis. This, however, remains to 
be verified.

There were several differences between the two acquisi-
tions used in this study that may have added to the observed 
discrepancy in the GM CBF calculation between acquisi-
tions. Because no M0 image was obtained for the 2D EPI 
sequence, B1 inhomogeneities may be present in the 2D EPI 
CBF images that were not present in the 3D spiral data. We 
assume that this difference does not influence the results, 
since simulated CBF maps were used. Motion correction 
could not be performed for 3D spiral data; however, very 
little motion was observed in the 2D EPI data. Hence, con-
sidering that both 2D EPI and 3D spiral data were acquired 
on the same participants, we assume the motion effect to be 
negligible.

Inter-vendor differences in T1w segmentation can also 
affect the PV correction; however, the assessment of these 
effects was outside the scope of the current study. Here, we 
used T1w images from a single vendor to exclude this poten-
tial source of variability.

Another drawback of this study was the choice of the 
DARTEL transformation as reference for ASL-T1w regis-
tration. We did not compare this with acquiring ancillary 
parameters such as a B0 field or repeating the acquisi-
tion with reversed phase-encoding directions [33]. While 
DARTEL is typically not used for ASL-T1w registration, 
researchers have previously shown that nonlinear registra-
tion performs well for EPI images [34], and can even out-
perform geometric distortion correction using the B0 field 
[28]. This was the basis of our assumption for using DAR-
TEL in lieu of ground truth in this study, where participants 
were young, healthy volunteers. This assumption might not 
hold in diseased populations, due to a poorer signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) and the presence of ASL image artifacts, and 
precludes the use of DARTEL in clinical studies to actually 
obtain the deformation field.

For the resolution estimation, an anisotropic Gauss-
ian PSF was assumed. For the 3D spiral acquisition, the 
estimated effective resolution is slightly lower (11.8 vs. 
8 mm FWHM in the slice-encoding direction) than in a 
previous study by Oliver at al. [30] and in good agree-
ment with a study by Vidorreta et al. ( 4.6 × 4.3 × 11.8 mm3 
vs. 4.64 × 4.64 × 9.04 mm3 FWHM) [4]. For the 2D EPI, 
the AFNI [Analysis of Functional NeuroImages] tool-
box estimated the resolution from noise autocorrelation 
to be 3.3 × 3.6 × 6.2 mm3 , versus our 3.0 × 3.2 × 7.4 mm3 
resolution-matching method (less than 2% difference in 
voxel volume). Both these differences could be explained 
by the additive effect of several factors including motion, 
vessel artifacts, suboptimal co-registration, and segmenta-
tion errors. Specifically, in comparison to AFNI results, 
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the values estimated here for 2D EPI probably include 
segmentation errors. With regard to the 3D spiral val-
ues, in contrast to those obtained by Oliver et al. [30] and 
Vidorreta et al. [4] for an optimal acquisition, the val-
ues obtained here were likely influenced by motion [35] 
or smoothing during reconstruction. This discrepancy 
between the anticipated and actual estimated effective res-
olution emphasizes the need for estimation of the effective 
resolution independently for each study in order to ensure 
that PVC is performed on the correct resolution.

Conclusion

Careful minimization of geometric distortion and differ-
ences in effective resolution between ASL and T1w images 
significantly reduces errors in GM CBF calculation, inde-
pendent of the PV correction method used, including no 
correction for PV effects at all. Even without the minimi-
zation of these differences, PVC remains the most accurate 
way to calculate GM CBF. Therefore, errors in PV maps 
caused by geometric deformations and resolution issues 
afford no argument for excluding PVC from the analysis of 
ASL data. Furthermore, the quantification errors induced 
by the ASL-T1w differences have a similar magnitude as 
the CBF effects in many clinical studies. Therefore, mini-
mizing the errors resulting from the ASL-T1w differences 
are key to increasing the statistical power of ASL imaging 
and in being able to separate perfusion from structural 
effects in clinical studies.
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Abstract: Arterial spin labeling (ASL) permits the noninvasive measurement of quantitative values of
cerebral blood flow (CBF) and is thus well adapted to study inter- and intrasubject perfusion varia-
tions whether at rest or during an fMRI task. In this study, a template approach to detect brain acti-
vation as a CBF difference between resting and activated groups was compared with a standard
generalized linear model (GLM) analysis. A basal perfusion template of PICORE-Q2TIPS ASL images
acquired at 3T from a group of 25 healthy subjects (mean age 31.6 ! 8.3 years) was created. The sec-
ond group of 12 healthy subjects (mean age 28.6 ! 2.7 years) performed a block-design motor task.
The template was compared with the mean activated image of the second group both at the individ-
ual and at the group level to extract activation maps. The results obtained using a GLM analysis of
the whole sequence was used as ground truth for comparison. The influences of spatial normaliza-
tion using DARTEL registration and of correction of partial volume effects (PVE) in the construction
of the template were assessed. Results showed that a basal perfusion template can detect activation-
related hyperperfusion in motor areas. The true positive ratio was increased by 2.5% using PVE-
correction and by 3.2% using PVE-correction with DARTEL registration. On average, the group
comparison presented a 2.2% higher true positive ratio than the one-to-many comparison. Hum Brain
Mapp 35:1179–1189, 2014. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: arterial spin labeling; motor activation; template; perfusion; functional MRI; ASL
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INTRODUCTION

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a completely noninvasive
MRI method that measures brain perfusion by magneti-
cally labeling blood in brain-feeding arteries [Detre et al.,
1992; Parkes and Detre, 2004]. The main advantage of ASL
is its ability to obtain quantitative values of cerebral blood
flow (CBF) without using contrast agent or ionizing radia-
tion. The reproducibility of CBF quantification makes ASL
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a promising method for diagnosis based on inter- and
intra-subject perfusion comparison [Chen et al., 2011;
Petersen et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011]. The main draw-
back of ASL is its low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and poor
spatial resolution, ranging between 3 " 3 mm2 and 4 " 4
mm2 per pixel in-plane and 5 and 8 mm slice thickness. A
useful way of overcoming the SNR limitation is to imple-
ment ASL at high-field strength, and to use multi-channel
coils, parallel acquisition techniques and dedicated soft-
ware processing [Ferré et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2005]. Ap-
plicable also for task-related functional imaging, functional
ASL (fASL) is potentially a more direct marker of neuronal
activity than standard BOLD functional MRI [Jin and Kim,
2008; Obata et al., 2004; Raoult et al., 2011]. Several studies
have assessed the reproducibility and reliability of ASL-
based quantitative results, with the aim to determine char-
acteristic perfusion values of brain regions [Floyd et al.,
2003; Lee et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011]. At 1.5T, the ran-
dom noise affects the reproducibility of measurements
more than within-subject variability [Jahng et al., 2005]
while, at the 3T, the SNR is significantly improved.
Petersen et al. [2010] recently published a broad multicen-
ter study on the reproducibility of quantitative ASL at 3T
with 284 subjects. The mean gray matter CBF was reported
to be 47.4 ! 7.5 ml/100 g/min with a within-subject stand-
ard deviation over two sessions (3- to 10-days apart) of 5.3
ml/100 g/min. The basal CBF varies substantially, not
only between subjects and sessions, but also between brain
regions, as does the label arrival time [Gallichan and Jez-
zard, 2008, 2009]. However, the normalized regional perfu-
sion is highly reliable when measured on separate days
[Pfefferbaum et al., 2010] and the relative distribution of
CBF in various parts of the brain at rest is consistent and
reproducible [Petersen et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011].
Functional ASL studies have shown a high activation-
related signal increase during motor and visual tasks. A
signal increase of 57.3% ! 5.8% [Raoult et al., 2011] and
39.5% ! 6.9% [Tjandra et al., 2005] for motor tasks and
72.9% ! 28.8% [Leontiev and Buxton, 2007] for visual
tasks was reported. ASL was proven to detect signal
changes during a visual-motor task with a very low task
frequency [Borogovac et al., 2010]. This was demonstrated
on a block-design experiment with two sessions 30 days
apart. The activated region obtained using the OFF phase
from the first session and the ON phase from the later ses-
sion and vice-versa had size comparable to the regions
detected from individual sessions [Borogovac et al., 2010].
It was also shown that normalized CBF values can be used
to identify regions of the brain involved in visual tasks by
comparing two groups of healthy subjects with and with-
out visual stimulus [Aslan and Lu, 2010]. The aim of this
study is to further analyze the possibility to use baseline
CBF group comparison to detect motor-task activation, to
compare the results with a standard fMRI block-design
experiment and thus to see potential limitations of using
only the ON phase. Contrary to Aslan and Lu, a larger
control group is used and individual subject to group

comparison is performed as would be the preferred mode
to study individual subject pathologies. Such a ‘‘template
approach’’ is commonly used in nuclear medicine to detect
focal variations of a quantitative parameter obtained for
one patient by comparing it to the ‘‘mean image’’ of sev-
eral subjects [Morbelli et al., 2008]. Also, the results were
compared with the results of a standard block-design
fMRI experiment. Besides, means to improve the quality of
detections were also investigated. Indeed, before construct-
ing a template, the perfusion data needs to be spatially
normalized. The standard spatial normalization to MNI
template provides suboptimal results and we therefore
tested if an alternate spatial normalization such as DAR-
TEL [Ashburner, 2007] could improve activation detection.
Yet, the spatial resolution of ASL is relatively low and
most pixels contain both GM and WM tissue. Thus, given
that the ASL signal mainly comes from the GM tissue, the
signal intensity in ASL images depends on the volume ra-
tio of GM and WM tissues in each pixel. The GM-to-WM
perfusion ratio was reported to be on average three in
adults and almost four in children [Biagi et al., 2007]. Asl-
lani et al. [2009] measured the WM perfusion to be 3.5
times smaller than the GM perfusion in elderly subject
and 3.9 times smaller in young population. Therefore, par-
tial volume effects (PVE) can significantly affect the CBF.
Partial volume correction algorithm was first introduced to
ASL by Asllani et al. [2008a] and was shown to improve
the detection of visual-motor task by Borogovac et al.
[2010]. Four different approaches were tested and com-
pared, using spatial normalization to MNI and DARTEL,
with and without PVE correction. To illustrate its potential
clinical usefulness, the method was then used to detect hy-
poperfusion in a single epileptic patient presenting a tem-
poral dysplasia. To summarize, the main contributions of
the paper are the following: the CBF template is con-
structed using DARTEL registration and PVE-correction,
hyperperfused regions in motor-related tasks are detected
using the template at the individual and at the group level
and the results are compared with the results of a stand-
ard GLM analysis of block-design ASL experiment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design

Thirty-seven healthy volunteers gave written informed
consent to be enrolled in the study. The subjects were di-
vided into two groups. Twenty-five subjects were included
in the first group (control) (14 women and 11 men, mean
age 31.6 ! 8.3 years) for the evaluation of basal perfusion.
The second group (functional) consisted of 12 subjects (7
women and 5 men, mean age 28.6 ! 2.7 years) for motor
activation-related perfusion evaluation. All the subjects in
the second group were strongly right-handed (mean 92.5%
according to the ‘‘Edinburgh Handedness Inventory’’ [Old-
field, 1971]).
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Imaging Protocol

MR imaging was performed on a 3T MRI scanner
(Magnetom Verio, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a
32-channel head coil. Anatomical high resolution 3D
MPRAGE T1-weighted images were obtained for all sub-
jects with the following parameters: field-of-view (FOV)
256 " 256 mm2, acquisition matrix 256 " 256, 160 sagit-
tal slabs, voxel size 1 " 1 " 1 mm3, TR/TE/TI 1900/
2.98/900 ms, flip angle 9# and acquisition time 4 min
26 s.

Rest perfusion images of control group were acquired
using ‘‘quantitative imaging of perfusion with a single
subtraction, with thin-slice TI1 periodic saturation’’
(Q2TIPS) with a ‘‘proximal inversion with a control for off-
resonance effects’’ (PICORE) labeling technique [Luh et al.,
1999; Wong et al., 1997]. The nine slices were acquired
with a 7-mm slice thickness and an inter-slice gap of 0.7
mm. The slices were acquired in the AC-PC plane with
the third slice passing through the AC-PC plane. The 100-
mm thick PICORE labeling slab was positioned 29.5 mm
below the lowest imaged slice. Sixty-one control and la-
beled images were acquired on each subject. A Q2TIPS sat-
uration pulse (700 ms onset time and 800 ms duration)
was used to delineate label duration and reduce the sensi-
tivity of quantification to variations in blood arrival time
in the brain [Luh et al., 1999; Wong et al., 1998]. The inver-
sion time (TI) between the labeling pulse and the begin-
ning of the readout was 1,700 ms for all subjects (values
1,500 and 1,800 ms that are used for similar PASL fMRI
experiments [Ances et al., 2008; Perthen et al., 2008; Raoult
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011]). A flow-sensitive bipolar
crusher gradient (4 cm s$ 1) was applied to reduce the sig-
nal from the fast-moving arterial protons [Ye et al., 1997]
immediately prior to image readout. An EPI readout
scheme sequence with the following parameters was used:
FOV 192 " 192 mm2, acquisition matrix 64 " 64, in-plane
resolution 3 " 3 mm2, TR/TE 3000/25 ms, and flip angle
90#. The acquisition time was 3 min 6 s.

Functional PICORE Q2TIPS ASL images were acquired,
using a motor paradigm, for all subjects in the functional
group. The sequence parameters were similar to the ones
of the control group except for the number of slices (8)
and TE (18 ms). The slices were acquired in the AC-PC
plane with a 60.9 mm supratentorial coverage volume
thickness. The acquisition lasted 7 min 12 s for 143 control
and labeled images. The functional paradigm used a block
design with seven alternating 30 s-phases (10 control and
labeled images) of rest and a right-hand flexion-extension
motor task of the dominant hand at approximately 1 Hz
frequency. The first 3 images were used for signal stabili-
zation and were discarded in the processing. Therefore,
each rest and action phase started with a control image. It
should be noted that, due to the different Z positioning of
the subjects from the control and functional groups in the
MR scanner, the thickness covered by both groups was
around 25 mm in the Z-direction.

Template Construction

The following workflow was used for template construc-
tion from the control group images:

1. The ASL images were corrected for motion, noise
and signal inhomogeneity. The ASL images were co-
registered with the segmented T1-weighted images;

2. The CBF in each voxel was quantified [Buxton et al.,
1998];

3. Partial volume correction was applied [Asllani et al.,
2008a];

4. The perfusion maps were spatially normalized to the
MNI template or subsequently by DARTEL registra-
tion [Ashburner, 2007];

5. Intensity normalization was performed to compensate
for mean inter-subject and inter-session perfusion
variations;

6. The templates were constructed.

Preprocessing

All image preprocessing steps were performed using
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and the SPM8 tool-
box. First, unintentional subject movements during ASL
acquisition were compensated for by motion correction of
the control and labeled images using six-parameter 3D
rigid registration with a sum-of-squares-difference cost
function. All control and labeled images were aligned with
the first control image. The T1-weighted images were fil-
tered using the NL-means algorithm to remove noise
[Coupé et al., 2008]. The mean ASL control image was
then coregistered with the T1-weighted image of the same
subject using 3D rigid-body registration with a normalized
mutual-information cost function and NEWUOA optimiza-
tion [Wiest-Daesslé et al., 2007]. The inhomogeneity bias in
the T1-weighted images was corrected and the images
were segmented into gray matter (GM), white matter
(WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) classes using the
SPM8 toolbox [Ashburner and Friston, 2005]. The tissue
probability template ICBM-152 [Mazziotta et al., 1995] was
used as prior information for tissue classification. The GM
and WM partial-volume percentages for each pixel of the
low-resolution ASL images were calculated using this
high-resolution segmentation projected, using the ASL/
T1-w coregistration, on the ASL image.

Perfusion Quantification

Accurate perfusion quantification relies on precise
knowledge of the equilibrium magnetization of the arterial
blood. However, the latter is difficult to estimate because
the standard spatial resolution is too low to image an ar-
tery without any partial volume effects. In this study, the
blood magnetization was estimated by dividing the first
control image values MT0 with the blood brain partition
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coefficient k in each pixel [Cavusoglu et al., 2009]. A
standard kinetic model [Buxton et al., 1998] was then used
for quantification. The values of CBF in ml/100 g/min
were given by:

CBF ¼ k DM expðTI=T1aÞ=ð2aMT0TIwÞ; (1)

where k 0.98 ml g21, a is the inversion efficiency (esti-
mated to 1 for PASL [Wong, 2005]), DM is the measured
mean control-label subtraction in each pixel, T1a is the T1

relaxation time of blood (T1a 1,664 ms), TIw is the tempo-
ral width of the bolus (TIw 700 ms), and TI is the inver-
sion time (TI 1,700 ms).

Partial Volume Correction

The signal intensity in ASL images depends on the vol-
ume ratio of GM, WM, and CSF tissues in each pixel and
can be significantly affected by partial volume effects
(PVE). We therefore chose to use the T1-weighted images
and their GM/WM/CSF segmentation to better delineate
the boundary between GM and WM regions in the perfu-
sion images and consequently reduce interpolation errors
during spatial normalization of the images.

The ratio of GM, WM, and CSF perfusion was estimated
in each pixel (see following section). The measured value
of perfusion DM(r) in pixel r was assumed to be equal to
[Asllani et al., 2008a]:

DMðrÞ ¼ PGMðrÞ DMGMðrÞ þ PWMðrÞ DMWMðrÞ þ PCSFðrÞ DMCSFðrÞ;
(2)

where PGM, PWM, and PCSF are volume fractions of GM,
WM, and CSF in each voxel; and DMGM(r), DMWM(r), and
DMCSF(r) are the values of tissue-specific perfusion. The
tissue perfusion DMGM(r), DMWM(r), and DMCSF(r) was
assumed to be constant in a 3 3 3 3 1 voxel-neighborhood
in the native ASL space (voxel size 3 3 3 3 7 mm3). The
perfusion values in each pixel were obtained by solving a
system of nine linear equations in the least-square sense
[Asllani et al., 2008a]. The separate GM/WM/CSF perfu-
sion values DMGM, DMWM, and DMCSF were then
upsampled to the T1-weighted image space and superim-
posed over the high-resolution GM, WM, and CSF seg-
mentation maps [see Eq. (2)].

Spatial Normalization

The ASL images need to be spatially normalized to
allow for voxel-by-voxel inter-subject comparison of perfu-
sion values. Because the resolution of the ASL images is
low, it is more accurate to align the perfusion images of
different subjects via their high-resolution T1-weighted
images. Two targets were compared for normalization, a
MNI305 template and a DARTEL-based template. The

GM/WM segmentation of each T1-weighted image was
coregistered to the MNI305 template [Evans et al., 1993].
The DARTEL registration method was chosen for its con-
venient and public-available implementation [Ashburner,
2007]. The DARTEL algorithm takes all the segmented T1-
weighted images normalized to the MNI305 template and
realigns them to their mean GM/WM image. The GM/
WM template is iteratively recreated and all the images
are realigned. The joint ASL/T1-w and T1-w/MNI305 tem-
plate transformation was used to spatially normalize all
the perfusion images. The ASL images were upsampled to
the same resolution as the T1-weighted images using trilin-
ear interpolation.

CBF Normalization

The CBF images were also normalized in order to com-
pensate for intersubject and intersession mean perfusion
variations. For each subject in the control group, the mean
perfusion was measured over all pixels with GM probabil-
ity exceeding 50%. The CBF images were normalized by
the subject’s mean GM perfusion. For each subject in the
functional group, the mean CBF value used for intensity
normalization was taken from the off-phase, reflecting the
mean perfusion of the subject at rest. The mean CBF of
both groups was measured for a common region in the
spatially normalized data where the slices were fully
acquired for all subjects. The images from the on-phase
were taken and used to create the activated CBF maps.

Template Construction

The templates were created by computing the mean and
standard deviation over the normalized CBF maps for the
control group of 25 subjects.

Four different perfusion templates were created using
combinations of the previously described methods:

• Template 1—MNI: perfusion images were spatially
normalized to the MNI305 template;

• Template 2—MNIþ PVEc: MNI normalization and par-
tial volume correction;

• Template 3—DARTEL: perfusion images were spa-
tially normalized to the stereotactic space using DAR-
TEL registration;

• Template 4—DARTELþ PVEc: DARTEL normalization
and partial volume correction.

Preprocessing of Functional Group Images

Functional group image preprocessing steps were per-
formed identically to the control group image preprocess-
ing. An additional preprocessing step was performed on
functional ASL data to minimize the BOLD effect and its
influence on the size of activated areas and CBF
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quantification [Lu et al., 2006]. The surround subtraction
strategy was used to resample the interleaved control and
labeled ASL images. Thus, control and label images corre-
sponding to the same time point and therefore containing
an identical BOLD signal were subtracted before comput-
ing the perfusion weighted images [Liu and Wong, 2005;
Lu et al., 2006].

CBF Quantification Evaluation

The average gray matter CBF of each group was meas-
ured in the MNI stereotactic space over all GM pixels of
the whole acquired volume. Only the off-phase was con-
sidered for the functional group to exclude the activation
from the comparison. The mean perfusion over the motor
areas (see section ‘‘Activation detection’’) on the MNI spa-
tially normalized data was measured for the functional
group. Two measurements were performed where the
images from the on-phase and off-phase were considered
separately in order to assess the difference in blood flow
caused by the motor task.

Template Comparison

To quantitatively assess the quality of the template con-
struction framework, we performed a leave-one-out cross-
correlation by inversely transforming the template to align
it with the perfusion image of each subject. For each sub-
ject of the control group, the corresponding perfusion
image was excluded from the template and only the 24
remaining subjects were used. The root mean squared
error (RMS) between the template and the perfusion image
was calculated for each subject. Subsequently for each
template, the mean RMS error over the 25 subjects was
calculated. For this comparison only, the two lowest slices,
presenting numerous artifacts, were excluded from the
analysis for all subjects. Also, the top slice was discarded
because the brain coverage after normalization was not the
same for all subjects due to different brain dimensions.

Activation Detection: Template Versus
GLM Comparison

First, we computed the motor task-related activated areas
from the block-design functional data using the standard
GLM analysis implemented in SPM after spatial smoothing
with a 6-mm FWHM Gaussian filter. The statistical signifi-
cance was P < 0.05 (family-wise error correction) and the
threshold on cluster size was 250 mm3. Detected clusters in
the primary and supplementary motor areas were assumed
to be the ground truth. The GLM analysis was performed
on the functional group on individual subjects as well as at
the group level spatially normalized either to the MNI tem-
plate or using DARTEL registration.

The on-phase images of the functional group were inten-
sity normalized to create the activated CBF images reflect-

ing subject perfusion during motor activation. These
activated CBF images were compared at the individual
level to each of the four perfusion templates and the
Z-score was used to identify the areas of hyperperfusion. A
similar approach was used at the group level. The mean of
the on-phase CBF images over all the subjects of the func-
tional group was compared with the perfusion templates to
detect the areas of hyperperfusion at the group level.

The individual and group-level activated areas detected
using the standard GLM analysis (FWE P < 0.05) were used
as a ground truth and compared with the template-detected
hyperperfusion areas. The true positive ratio was computed
as a percentage of the template detected area size over the
ground-truth (GLM-analysis) region size. Any voxel
detected as hyperperfused outside of the ground-truth
region within a maximum distance of 25 mm from the bor-
der of the ground-truth region was considered as false posi-
tive. The false positive ratio was computed as the area of all
false positives divided by the size of the area where the false
positives were considered. The receiver operating character-
istic (ROC) curve was computed showing the true positive
ratios of the detection as a function of the false positive ratio
from 0 to 100%. The templates were compared using the
area under the curve (AUC) parameter computed from the
ROC curve for each template. The mean Z score over the
ground-truth region was evaluated for all four templates at
the individual and at the group level.

Dysplasia Detection

A 14-year-old drug resistant epileptic female patient pre-
senting a right temporal dysplasia, which is a recognized
cause of epilepsy, was also included to assess the potential
for clinical use of the presented method. The 3D MPRAGE
T1-weighted and PASL perfusion images were acquired
with the same parameters as for the control group. The
repetition and echo time of the PASL acquisition was TR/
TE ¼ 3,000/18 ms. For clinical screening T2-weighted
images were also acquired.

A T1-w voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis was
used to automatically identify abnormalities [Bannier
et al., 2012; Huppertz et al., 2008; Wilke et al., 2003]. The
VBM results were validated based on the T1-weighted and
T2-weighted images by a neuroradiologist and a neurolo-
gist. The template-comparison with the four templates was
used to detect hypoperfused regions with Z-score > 2.

RESULTS

CBF Quantification Evaluation

The average CBF measured for the entire GM of the spa-
tially normalized data was 49.8 ! 12.9 ml/100 g/min for
the control group and 54.1 ! 8.4 ml/100 g/min for the
functional group. The difference was not significant, P ¼
0.11. In the functional group, the average CBF measured
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on the activated primary and supplementary motor area
was 53.8 ! 13.4 ml/100 g/min during the off-phase and
79.2 ! 13.6 ml/100 g/min during the on-phase. The differ-
ence was significant (P < 0.0001).

Template Evaluation

Mean RMS error was respectively 16.6, 16.7, 16.2, and
16.2 ml/100 g/min for templates MNI, MNIþ PVEc, DAR-
TEL, and DARTELþ PVEc. The difference between the

MNI and DARTEL/DARTELþ PVEc was significant (P <
0.05). Figure 1 shows the comparison of the four ASL tem-
plates with a single-subject T1-weighted image. The GM
structures were blurred in particular in posterior regions
and in coronal direction. Using PVE correction method,
this blurring effect decreased, especially in DARTELþ
PVEc template. Figure 2 shows the same aspects on sub-
sampled templates on a single-subject CBF map.

Activation Detection: Template Versus
GLM Comparison

Template activation detection enabled detection of both
primary and supplementary motor areas in all subjects
from the functional group. However, in two subjects the
supplementary motor area was not detected using the
GLM method.

The ROC curves are given in Figure 3. At maximum, the
true positive ratio of the MNI template was 7.6, 4.6, and
9.6% lower than the true positive ratio of the MNIþ PVEc,
DARTEL, and DARTELþ PVEc template, respectively, at
the individual level. At the group level, the true positive ra-
tio of the MNI template was higher than the ratio of the
MNIþ PVEc in all cases and at maximum it was 9.6 and
8.1% lower than the true positive ratio of the DARTEL and
DARTELþ PVEc template, respectively. The AUC was 0.81,
0.84, 0.82, and 0.84 for the MNI, MNIþ PVEc, DARTEL, and
DARTELþ PVEc template, respectively, at the individual
level and 0.85, 0.8, 0.87, and 0.87, respectively, at the group
level. The detected areas for a single subject from the func-
tional group are shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the

Figure 2.
Individual-subject perfusion image and reconstruction from the
template. CBF map of the first subject of the control group (A).
Templates MNI (B), MNIþ PVEc (C), DARTEL (D), DARTELþ P-
VEc (E) were coregistered with the image (A) and subsampled
to the same resolution in order to show comparison of the per-
fusion template and individual subject perfusion (B–E).

Figure 1.
Templates–axial slice. The four templates were compared with
the anatomical image in axial (A–F) and coronal slices (G–L).
T1-weighted image of the first subject (A,G); mean GM segmen-
tation of all subjects (B,H); perfusion templates MNI (C,I);
MNIþ PVEc (D,J); DARTEL (E,K) and DARTELþ PVEc (F,L). The
GM structures were blurred in (D,E) and particularly in (C).
Because of the low resolution in the axial direction, the blurring
is important in coronal direction as a result of interpolation, in
particular for templates MNI (C) and DARTEL (E). The partial
volume correction methods reduced these artifacts as shown in
(D) and especially in DARTELþ PVEc template (F). The same
blurring can be observed in coronal images (I–K) and its reduc-
tion is shown in for DARTELþ PVEc (L). Note that only 9 ASL
slices of thickness 7 mm were acquired. Therefore, the perfu-
sion templates did not cover the whole brain.
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group template detection overlaid over the ground-truth
data obtained using the standard GLM model. The average
Z score over the whole ground-truth region was 1.12, 1.15,
1.24, and 1.37 at the individual level and 1.09, 1.0, 1.42, and
1.6 at the group level for the MNI, MNIþ PVEc, DARTEL,
and DARTELþ PVEc template, respectively.

Dysplasia Detection

Two areas of hypoperfusion and one area of hyperperfu-
sion were detected in the epileptic patient using the DAR-
TELþ PVEc template, see Figure 6. The hypoperfusion in
temporal gray matter (Fig. 6A) corresponded to the mor-
phological findings. The center of gravity of this hypoper-
fused region was located at 1.5 mm distance from the
position of the lesion detected by VBM. The hyperperfusion
in thalamus (Fig. 6B) and the hypoperfusion (Fig. 6C) in the
frontal gray matter are not directly related to the disease
and, thus, can be regarded as false-positives in the sense of
dysplasia detection. The other three templates (MNI,
MNIþ PVEc and DARTEL) detected with the same Z score
threshold only the area of hypoperfusion in the frontal gray
matter. The average Z score computed over the area of the
detected temporal lesion was 1.9, 1.8, 2, and 2.5 for MNI,
MNIþ PVEc, DARTEL, and DARTELþ PVEc, respectively.

DISCUSSION

This study shows that an ASL template approach can
detect individual and group hyperperfusions induced by
motor tasks. Using DARTEL and partial volume correction
in the template construction increased the accuracy of the
hyperperfusion detection.

The average GM CBF of the control and functional
group was 49.8 ! 12.9 and 54.1 ! 8.4 ml/100 g/min,
respectively. Results for both groups are slightly higher

than the mean CBF 47.4 ! 7.5 ml/100 g/min reported in
the multi-center study by Petersen et al. [2010], though the
difference is negligible with respect to the reported var-
iance. Although pulsed ASL with similar labeling and
bolus saturation was used in both studies, a single-TI was

Figure 4.
Functional ASL results on an individual subject. Axial slice of a
T1-weighted image (A); ASL image (B); activated areas obtained
using a standard GLM model (C); Hyperperfusion regions
detected with the use of template DARTELþ PVEc (D). [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 3.
Hyperperfusion detection compared with the ground truth. The true positive versus false posi-
tive ratio is shown for the four templates on individual images (left) and on group data (right).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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used in the present study and a multi-TI with model-free
quantification was used in the multicenter study. The two
types of quantification can bring different results, as for

example the bolus arrival time is not estimated for the sin-
gle-TI data. The model-free method was reported to give
lower CBF values than a standard fit to a general kinetic
model [Ho et al., 2010], which is more similar to the CBF
quantification model, used in this study and can explain
the difference in CBF. The difference between the individ-
ual mean values of CBF was also reported on the same
study, with values varying from 39.3 to 52.7 ml/100 g/min
[Petersen et al., 2010]. A significant increase in CBF was
shown in the motor areas of the functional group between
the off- and on-phase. This showed the modifications of
local hemodynamics induced by the neuronal activity dur-
ing the motor task. The detection of increased CBF induced
by neuronal activity using ASL was already described by
Aslan and Lu [2010]. The 47% average increase of CBF was
measured in accordance with the literature findings that
range from 40 to 100% [Garraux et al., 2005; Raoult et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2003] and largely depending on the selec-
tion of the region to be measured. It was slightly higher
than the 35% CBF increase in motor-
visual task reported by Borogovac et al. [2010].

Four templates were built and compared. Compared to
MNI registration, DARTEL registration improved the per-
fusion contrast border between WM and GM. The reason
is that DARTEL registration iteratively realigns the images
of the studied group with their mean using a transforma-
tion that is less restricted than the one used in SPM to
align with the MNI template. The result showed more pre-
cise alignment of the structural T1-weighted images. It
subsequently positively affected the quality of the perfu-
sion template as can be seen from the comparison of the
low-resolution perfusion images with their counterpart
generated using the template. The true positive activation
detection was likewise increased for both individual and
group comparison. PVE correction used with DARTEL
registration reduced the interpolation artifact effect by

Figure 5.
Hyperperfusion detection vs. activation detection using the
standard GLM model. The results are compared for the four dif-
ferent templates MNI (A), MNIþ PVEc (B), DARTEL (C), and
DARTELþ PVEc (D). The ground-truth region is in green and
the activated region detected by comparison with the template
is in red. Therefore, the purple region displays true positives
and the red region false positives. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6.
Results on the epileptic patient. The hypoperfusion (A, C) and hyperperfusion (B) areas
detected using the DARTELþ PVEc template is shown. The area in (A) is the lesion which was
also detected using the VBM on the T1-weighted images. The areas in (B) and (C) are false posi-
tive in the sense that they were not detected as the regions of dysplasia. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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using the segmented T1-weighted information which has
significantly higher resolution than ASL images, thus
allowing better localization of the perfusion sources. The
outcome is mainly visible in the coronal-direction where
the ASL resolution is the poorest. This should be especially
useful in limiting false positive detection of hyperperfusion
in white matter. The positive effect of PVE correction on
true positive detection was 2.5% when using MNI normal-
ization and 2.9% when using DARTEL normalization at the
individual level. At the group level, the PVE correction for
MNI normalization even decreased the true positive ratio
as the MNI alignment precision is limited.

Although DARTELþ PVEc template showed increased
detection and less interpolation artifacts during the spatial
normalization, the PVE correction itself can smooth the CBF
data by using regression on a 3 " 3 " 1 neighborhood. Liang
et al. [2012] has recently presented a modified least trimmed
square method for partial volume correction to reduce the
blurring during the regression. Also a novel method for PV
ratios determination using Look-Locker sequences was pro-
posed [Petr et al., 2013]. Both these methods can potentially
further increase the detection power. The comparison of the
template detection with the GLM analysis should be taken as
an indicator of the possible detection power of the template
and comparison to a gold standard rather than a universal
proof. The reason being, that the GLM analysis itself can con-
tain errors. The chosen threshold 0.05 FWE can create false-
negatives in the GLM analysis and, thus, wrongly increase the
false-positive ratio in the template detection. However, we
assume that the errors in the GLM analysis are relatively small
compared to the template detection and thus will not have
severe effect on the relative comparison of different templates.

Following the results of Aslan and Lu [2010], the CBF of
each subject was intensity normalized using the mean
whole-brain perfusion prior to creating the template. The
intensity normalization compensates for different mean
subject perfusion levels and thus improves the quality of
activation detection [Aslan and Lu, 2010]. Although the in-
tensity-normalized data were used for inter-subject com-
parison, the CBF quantification step [Eq. (1)] is a necessary
part of the template construction process. The reason is
that the B1-field inhomogeneity bias is partially attenuated
by using a value of M0T extracted from a control image
with longer TR. Using raw perfusion weighted images
would result in decreased quality of the results.

Both our control and activation groups were composed of
young subjects. A global decrease of GM CBF of around
30% was reported in elderly population [Ances et al., 2009;
Reston et al., 2007]. Brain tissue atrophy is often seen in el-
derly population making the GM structures thinner. This
increases the negative effect of partial volume and can
decrease the overall perfusion if the PVE-correction is not
applied. It was shown by Asllani et al. [2009] that by using
an improved processing with PVE correction, the age-related
CBF difference was decreased to 15%. As no regional
decrease in healthy elderly subjects was demonstrated, we
think that the presented method will work similarly in el-

derly subjects making the added value of DARTELþ PVEc
even more pronounced. However, despite the intensity
normalization, use of the young subject’s template to detect
perfusion abnormalities needs to be evaluated.

Apart from functional MRI, the potential fields of applica-
tion of the presented method are diseases presenting impor-
tant regional increase/decrease of blood flow. The main
constraint is the ability to obtain precise GM/WM segmenta-
tion of the whole brain and particularly of the region of in-
terest. The method should, however, be applicable to
diseases where the structure is unchanged or only affected
by atrophy as for example Alzheimer and Parkinson
patients, psychiatric or neuro-developmental diseases. The
changes in perfusion in those patients are usually well local-
ized and thus will not disrupt the spatial nor intensity nor-
malization. Perfusion related changes have already been
reported using ASL in Alzheimer patients [Alexopoulos
et al., 2012; Asllani et al., 2008b] and Parkinson patients [Fer-
nández-Seara et al., 2012; Melzer et al., 2011]. In these stud-
ies, no ground truth was available to validate different types
of detection of perfusion changes. The approach presented
here should be applicable to the same type of diseases as
well. The positive effects of DARTEL and PVE correction
validated with a gold-standard ground truth should further
improve the precision of the stated methods. Lesion detec-
tion was demonstrated on a single epileptic patient. The
DARTELþ PVEc template provided the best results, as it
was the only one of the four templates that revealed the
lesion at given Z-score threshold while the average Z score
over the lesion was too low for the other three templates.
Although two areas of hypo- and hyperperfusion were
detected as well, they were distinct from the lesion and their
signification remains to be investigated. In this exploratory
case, we did not compare the results to other perfusion tech-
nique but only to the morphological pattern.

As the main focus was the motor cortex, a dataset with
limited coverage was acquired. It should be noted that a
whole-brain coverage would be essential for the aforemen-
tioned clinical applications. Acquiring ASL data with
whole-brain coverage is now feasible using different acqui-
sition techniques, in particular using 3D acquisition
scheme, at different field strengths [Gai et al., 2011; Ghariq
et al., 2012]. The template methodology remains the same
for the whole-brain images.

In conclusion, we have shown that the individual and
group motor-task related hyperperfusion can be detected by
comparison with a template based on normal controls and
the results are in concordance with standard block-design
ASL experiments. The advantage of using DARTEL registra-
tion and PVE-correction for improving both template quality
and accuracy of hyperperfusion was demonstrated.
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A R T I C L E I N F O
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A B S T R A C T

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) has undergone significant development since its inception, with a focus on improving
standardization and reproducibility of its acquisition and quantification. In a community-wide effort towards
robust and reproducible clinical ASL image processing, we developed the software package ExploreASL, allowing
standardized analyses across centers and scanners.

The procedures used in ExploreASL capitalize on published image processing advancements and address the
challenges of multi-center datasets with scanner-specific processing and artifact reduction to limit patient
exclusion. ExploreASL is self-contained, written in MATLAB and based on Statistical Parameter Mapping (SPM)
and runs on multiple operating systems. To facilitate collaboration and data-exchange, the toolbox follows several
standards and recommendations for data structure, provenance, and best analysis practice.

ExploreASL was iteratively refined and tested in the analysis of >10,000 ASL scans using different pulse-
sequences in a variety of clinical populations, resulting in four processing modules: Import, Structural, ASL,
and Population that perform tasks, respectively, for data curation, structural and ASL image processing and
quality control, and finally preparing the results for statistical analyses on both single-subject and group level. We
illustrate ExploreASL processing results from three cohorts: perinatally HIV-infected children, healthy adults, and
elderly at risk for neurodegenerative disease. We show the reproducibility for each cohort when processed at
different centers with different operating systems and MATLAB versions, and its effects on the quantification of
gray matter cerebral blood flow.

ExploreASL facilitates the standardization of image processing and quality control, allowing the pooling of
cohorts which may increase statistical power and discover between-group perfusion differences. Ultimately, this
workflow may advance ASL for wider adoption in clinical studies, trials, and practice.

1. Introduction

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a non-invasive magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) technique with the potential of providing absolute
quantification of cerebral perfusion in vivo. Since its inception almost
three decades ago in 1990 (Detre et al., 1992), ASL-based perfusion
imaging has undergone important development in the technical, stan-
dardization, and clinical domains and has been increasingly used in basic
neuroscience and clinical studies. The initial technical developments,
such as the prolongation of the post-labeling delay in 1996 (Alsop and
Detre, 1996), background suppression in 1999 (Alsop and Detre, 1999;

Ye et al., 2000), and pseudo-continuous labeling in 2005 (Dai et al.,
2008) were geared toward improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
ASL images.

These technical improvements gave way to the validation of the
clinical applicability of ASL (Deibler et al., 2008), evaluation of
multi-center reproducibility (Petersen et al., 2010; Mutsaerts et al.,
2015), and comparison with [15O]-H2O positron emission tomography
(PET) (Heijtel et al., 2014). Several reproducibility studies showed that
conventional ASL techniques had developed to the point where the
intrinsic variance of the acquisition itself (Chen et al., 2011b; Gevers
et al., 2011; Heijtel et al., 2014; Mutsaerts et al., 2014b) was close to or
below physiological variance of perfusion (Joris et al., 2018; Clement
et al., 2018).

These advances enabled proof-of-principle studies using small clinical
datasets, such as patients with cerebrovascular and neurodegenerative
diseases (Detre et al., 1998; Alsop et al., 2000), epilepsy (Liu et al., 2001),
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ASL arterial spin labeling
BIDS Brain Imaging Data Structure
CAT Computational Anatomic Toolbox
CBF cerebral blood flow
CoV coefficient-of-variation
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brain tumors (Warmuth et al., 2003), as well as pharmacological appli-
cations (Wang et al., 2011; MacIntosh et al., 2008; Handley et al., 2013).
Following the consensus recommendations for the acquisition and
quantification of ASL images (Alsop et al., 2015), ASL became ready for
large multi-center observational studies and clinical trials (Jack et al.,
2010; Almeida et al., 2018; Blokhuis et al., 2017).

However, despite the consensus in clinical implementation and image
acquisition (Alsop et al., 2015), ASL image processing (Wang et al., 2008;
Shin et al., 2016; Melbourne et al., 2016; Chappell et al., 2010; Li et al.,
2019; Mato Abad et al., 2016; Bron et al., 2014) remains disparate among
research laboratories. In previous ASL studies, detailed description of all
processing steps is often lacking. Clinical studies are often performed
without proper quality control (QC) or with arbitrary QC metrics. This
hampers both the interpretation and reproducibility of individual studies
as well as meta-analyses of multiple studies. A consensus on the best
practices to robustly process ASL data would facilitate comparison of
results across centers and studies, avoid duplicate development, and
speed up the translation into clinical practice, as is advocated by the
Open Source Initiative for Perfusion Imaging (OSIPI) (www.osipi.org).

For these reasons, the software package ExploreASL was initiated
through the COST-action BM1103 00ASL In Dementia” (https://asl-net
work.org/) with the aim of developing a comprehensive pipeline for
reproducible multi-center ASL image processing. To date, ExploreASL has
been used in more than 30 studies consisting of more than 10,000 ASL
scans from three MRI vendors - GE, Philips, Siemens, with pulsed ASL and
pseudo-continuous ASL (PCASL) sequences, see the list of studies in the
Supplementary material. The primary aims of ExploreASL are to increase
the comparability and enable pooling of multi-center ASL datasets, as
well as to encourage and facilitate cross-pollination between clinical
investigators and image processing method developers.

2. Theory: Software overview

ExploreASL is developed in MATLAB (MathWorks, MA, USA, tested
with versions 2011–2019) and uses Statistical Parametric Mapping 12
routines (SPM12, version 7219) (Ashburner et al., 2012; Flandin et al.,
2008). Here, we describe the implementation of ExploreASL version
1.0.0, which is available for free for non-commercial use on www.Explo
reASL.org or at https://github.com/ExploreASL/ExploreASL. Explor-
eASL provides a fully automated pipeline that comprises all the necessary
steps from data import and structural image processing to cerebral blood
flow (CBF) quantification and statistical analyses. Unique features of
ExploreASL include:

● Self-contained software suite: all third-party toolboxes are included in
the installation, compatible with Linux, macOS, Windows, and Win-
dows Subsystem for Linux and supporting multi-threading; Explor-
eASL requires aMatlab installation to run interactively but a compiled
version of ExploreASL is also available. The system requirements are a
single-core CPU, 4 Gb RAM, minimum 1 Gb free disk space. When
running multiple instances of ExploreASL in parallel, 2.5 Gb RAM and
1 Gb disk space is recommended per instance;

● Flexible data import from different formats including (enhanced)
DICOM, Siemens MOSAIC variant, Philips PAR/REC, NIfTI and Brain
Imaging Data Structure (BIDS) (Gorgolewski et al., 2016), with
automatic detection of control-label or label-control order;

● Data management: anonymization, compression of image files, and
optional defacing;

● Modular design: automatically iterates over all available subjects and
scans, allows investigators to change/replace each sub-module, al-
lows to suspend and resume processing at any point - pipeline steps
are tracked using a system of lock and status files. Before executing a
submodule for a given subject and session, a lock file is created to
avoid parallel access to the data. When the submodule is finished, the
lock file is removed and a status file is created. When the pipeline is

restarted - e.g. after a computer or program crash - the already pro-
cessed steps are skipped;

● Image processing optimized for: multiple centers, different ASL
implementations from GE/Philips/Siemens (Mutsaerts et al., 2018),
both native/standard-space analysis, advanced ASL markers – e.g.
spatial coefficient-of-variation (CoV) (Mutsaerts et al., 2017), asym-
metry index (Kurth et al., 2015), and partial volume correction (PVC)
(Asllani et al., 2008);

● ‘Low quality’ option allowing for quick pipeline testing by running all
image processing with fewer iterations and lower spatial resolution;

● Extensive QC and data provenance: visual QC for all intermediate and
final images, comparison with perfusion templates from different ASL
implementations, progress report with processing history
(provenance).

ExploreASL requires the following input data: ASL and T1-weighted
(T1w) images, and optionally FLAIR and M0 scans. Other options are
binary images with lesion masks and additional ROIs either in the T1w or
FLAIR space. The ASL acquisition parameters that cannot be extracted
from the DICOM data (e.g. PLD, labeling duration) need to be provided in
either a study-configuration file or a JSON sidecar. As output, ExploreASL
provides the processed structural and quantified CBF NIfTI files in the
T1w and ASL native space, as well as in the standard space, see Supple-
mentary Fig. 1. Detailed information for users, including a manual, a
step-by-step walkthrough, and video tutorials, is provided on the
ExploreASL website www.ExploreASL.org.

In the following sections, we review each processing step of the four
ExploreASL modules as outlined in Fig. 1 and summarized in Table 1.
Each section starts with a brief methodological review including the
rationale within the context of ASL processing, followed by a detailed
description of the ExploreASL implementation, and ending with a dis-
cussion of emerging developments and potential future improvements.

3. Theory: Implementation

3.1. Import module

To avoid manual restructuring of arbitrary data structures from the
scanner or other sources (Nichols et al., 2017), ExploreASL uses a flexible
input data/directory description scheme based on regular expressions
and converts the data to a BIDS-compatible data structure (Gorgolewski
et al., 2016); the full BIDS ASL extension is currently in development (bi
ds.neuroimaging.io). The input images can be NIfTI format, conventional
or enhanced DICOM, Philips PAR/REC, or Siemens mosaic format, which
are then converted to NIfTI using dcm2niiX, taking into account
vendor-specific scale slopes in private tags (Li et al., 2016). ASL images
can be provided as control-label time-series, a single perfusion-weighted
image, or an already quantified CBF image, from any 2D or 3D readout
schemes, and from any MRI vendor. Before an image is processed,
ExploreASL first computes and aligns the center-of-mass of each image to
the origin of the world coordinates to deal with potentially incorrectly
stored orientations. A tolerance of 50 mm is used for the center-of-mass
offset to avoid resetting correct initial alignments. Additionally, Explor-
eASL provides an overview of missing and unprocessed files, automati-
cally detects the order of control and label images from the image
intensities, and checks the DICOM tags of repetition and echo time and
scale factors/slopes across individuals.

3.2. Structural module

This module processes the structural images by the following steps:
2.1) segments the white matter (WM) hyperintensities (WMH) on fluid-
attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images and uses them to fill the
corresponding WM hypointensities on the T1w images, 2.2) the struc-
tural images are subsequently segmented into gray matter (GM), white
matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) maps, and 2.3) normalized to the
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MNI standard space (Evans et al., 2012). The segmentations are used to
obtain tissue partial volume (PV) fractions for computation of CBF
(Asllani et al., 2008). The registration transformations are used to bring
ASL images acquired from different sessions and/or different subjects in
the same space and thus facilitate visual comparison in the same space,
automatic QC, as well as group analysis.

3.2.1. WMH correction
The presence of WMH can affect the GM/WM classification of T1w

images in two ways: 1) WMH themselves can be incorrectly segmented as
GM, 2) image intensities of WMH bias global modeling of GM and WM
intensity distributions (Pareto et al., 2016; Battaglini et al., 2012).
ExploreASL alleviates these complications by lesion-filling the T1w
image before initiating the segmentation (Battaglini et al., 2012): voxel
intensities in the hypointense WMH regions on the T1w images are
replaced by bias field-corrected values from the surrounding,
normal-appearing WM (Chard et al., 2010) (Fig. 1). The Lesion Seg-
mentation Toolbox (LST, version 2.0.15) is used because of its empiri-
cally proven robustness, scanner independence, and non-reliance on the
requirement of a training set (de Sitter et al., 2017a). LST detects outliers
in the FLAIR WM intensity distribution and assesses their likelihood of
being WMH (Schmidt et al., 2012). While ExploreASL offers the option of
both LST lesion growing and lesion prediction algorithms, the default is
set to the latter, which has been shown to be more robust (de Sitter et al.,
2017a). This WHM correction described here is only performed when
FLAIR images are available.

3.2.2. Segmentation
To segment the 3 main tissue classes GM, WM, and CSF, ExploreASL

uses the Computational Anatomy Toolbox 12, release 1363 (CAT12, the
successor of VBM8) (Gaser et al., 2009) for SPM12. CAT12 allows local
variations in the tissue intensity distributions, making it more robust to
the presence of pathology such as tumors, edema, and WM lesions
(Battaglini et al., 2012; Petr et al 2018b) (Supplementary Fig. 2). CAT12
has been shown to outperform other available methods such as Free-
Surfer v5.3.0, FSL v5.0, and SPM12 (Mendrik et al., 2015). The CAT12
segmentation algorithm is based on improvements of Unified Segmen-
tation (Ashburner et al., 2005), two essential improvements being that it
allows spatially varying GM-WM intensity distributions, and provides PV
maps rather than posterior probability maps (Tohka et al., 2004).

3.2.3. Spatial normalization
For non-linear registration to MNI space ExploreASL uses Geodesic

Shooting (Ashburner et al., 2011) - the successor of Diffeomorphic
Anatomical RegisTration using Exponentiated Lie algebra (DARTEL)
(Ashburner et al., 2007) - within the CAT12 toolbox (Gaser et al., 2009).
The reason for this choice is that CAT12 has a single subject imple-
mentation using the IXI adult template,
brain-development.org/ixi-dataset. Optionally, new templates can be
created by these SPM toolboxes on a population level, e.g. for populations
where an adult template is not sufficient. Although alternative methods
(Klein et al., 2010) may outperform DARTEL/GS in specific populations,
the default settings of DARTEL and Geodesic Shooting are sufficiently
tested in clinical studies to provide adequate performance across
different populations and scanners (Ripoll!es et al., 2012).

We adapted the CAT12 segmentation algorithm to offer the possi-
bility to input customized segmentations of structural lesions such as
space-occupying lesions or cerebral infarcts such that the lesion region is
ignored by the non-linear registration (Crinion et al., 2007) (Supple-
mentary Fig. 3).

ExploreASL offers the option to register longitudinal ASL studies with
the SPM12 module for longitudinal registration (Ashburner and Ridg-
way, 2012), which takes the similarity between structural images from
the same subjects into account. The first time point is used as a reference
for both within- and between-subject registration. However, this requires
further validation in the presence of large brain deformations between
sessions, such as tumors, resections, or infarcts (Petr et al 2018b).

3.3. ASL module

This module processes the ASL images by 3.1) correcting for motion,
3.2) removing outliers, 3.3) registering with the structural data, and by
3.4) processing the M0 images. Then, 3.5) the CBF is quantified with
correction for hematocrit and vascular artifacts, after which 3.6) the PV
effects are corrected for. All image processing described below is per-
formed in native space, unless stated otherwise. All intermediate and
final images are also transformed into standard space for QC and group
analyses.

3.3.1. Motion correction
The adverse effects of head motion can be partly alleviated by

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of ExploreASL processing steps. Steps marked with a * are optional, e.g. when FLAIR, ASL time-series, or M0 scans are available. PVC ¼
partial volume correction, ROI ¼ regions of interest, WMH ¼white matter hyperintensity. The population module can be run on a single subject level, as well as on one
or multiple populations/centers/cohorts or other groups.
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correcting for motion using image processing (Alsop et al., 2015).
Traditionally, head motion is estimated assuming a 3D rigid-body
transformation with a sum-of-squares cost function (Wang et al., 2008;
Mato Abad et al., 2016). However, because the average control-label
intensity difference can be partly interpreted by the algorithm as mo-
tion, some investigators perform motion estimation separately for the
control and labeled images (Wang et al., 2008). Instead, in ExploreASL,
an adaptation of the SPM12 motion correction is used, which minimizes
apparent motion attributable to the control-label intensity difference

from the estimated motion parameters using a “zig-zag” regressor (Wang
et al., 2012) (Supplementary Fig. 4).

3.3.2. Outlier exclusion
Despite motion correction, large motion spikes can still have a sig-

nificant negative effect on the ASL image quality, especially when they
occur between control and label images (Wang et al., 2008). In fMRI
literature, peak motion relative to mean individual motion is often
excluded based on a set threshold, e.g. RMS of 0.5 of the voxel size
(Power et al., 2012). ExploreASL uses a threshold-free method named
ENhancement of Automated BLood flow Estimates (ENABLE) (Shirzadi
et al., 2015), which sorts control-label pairs by motion and cumulatively
averages them until the addition of further pairs significantly decreases
the temporal voxel-wise signal stability (Supplementary Fig. 5). The
ExploreASL implementation of ENABLE employs the median GM
voxel-wise temporal SNR (tSNR) as the criterion for signal stability
(Shirzadi et al., 2018), regularized by an empirically defined minimum
tSNR improvement of 5%. ENABLE can also remove non-motion-related
outliers, since other acquisition artifacts can be picked up by the motion
estimation algorithm (Supplementary Fig. 5). ExploreASL also relies on
the fact that ENABLE (Shirzadi et al., 2018) also partly removes outliers,
as it operates relatively independent of (patho-)physiological changes of
the signal intensity in the pairwise subtracted images (Robertson et al.,
2017; Li et al., 2018b).

3.3.3. Registration
Accurate registration between the ASL and structural space is a crit-

ical step as registration errors are propagated to subsequent stages and
analyses of CBF data. Specifically, the relatively large CBF differences
between GM, WM, and CSF, mean that small misalignments can have a
large impact on the accuracy of tissue-specific CBF quantification (Mut-
saerts et al., 2018).

The image registration steps implemented in ExploreASL are based on
a previous study in which the performance of several registration options
were compared (Mutsaerts et al., 2018). Briefly, the registration of ΔM to
gray matter partial volume (pGM) outperformed the registration of M0 to
T1w, except for cases where the ΔM contrast was dissimilar to the pGM
contrast (e.g. vascular artifacts, labeling artifacts, perfusion pathology).
Rigid-body transformation proved to be a robust default choice (Mut-
saerts et al., 2018), especially in the presence of pathology (Wang et al.,
2008; Macintosh et al., 2010). Therefore, ExploreASL initializes the
registration with a M0-T1w registration, after which it performs a
ΔM-pGM rigid-body registration by default. The latter is disabled when
macrovascular signal predominates tissue signal (spatial CoV above 0.67)
(Mutsaerts et al., 2018). However, using the M0-T1w-only option is
recommended for 2D PASL without background suppression due to a
possible presence of additional artifacts (Supplementary Fig. 6). Note
that such images are typically excluded from CBF statistics and only
included when analyzing vascular parameters, such as the spatial CoV.

The rigid-body transformation does not account for the geometric
distortion typical for 2D echo-planar imaging (EPI) or 3D GRadient And
Spin Echo (3D GRASE) ASL images (Gai et al., 2017). Such deformations
can be partially corrected with B0 field maps or M0 images with reversed
phase-encoding direction (Madai et al., 2016) - which is implemented as
option in ExploreASL by calling FSL TopUp (Andersson et al., 2003).
Affine and uniform non-linear transformations, such as FNIRT or SPM’s
‘unified segmentation’ (Klein et al., 2009) can outperform the rigid-body
transformation in the ΔM-pGM registration (Petr et al 2018a), although
this remains to be validated in the presence of pathology.

3.3.4. M0 processing
The difference in ASL control-label signal is proportional to CBF with

the equilibrium magnetization (M0) of blood acting as a scale factor.
Ideally, blood M0 would be measured in voxels containing only arterial
blood, but that is not usually possible due to the relatively low spatial
resolution of ASL images. Instead, M0 is calculated from either the brain

Table 1
Overview of image processing steps and implementation in ExploreASL.

Processing step ExploreASL
implementation

Specifics, optional features

1. Import module

1.1 Data import dcm2niiX Converts DICOM to NIfTI, supports
MOSAIC, PAR/REC, BIDS

2. Structural module

2.1 WMH
correction

LST2 (r2.0.15) - LPA
(LGA optional)

Segments WMH and fills lesions on
T1w; improves T1w segmentation

2.2 Segmentation CAT12 (r1363) Outputs partial volume maps;
supports lesion cost function
masking

2.3 Spatial
normalization

Geodesic Shooting Uses CAT12 template, supports
creation of study-specific templates

3. ASL module

3.1 Motion
correction

SPM12 realign Realigns ASL control/label images
to mean position, uses a zig-zag
control-label regressor

3.2 Outlier
exclusion

ENABLE Removes motion peaks, uses tSNR
optimization

3.3 Registration SPM12 rigid-body Registers ΔM-pGM or M0-T1w
3.4 M0 processing M0 image Masks, smooths, extrapolates M0 to

avoid division artifacts
3.5 CBF
quantification

Consensus paper model Computes CBF based on the single
compartment model, single PLD;
supports dual compartment

3.6 PVC Linear regression Performs PVC on kernel or ROI
basis, optionally estimates the
effective spatial resolution/PSF of
ASL

3.7 Analysis mask
creation

Combine individual
masks

Combines FoV, susceptibility
artifacts and vascular artifacts, use
p > 0.95 of population masks

4. Population module

4.1 Template
creation

Final images Calculates population mean, SD,
CoV, SNR, also for intermediate
images

4.2 Multi-sequence
equalization

Remove residual
sequence-specific
effects

Equalizes bias fields, spatial CoV,
and smoothness, uses sequence-
specific templates

4.3 ROI statistics CBF and spatial CoV,
with or without PVC

Uses MNI structural, Harvard-
Oxford, Hammers, and custom
atlases

4.4 Quality control Single-subject PDF
report

Performs QC of images, DICOM
values, volumetrics, motion etc.
Outputs population report in TSV
files

ASL ¼ arterial spin labelling, BIDS ¼ Brain Imaging Data Structure, CAT ¼
Computational Anatomic Toolbox, CBF ¼ cerebral blood flow, CoV ¼ coefficient
of variation, ΔM ¼ perfusion-weighted difference image, dcm2niiX (Li et al.,
2016), DICOM ¼ Digital Imaging and COmmunications in Medicine, ENABLE ¼
ENhancement of Automated BLood flow Estimates, FoV ¼ field-of-view, LGA ¼
Lesion Growth Algorithm, LPA ¼ Lesion Prediction Algorithm, LST ¼ Lesion
Segmentation Toolbox, MNI ¼ Montreal Neurological Institute, NIfTI ¼ Neuro-
Imaging Informatics Technology Initiative, QC ¼ quality control, pGM ¼ gray
matter partial volume, PLD ¼ post-labeling delay, PSF ¼ point spread function,
PVC ¼ partial volume correction, r ¼ release, ROI ¼ region of interest, SD ¼
standard deviation, SNR ¼ signal-to-noise ratio, SPM ¼ Statistical Parametric
Mapping, tSNR¼ temporal SNR, tsv¼ tab-separated value, WMH¼white matter
hyperintensity, Zig-zag ¼ “zig-zag” regressor.
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tissue or CSF signal intensity (Çavuşo"glu et al., 2009). The use of the
tissue-based M0 is recommended (Alsop et al., 2015) because of its
ability to account for acquisition-specific effects such as variations in
receive coil inhomogeneity or T2(*) weighting. For these reasons,
ExploreASL by default processes an M0 image, and optionally supports
the use of a single CSF M0 value (Çavuşo"glu et al., 2009; Pinto et al.,
2020).

ExploreASL aims to deliver consistent M0 quantification for multi-
center populations with M0-scans acquired at different repetition time
and different effective resolutions. ExploreASL smooths the M0 image
with a 16 mm FWHM Gaussian (Beaumont, 2015) after it has been
masked for WM (Supplementary Figs. 7-8) and rescaled to the mean GM
M0 to account for B1 differences between GM and WM. This approach
reduces the M0 image into a smooth bias field with the same smooth-
ness/effective resolution for all ASL sequences and participants, and
optimal SNR, while still canceling out acquisition-specific B1-field
related intensity inhomogeneity. This makes the M0 image more robust
and less sensitive to misalignment, and thus more consistent between
ASL sequences (Mutsaerts et al., 2018) and individuals (Deibler et al.,
2008). ExploreASL has the option to additionally mask the M0 bias-field
for lesions that affect the M0 - e.g. brain tumors - and interpolate the M0
signal from the relatively unaffected brain regions (Croal et al., 2019).

3.3.5. CBF quantification
An in-depth overview of ASL CBF quantification has been provided

previously (Alsop et al., 2015; Chappell et al., 2018). The previously
recommended single compartment model assumes that the label decays
with arterial blood T1 only (Alsop et al., 2015). Although a
two-compartment model can provide CBF values that are in closer
agreement with [15O]-H2O PET (Heijtel et al., 2014), this is often not
feasible when blood T1, tissue T1, and micro-vascular arterial transit
time are unknown, or would result in a constant scaling factor when
assuming literature values. For these reasons, ExploreASL uses the single
compartment model by default, and offers the two-compartment model
and/or the possibility to provide the hematocrit or blood T1 values as an
optional feature.

The ASL label relaxes with the T1 of blood, a parameter that depends
on hematocrit (Hales et al., 2016). Not taking hematocrit or blood T1 into
account can lead up to 10–20% CBF overestimation for hematocrit as low
as 17% (Vaclavu et al., 2016). Accounting for hematocrit is particularly
relevant for between-group or longitudinal hematocrit changes e.g. due
to treatment, which can be expected in certain populations or diseases
(De Vis et al., 2014). ExploreASL allows to adjust for individual arterial
blood T1 by either providing its value directly (Li et al., 2017) or by
providing the hematocrit value and computing the blood T1 (Hales et al.,
2016). As hematocrit and blood T1 measurements can be noisy - espe-
cially when obtained at different laboratories - a pragmatic approach is to
apply the average blood T1 correction on a population rather than on an
individual level (Elvsåshagen et al., 2019). Additionally, hematocrit and
blood T1 can be modeled based on age and sex (Hales et al., 2014), but
this requires validation. Note that after correcting the above-mentioned
methodological effect, hematocrit might be still associated with CBF
physiologically: hematocrit decreases or increases causing compensatory
hyper- or hypoperfusion. Also note that the implemented blood T1w
estimation based on hematocrit on average leads to a higher blood T1
than the recommended 1.6s (Hales et al., 2016; Alsop et al., 2015).
Therefore, it is not recommended to use scan-specific quantification pa-
rameters only for some scans and not for all, as this will introduce a
quantification bias.

3.3.6. Partial volume correction
Since the spatial resolution of ASL is relatively low, a typical ASL

voxel contains a mixture of GM, WM, and CSF signal, which is referred to
as partial volume effects. As the GM-WM CBF ratio is reported to lie
between 2 and 7 (Asllani et al., 2008; Pohmann, 2010; Zhang et al., 2014;
Law et al., 2000), the tissue partial volume in each voxel has a large

influence on the ASL measurement (Supplementary Fig. 9). For these
reasons, PVC (Asllani et al., 2009) is essential in studies that aim to
differentiate structural changes (e.g. atrophy) from perfusion changes
(e.g. related to neurovascular coupling) (Steketee et al., 2016). Several
PVC algorithms have been proposed (Chappell et al., 2010; Zhao et al.,
2017; Asllani et al., 2008; Liang et al., 2013), which assume locally ho-
mogeneous GM andWMCBF. Instead in some studies, GM volume is used
as a covariate in the statistical analysis (Chen et al., 2011a). Note that
while PVC, in theory, corrects only for the PV effects and takes into ac-
count the intra- and inter-subject variability of the GM-WM CBF ratio,
GM covariation can additionally affect the estimated physiological cor-
relation between GM CBF and GM volume (Petr et al 2018a).

ExploreASL employs two versions of PVC, both based upon the most
frequently used PVC, i.e. linear regression (Asllani et al., 2008): 1) a 3D
Gaussian instead of a 2D flat kernel (default, referred to as “voxel-wise”)
(Oliver, 2015), or 2) computing PV-corrected CBF within each anatom-
ical or functional region of interest (ROI) separately instead of using a
kernel. Whereas the voxel-wise option allows further voxel-based anal-
ysis (VBA), the ROI-based PVC is in theory beneficial for a ROI-based
analysis as effectively the kernel-size is selected based upon the
anatomical ROI, which should be less sensitive to local segmentation
errors. Moreover, it avoids cross-talk between ROIs. It still needs to be
investigated how to define regions of optimal shape with respect to PVC
performance, which depends on the spatial uniformity and SNR of the
GM and WM CBF, and partial volume distributions within the ROI. To
evaluate the effects of PVC, ExploreASL exports CBFmaps and ROI values
both with and without PVC.

For proper PVC or ROI definition, the true acquisition resolution -
which often differs from the reconstructed voxel size - needs to be taken
into account (Petr et al., 2018). This is especially important for 3D
readouts, where the through-plane PSF can be up to 1.9 times the nom-
inal voxel-size (Vidorreta et al. 2013, 2014). Effects such as motion (Petr
et al., 2016) and scanner reconstruction filters can contribute to further
widening of the PSF of the final image. ExploreASL by default uses pre-
viously estimated true acquisition resolutions (Vidorreta et al. 2013,
2014; Petr et al., 2018) and can optionally perform a data-driven spatial
resolution estimation (Petr et al., 2018) that is generalizable to all ASL
acquisitions. Contrary to alternative PSF estimations based on temporal
noise autocorrelation (Cox, 2012) or simulations of the acquisition PSF
(Vidorreta et al. 2013, 2014), this method does not require time series
and inherently accounts for other sources of blurring (e.g. smoothing by
motion and/or image processing) and is applicable without having
detailed information about the sequence parameters needed to calculate
the resolution from the k-space trajectory. However, this method requires
further validation, especially in the presence of ASL image artifacts.

Lastly, the GM/WM maps obtained from the high-resolution struc-
tural images need to be downsampled to the ASL resolution before they
are used for PVC or for ROI delineation in native space. A trivial inter-
polation to lower resolution may introduce aliasing, which can be
addressed by applying a Gaussian filter - or a convolution with the PSF, if
the PSF is known - prior to downsampling (Cardoso et al., 2015). It is
important to note that the ASL image often has an anisotropic resolution
and may be acquired at a different orientation compared to the structural
image. To correct for this effect, ExploreASL pre-smooths the structural
images with a Gaussian kernel of which the covariance matrix takes the
orientation and PSF differences between the ASL and structural images
into account (Cardoso et al., 2015).

3.3.7. Analysis mask creation
For the statistics performed in section 4.3 - as well as for any voxel-

based group statistics - an analysis mask aims to exclude voxels outside
the brain or voxels with artifactual signal (e.g. macro-vascular, signal
dropout) and restrict the analysis to regions with sufficient SNR and/or
statistical power. This also avoids over-penalizing statistical power by
family-wise error corrections. The susceptibility and field-of-view (FoV)
masks are combined in section 4.3 into a group mask. The vascular masks
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are applied subject-wise to reflect the individual differences in vascular
anatomy.

First, regions outside of the ASL FoV are identified, as whole brain
coverage is not always achieved (Supplementary Fig. 10). Second, a mask
is created to remove voxels with intravascular signal. While intra-
vascular signal - resulting from an incomplete tissue arrival of labeled
spins - can be clinically useful (Mutsaerts et al., 2017, 2020), it biases
regional CBF estimates. The relatively large local temporal variability of
such vascular artifacts can be detected in time series, in
multi-post-labeling delay (PLD) acquisitions (Chappell et al., 2010) or by
an independent component analysis (ICA) (Hao et al., 2018). ExploreASL
uses a pragmatic vascular artifact detection approach that is suitable for
both single and multi-PLD ASL images. It identifies clusters of negative
apparent CBF (Maumet et al., 2012) and voxels with extreme positive
apparent CBF (Supplementary Fig. 11). First, spatially connected subzero
voxels are grouped into clusters. The average CBF of each cluster is ob-
tained, and clusters with significant negative mean CBF are isolated
(median - 3 median absolute difference (MAD) within all subzero CBF
voxels) (Supplementary Fig. 11b). Likewise, voxels with extreme positive
signal are detected by having intensity of more than median þ3 MAD
within all positive CBF voxels (Supplementary Fig. 11b). One potential
caveat of masking out vascular voxels is the violation of the stationarity
criterion of parametric voxel-wise statistics. While excluding voxels with
high signal can violate the stationarity criterion of the ASL signal, there is
currently no validated method that would be able to reliably estimate the
perfusion and vascular signal contribution in such voxels from single-PLD
data. Note that the detected voxels with negative or extreme positive
signal may also stem from non-vascular artifacts such as head motion.

Second, regions with susceptibility signal-dropout artifacts are
removed. Regions frequently having low SNR for 2D EPI and 3D GRASE
ASL include the orbitofrontal cortex near the nasal sinus and the inferior-
medial temporal gyrus near the mastoid air cavities. Therefore, the op-
tion implemented in ExploreASL is to use sequence-specific template
masks obtained from previous population analyses, after which individ-
ual masks are restricted to (pGMþ pWM)> 0.5 to remove voxels outside
the brain. Further development is needed to create masks that take in-
dividual anatomical differences in skull and air cavities into account.
Noteworthy, ExploreASL applies this analysis mask only for analyses, not
for visual QC.

3.4. Population module

This module prepares output for visual QC and creates group-level
results for statistical analyses. Whereas the above-described Structural
and ASL modules perform image processing on the individual level, this
module performs its analysis on multiple-subjects and/or multi time-
point level. For this purpose, ASL images are transformed into standard
space using the T1w transformation fields smoothed to the effective
spatial resolution of ASL. For transformation of all intermediate and final
images, all previous spatial transformations are merged into a single
combined transformation to minimize accumulation of interpolation ar-
tifacts through the pipeline. Partial volumes of GM and WM obtained
from anatomical images are multiplied by the Jacobian determinants of
the deformation fields - a.k.a. modulation - to account for voxel-volume
changes when transforming to standard space (Ashburner and Friston,
1999). The standard space used by ExploreASL is the 1.5 # 1.5 # 1.5
mm3 IXI555-MNI152 space (Gaser, 2009), which is a refined version of
the MNI152 space with additional geodesic shooting-based template
creation for the IXI555 population (Ashburner and Friston, 2011).

3.4.1. Template creation
Population templates can reveal population- or sequence-specific

perfusion patterns that are not visible on the individual level. Explor-
eASL generates the mean and between-subject standard deviation (SD)
images for the total study population and, optionally, for different sets
(e.g. different centers/sequences/cohorts) within the study (Fig. 2). In

addition to CBF itself, auxiliary images (e.g. M0), intermediate images
(e.g. mean control images), or QC images (e.g. temporal SD) can provide
a valuable overview of the data, for example when comparing data
originating from different centers.

3.4.2. Multi-sequence equalization
Quantitative CBF images can differ between centers because of a

number of hardware, labeling, and readout choices implemented by
different MRI vendors and/or laboratories (Deibler et al., 2008; Heijtel
et al., 2014; Alsop et al., 2015; Jack et al., 2010). Some of these differ-
ences can be accounted for, as detailed in the previous sections. However,
until a more robust procedure is devised - e.g. the use of a flow phantom
(Oliver-Taylor et al., 2017) - a pragmatic approach is required to remove
the remaining CBF quantification differences between sequences, scan-
ner types, and centers (Mutsaerts et al. 2018, 2019). ExploreASL
optionally performs spatially varying intensity normalization by
computing a smooth average CBF bias field for each ASL sequence
(Supplementary Fig. 12). Noteworthy, this step assumes that the de-
mographics and expected (patho-)physiological effects are equally
distributed across the subjects scanned with each sequence, scanner,
and/or site. To fulfill this assumption, it is advisable to estimate these
biasfields based on images of healthy controls (Mutsaerts et al., 2018).
However, this is often not feasible due to relative high physiological
variability of CBF and relative small size of the control groups. Using ASL
images from all participants including patients is a viable alternative
(Mutsaerts et al., 2019), provided that the distribution of demographics
and expected patho(-physiology) effects on perfusion are comparable
between sequences. The final CBF images in the standard space are
smoothed with an 8#8#8 mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian, and
averaged to create a sequence/scanner type/site-specific mean CBF
image. These site-specific CBF images averaged over all subjects are in-
tensity normalized to GM CBF of 60 mL/100g/min and further averaged
to create a general mean CBF image of all sites. The site-specific bias field
is calculated by dividing the general mean with the site-specific mean
CBF image. The individual CBF images of each site are multiplied by their
site-specific bias to adjust for between-site differences (Mutsaerts et al.,
2018).

3.4.3. ROI statistics
In ExploreASL, ROI masks are created by combining existing atlases

with individual GM and WM masks. The GM atlases currently imple-
mented are: (i) MNI structural (Mazziotta et al., 2001), (ii)
Harvard-Oxford (Desikan et al., 2006), and (iii) Hammers (Hammers
et al., 2002). A deepWM atlas is created by eroding the SPM12WM tissue
class by a 4 voxel sphere (i.e. 6 mm), to avoid signal contamination from
the GM (Mutsaerts et al., 2014a). Other existing, or custom, atlases can be
easily applied. The Online Brain Atlas Reconciliation Tool (OBART) at
obart.brainarchitecture.org (Bohland et al., 2009) provides an overview
of the overlap and differences between atlases. For each ROI, statistics
are calculated separately within the left and right hemisphere, as well as
for the full ROI; both with and without PVC, and both in the standard
space and subject’s native space. The same CBF statistics are also calcu-
lated for user-provided ROIs and lesion masks, as well as for the 25 mm
margin around the ROI/lesion (Moghaddasi et al., 2015), for the ipsi-
lateral hemisphere excluding the lesion, and for the same three masks at
the contralateral side. Subject-specific ROI and lesion masks are treated
the same, except for the fact that lesion masks are also used for the cost
function masking (see section 1.3). Individual vascular masks are used to
exclude regions with intra-vascular signal (see section 3.7) from CBF
statistics, but not from spatial CoV statistics.

Finally, all masks are intersected with a group-level analysis mask,
created from the individual analysis masks created in section 3.7. Indi-
vidual differences of these analysis masks can be caused by differences in
head position, FoV, and nasal sinus size. To limit the effects of this mask
heterogeneity on statistical analyses, ExploreASL creates a group-level
analysis mask from standard-space voxels present in at least 95% of the
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individuals masks (Supplementary Fig. 10).

3.4.4. Quality control
On a participant level, ExploreASL outputs QC parameters in a JSON

file and provides unmasked images in standard space for visual QC, for
both intermediate and final images (Supplementary Fig. 13) to detect
technical failure, outliers and artifacts. QC parameters are also obtained
by comparing individual ASL images with an atlas, a group average, or an
average from a previous study. Whole-brain and regional differences
larger than 2–3 SD are indicated and should be visually inspected. De-
viations can hint to software updates or different scanners and, if not
accounted for, can lead to low power of the statistical analyses (Chene-
vert et al., 2014). All QC parameters and images are also collected in a
PDF file (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table 2). While these QC parameters can
be helpful in detecting artifacts and/or protocol deviations, their use has
not yet been validated, and the normal and abnormal range for each of
the parameters still need to be determined.

4. Methods

We illustrate the ExploreASL image processing results and repro-
ducibility for three populations with similar 2D-EPI PCASL protocols:
perinatally infected HIV children, healthy adults, and elderly with mild
cognitive complaints, from the NOVICE (Blokhuis et al., 2017), the Sleep
(Elvsåshagen et al., 2019), and the European Prevention of Alzheimer’s
Dementia (EPAD) studies (Ritchie et al., 2016), respectively (Supple-
mentary Table 3). All three studies adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki

and were approved by the local ethics committees (Academic Medical
Center (AMC) in Amsterdam, Norwegian South East Regional Ethics
Committee, and VU Medical Center Amsterdam and University of Edin-
burgh, respectively). Written informed consent was obtained from all
participants (or parents of children younger than 12 years for NOVICE).
Each participant of the Sleep study received NOK 500 for participation.

ASL studies processed at different centers typically use different OS or
software versions possibly affecting the ability to compare CBF values
between studies. Additionally, longitudinal studies may be subject to
updates in analysis hardware or software. The performance of image
processing should thus be comparable irrespective of the used analysis
software version and/or OS to allow data pooling and comparison be-
tween studies. Here, we investigated the image processing reproduc-
ibility between OSes and Matlab versions for the intermediate and final
pipeline results of the three previously acquired datasets, without and
with the ExploreASL-specific modifications of the SPM12, CAT12, and
LST source code (modifications described below). To this end, a single
participant from each study was analyzed: with the lowest GM volume
from NOVICE and EPAD (GM/ICV ratio 0.41 and 0.33, respectively), and
the highest GM volume (GM/ICV ratio 0.55) from the Sleep study. These
three datasets were processed at two centers with the following combi-
nations of OS and MATLAB version, twice at each center for each of the
combinations: Linux-2018b (HZDR, Dresden, Germany; Linux server, 2.1
GHz Intel Xeon 6130, Ubuntu 5), Windows-2015a and 2018b (Amster-
dam UMC, The Netherlands; Dell Alienware laptop, 2.9–4.3 GHz Intel i7-
7820HK, Windows 10 Version, 1903). After each pipeline step, the
between-system reproducibility was obtained as a difference of the image

Fig. 2. Templates (population-averages from previous studies) are shown for source images (a) and CBF maps (b), for several arterial spin labeling (ASL) acquisitions
with/without background suppression (Bsup) from different vendors. The average CBF images are intensity normalized to a mean total GM CBF of 60 mL/min/100 g
(see Suppl Fig. 10 for the unscaled CBF images). Source images are mean control images for Philips and Siemens and M0 images for GE, which does not output control
images. Note that the images differ mostly in their effective spatial resolution, orbitofrontal signal dropout, and the amount of macro-vascular artifacts. The differences
in geometric distortion are mostly too subtle to be noted on these population-averages images. Note the inferior-superior gradient in the source images in the 2D EPI
sequence with background suppression. a.u. ¼ arbitrary units, Bsup ¼ background suppression, WIP ¼ work-in-progress pre-release version. See sequence details in
Supplementary Table 1.
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intensities and orientation between the NIfTIs of the two compared
systems. The image intensity reproducibility was calculated as the me-
dian voxel-wise relative intensity difference (Kurth et al., 2015), whereas
the image orientation reproducibility was calculated as the mean
voxel-wise net displacement vector in real-world coordinates (Power
et al., 2012). These were calculated for T1w with GM segmentation,
FLAIR with WMH segmentation, M0, quantified CBF, GM partial volume
in ASL native space (pGMASL), and PV-corrected GM CBF.

More complex calculations involving floating-point arithmetic

operations, e.g. matrix inversions, can produce different results between
OSes and MATLAB versions in the last digits. As randomly seeded
pseudo-random number generators are used for some optimization pro-
cesses, results can differ upon re-run even on the same system. These
minimal differences can accumulate in iterative algorithms such as seg-
mentation and registration, and propagate across the pipeline. To miti-
gate these effects, during the process of implementing and using the
pipeline for previous clinical studies, we modified parts of the SPM12,
CAT12, and LST toolboxes: e.g. using the MATLAB ‘\’ operator for solving

Fig. 3. Example PDF report for a single subject. This provenance and QC report includes information collected from each image processing step across the pipeline and
assembled in the population module. It is stored in a key-<value> format, facilitating inclusion of plugin or new parameters. Keys and values are grouped into the
structural and ASL modules, and the software versions (see Supplementary Table 2). Figures represent transversal and coronal slices in MNI standard space: 1–4) T1w
before and after lesion filling, pWM projected over T1w, WMref projected over T1w, 5–8) FLAIR, WMH mask projected over FLAIR, pWM projected over FLAIR,
WMref projected over FLAIR, 9–12) CBF, temporal SD, pWM projected over CBF, temporal SNR, 13–16) mean control, M0 before processing, pGM projected over M0,
M0 after processing. The pWM/pGM projections in the third column allow a visual assessment of registration performance. CBF ¼ cerebral blood flow, FLAIR ¼ FLuid
Attenuated Inversion Recovery, GM ¼ gray matter, pGM ¼ GM partial volume, pWM ¼ WM partial volume, SNR ¼ signal-to-noise ratio, WMref ¼ WM noise reference
region, WM ¼ white matter. Example data are from the EPAD study (Ritchie et al., 2016).

Fig. 4. Transversal, coronal, and sagittal population average images for the three example populations: 1) NOVICE, 2) Sleep study, 3) EPAD (see Supplementary
Table 3): a) T1w anatomical image with pGM and pWM overlay, b) FLAIR anatomical image overlaid with probability of WMH presence across the whole population,
c) Mean CBF, d) between-subject CBF variation (SD CBF/mean CBF per voxel across all subjects), e) temporal SD of CBF, mean over all subjects is shown, f) temporal
SNR of CBF (mean CBF/tSD CBF), g) mean control image (note the background suppression gradient), h) M0 calibration image. Note that the FLAIR and M0 were not
acquired in the Sleep and NOVICE studies, respectively. To compare the three populations side by side, all were registered to an adult template. The NOVICE
population consisted of children between 8 and 18 y for which segmentation and registration to an adult template typically works without any problems. CBF ¼
cerebral blood flow, tSNR ¼ temporal signal-to-noise ratio, tSD ¼ temporal standard deviation, au ¼ arbitrary units, bs ¼ between-subject, CoV ¼ coefficient of
variance, p ¼ probability, GM ¼ gray matter, WM ¼ white matter, WMH ¼ white matter hyperintensity.
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a system of linear equations instead of calculating a matrix inversion,
providing a separate Cþþ implementation for convolutions, and/or
rounding some calculations to 15 significant digits.

Finally, we reran the full pipeline for the three example populations,
but with the ExploreASL-specific features disabled. This would be similar
to running a pipeline based on SPM12 and DARTEL without lesion filling
and ENABLE, with M0-T1w registration only and the default M0 image
processing, which comprise the basic image processing steps that are
recommended in the ASL consensus paper. Using the standard space

partial volume corrected GM CBF values obtained with the two pipelines,
we compare the between-group difference and the correlation of GM CBF
with age and sex.

5. Results

Running time for a single EPAD participant took 22:11, 4:34, and
0:40 min for the Structural, ASL, and Population modules, respectively
(27:25 min in total). On the ‘low quality’ setting, the same processing

Fig. 5. Reproducibility of the ExploreASL pipeline between Matlab R2018b on Linux and Windows for the three datasets NOVICE, Sleep, and EPAD. Results are shown
before (pre) and after (post) the ExploreASL-specific modifications of MATLAB and SPM12 code. The median relative intensity difference is shown in the two columns
on the left (referred to as difference) and the mean voxel-wise net displacement vector (NDV) is shown in the two columns on the right. Labels on the x-axis describe
the processing steps in the Structural (2.1 ¼WMH correction, 2.2 ¼ Segmentation, 2.3 ¼ Spatial normalization) and ASL module (3.1 ¼Motion correction, 3.3 ¼ T1w-
ASL registration, 3.4 ¼ M0 processing, 3.5 ¼ CBF quantification) as described in Table 1 pGMASL ¼ gray matter partial volume map in ASL space. Note that all curves
overlap completely in the NOVICE-Post columns 1 and 3, SLEEP-Pre column 1, and EPAD-Post columns 1 and 3. The M0 and FLAIR images were not available for the
NOVICE (columns 2 and 4) and SLEEP (columns 1 and 3) datasets, respectively.
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took 7:30 min, 2:24, and 0:34 respectively (10:28 min in total) (Win-
dows-2018b). Fig. 4 shows differences between populations or sequences
on the ExploreASL population-specific parametric maps. While the GM
CBF was highest in the pediatric and lowest in the geriatric population
(Fig. 4c), both the between-subject CoV and within-scan temporal SD
were comparable in these populations and lowest in the healthy adults
(Fig. 4d–e). The temporal SD (Fig. 4e) was high in vascular regions and
highest around the ventricles in the pediatric dataset, due to a 2D EPI fat-
saturation related artifact. Despite these differences, the temporal SNR
appeared relatively comparable (Fig. 4f), albeit slightly higher for the
pediatric population. The average mean control images (Fig. 4g) showed
subtle differences in background suppression efficacy, as different tissue
contrast and inferior-superior background suppression efficiency
gradient. Only slight differences in ventricle and sulci size were visible
between the pediatric and geriatric population (Fig. 4a) confirming
satisfactory performance of spatial normalization.

All three datasets showed zero difference when the pipeline was
repeated twice on the same system. When comparing OSes only - Linux-
2018b vs Windows-2018b - the structural module showed final voxel-
wise differences of 0.77% pGM in NOVICE and 1.74% WMH in EPAD
that became negligible after our code modifications (Fig. 5). The ASL
module differences were smaller than 0.5%, except for the pGMASL
(0.57–2.5%) and PV-corrected GM CBF (0.61–5.76%). Both improved
after modifications to 0–1.2% and 0.32–1.5% for pGMASL and PV-
corrected GM CBF, respectively, showing the impact of our modifica-
tions. The reproducibility between OS and MATLAB versions - Linux-
2018b vs Windows-2015a - showed satisfactory post-modification
reproducibility, e.g. pGMASL (0.47–1.79%) and GM CBF (0.57–1.77%)
(Supplementary Table 4). Compared with the above-mentioned Linux-
2018b vs Windows 2018b results this shows an additional decrease in
reproducibility when a different MATLAB version is used on top of
different OSes and/or systems.

When comparing ExploreASL with the typical consensus pipeline - i.e.
ExploreASL with all ExploreASL-features turned off - the within-cohort
coefficients of variation (SD/mean) were 39.6% vs. 41.4% (Novice, n
¼ 28), 11.0% vs. 15.4% (Sleep, n¼ 38), and 16.7% vs 22.5% (EPAD, n ¼
75) for the maps computed by ExploreASL and the typical consensus
pipeline, respectively. Subsequently, the between-cohort GM CBF dif-
ference for the maps processed by the ExploreASL pipeline (one-way
ANOVA, F ¼ 66.2, p ¼ 10$21, n ¼ 141) was stronger compared to the
typical consensus pipeline (F ¼ 28.0, p ¼ 10$11, n ¼ 141). The explained
variance of age and sex for the three combined populations was larger for
the CBF maps processed by ExploreASL (R2¼ 0.379, F¼ 60.1, p¼ 10$21,
n¼ 141) than with the typical pipeline (R2 ¼ 0.270, F¼ 37.1, p¼ 10$14,
n ¼ 141).

6. Discussion and future directions

Here, we reviewed many of the most salient ASL image processing
choices, and their implementation in ExploreASL version 1.0.0. We
demonstrated the software’s functionality to review individual cases as
well as population-average images for quality control. Our findings show
that between-system computing differences can lead to voxel-wise CBF
quantification differences of up to 5.7% on average for the total GM,
which were reduced to 1.7% by addressing implementation differences
of complex floating-point operations between MATLAB versions and
OSes. This may especially be beneficial for multi-center studies or for
pooling multiple ASL studies to attain sample sizes required for the dis-
covery of subtle (patho-)physiological perfusion patterns.

On the MRI scanner consoles of GE, Philips, and Siemens, CBF
quantification is available according to the consensus recommendation
(Alsop et al., 2015), although they differ in their image processing and
quantification parameters. While this suffices for visual reading, offline
image processing is recommended to optimize the image quality and
extract regional statistics with respect to an anatomical reference. Several
other ASL image processing pipelines are publicly available and free for

academic use, each providing specific features. The first publicly avail-
able pipeline ASLtbx quantifies CBF of various ASL sequences (Wang
et al., 2008) and features customized motion correction and advanced
outlier detection (Dolui et al., 2017); ASAP contains a graphical user
interface (GUI) with an interface for population analyses, and generates
statistical reports (Mato Abad et al., 2016); the ASLM toolbox is a
MATLAB- and SPM-based command-line tool (Homan et al., 2012),
ASL-MRICloud features a web interface with an automated cloud solution
(Li et al., 2019); ASL-QC handles multiple vendors and provides QC
metrics (not published); BASIL (Chappell et al., 2009) uses a Bayesian
approach for the quantification and PVC of multi-TI (Chappell et al.,
2011), QUASAR, and time-encoded ASL data, thus offering the most
comprehensive quantification (Chappell et al., 2010); CBFBIRN offers an
online data repository with online image processing (Shin et al., 2016);
Functional ASL (Functional MRI Laboratory, University of Michigan) and
fMRI Grocer (Center for functional Neuroimaging, University of Penn-
sylvania)) (Zhu et al., 2018) are SPM toolboxes that process both func-
tional ASL and BOLD MRI; GIN fMRI performs separate control and label
realignment and automatically excludes outliers and volumes with strong
motion (unpublished); MilxASL features spatial and temporal denoising
(Fazlollahi et al., 2015); MJD-ASL is implemented into ‘cranial cloud’,
addresses noise concerns and processes cerebral blood volume (Manus
Donahue, Vanderbilt University Medical Center); NiftyFit supports
quantification of other MRI sequences as IVIM, NODDI, and relaxometry
(Melbourne et al., 2016); VANDPIRE is Python-based, has a scanner
console plugin and allows flow territory mapping from vessel-encoded
ASL (VU e-Innovations) (Arteaga et al., 2017).

ExploreASL has focused on optimizing the processing for clinical
studies that have diverse clinical populations, hardware, and sequences
used by allowing the import and processing of different sequences of
different vendors in a single study. Providing an integrated module for
structural image processing, population statistics, and QC is, among other
things, essential for processing largemulti-center studies. Other strengths
of ExploreASL include compatibility with the most-used OSs and its
tested between-system reproducibility of image processing. Moreover,
ExploreASL is available through GitHub with a growing team of inter-
national contributors. We follow the recommendations of the Committee
on Best Practices in Data Analysis and Sharing (COBIDAS) (Nichols et al.,
2017) by improving the between-system reproducibility, including
complete reporting of all facets of a study and the provenance, having
standardized source-code headers, and following the best coding prac-
tice. ExploreASL was built upon freely available Matlab-based toolboxes
that performwell in a wide array of cases, rather than opting for solutions
with optimal performance in specific cases but not applicable in general.

Although ExploreASL allows custom labeling efficiency values and
global CBF calibration, it does not estimate labeling efficiency. While
literature values for labeling efficiency (Dai et al., 2008) may suffice in
many clinical cases (Heijtel et al., 2014), individual correction can be
beneficial for specific populations (V!aclavů et al., 2019). For these,
phase-contrast MRI can improve the CBF quantification by a) calibrating
CBF based on total flow through the brain-feeding arteries (Aslan and Lu,
2010; Ambarki et al., 2015), or b) modeling the labeling efficiency based
on the velocity in the labeling plane (V!aclavů et al., 2016). Compared to
ASL, drawbacks of the phase-contrast MRI include its lower reproduc-
ibility for whole brain CBF estimates (Dolui et al., 2016), and its lower
agreement with PET (Puig et al., 2019). Moreover, an automatic imple-
mentation requires good data quality, perpendicular placement of the
labeling plane to the vessels, and the absence of vessel tortuosity, con-
ditions that are rarely met in clinical datasets. Future solutions may be
provided by new sequences under development, which allow direct la-
beling efficiency measurements during the ASL acquisition (Chen et al.,
2018; Lorenz et al., 2018).

Several additional features are scheduled for future releases,
including full BIDS support (Gorgolewski et al., 2016); support for
Hitachi and Canon datasets; unit testing to ensure stability of the pipeline
through the continuous development; inclusion of WM atlases for
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extended WM analysis; a GUI for easier configuration and execution;
quantification of advanced ASL schemes such as velocity- and
acceleration-selective ASL (Schmid et al., 2015) and integration of the
BASIL toolbox to allow multi-PLD and time-encoded sequence quantifi-
cation (Chappell et al., 2009); and support for individual-center cali-
bration, e.g. using the recently introduced Quantitative ASL Perfusion
Reference (QASPER) (Oliver-Taylor et al., 2017) phantom (Gold Stan-
dard Phantoms, London, UK). Although ExploreASL’s computation times
are moderate for research purposes, a clinical scanner implementation
would benefit from parallelization on graphical processing units (GPUs)
to provide robust automatic QC within clinical scanning time (e.g. <5
min). Another improvement would be the investigation of the effect of
image processing choices, as well as the availability of physiological and
quantification parameters for different populations (Fazlollahi et al.,
2015). This would allow for the incorporation of quantification confi-
dence intervals in the output of ExploreASL. For anonymization pur-
poses, the face can be removed from the structural scans (Nichols et al.,
2017; Leung et al., 2015) using a defacing algorithm such as the one
implemented in SPM12, but further testing is required to verify that the
analysis is not affected (de Sitter et al., 2017b). Statistical analyses can be
biased for populations with large inter-subject differences in their de-
formations, e.g., developing brains or a wide range of atrophy. Dedicated
templates are typically used for infants to ensure proper segmentation
and normalization (Shi et al., 2011). For older children, the use of a
dedicated template is still advised (Sanchez et al., 2012), although adult
templates are often sufficient. Further errors in deformations and volume
changes can be encountered when stretching pediatric brains to an adult
standard space. Either, such deformations need to be accounted in both
the volumes and CBF maps, or the analysis has to be performed in
standard space, knowing that the pGM thresholds can be different with
different total brain volumes as discussed in Section 3.6. A more optimal
solution is to use the CerebroMatic toolbox (Wilke et al., 2017) is a tool
that accounts for this bias and will be incorporated in future releases of
ExploreASL. Finally, we intend to implement ExploreASL as a cloud so-
lution and a plugin for scanner workstation to allow seamless ExploreASL
image processing in clinical routine.

There are several methods that we decided not to include in Explor-
eASL: thresholding the M0 or the mean control image to identify signal
dropout (Wang, 2014) or masking them with FSL BET (Smith, 2002), as
this may fail with background suppression, blurred 3D acquisitions, poor
ASL-M0 registration, or a strong bias field (Mutsaerts et al., 2018). If
multiple individual unsubtracted control-label images are available, a
mask could be created based on the tSNR of the control or label images.
However, time series are not always available, and the tSNR may be
biased by the presence of (patho-)physiological signal changes and head
motion. Currently, no consensus exists on whether the M0 should be
quantified separately for GM and WM tissue types, especially for longer
repetition time with a distinct GM-WM contrast. The M0 quantification
can potentially be improved by using tissue specific quantification pa-
rameters - such as blood-brain partition coefficients λ and tissue relaxa-
tion times (Çavusoglu et al., 2009), and/or partial volume correction
(Ahlgren et al., 2018). However, this can induce quantification errors in
cases of suboptimal ASL-M0 registration. While ExploreASL is designed
for analyses in the human brain, many of its methods and principles could
be translated to pre-clinical ASL studies and/or studies outside the brain
(Nery et al., 2020). The main challenge in applying ExploreASL outside
the brain is the dependency of the structural module on human brain
templates. Currently, when running only the ASL module on non-brain
ASL data, only motion correction, rigid-body registration, and quantifi-
cation can be performed. Note also that the quantification model is not
adapted for pre-clinical or non-brain imaging.

Image processing techniques that require validation include: using
the UNWARP toolbox for simultaneous motion and susceptibility defor-
mation correction (Andersson et al., 2001), using temporal information
for artifact removal through the application of an
independent-component analysis (ICA) (Wells et al., 2010; Hao et al.,

2018; Zhu et al., 2018) or using respiratory and cardiac signal (Restom
et al., 2006) or data-driven outlier rejection (Maumet et al., 2014; Tan
et al., 2009; Dolui et al., 2017), spatial denoising - once validated under
realistic conditions (Spann et al., 2017; Wells et al., 2010; Bibic et al.,
2010; Liang et al., 2015), obtaining GM-WM segmentations from frac-
tional signal modeling of the magnetization recovery profile acquired
with a Look-Locker readout (Petr et al., 2013; Ahlgren et al., 2014), and
using the BBR method for motion correction or registration (Greve and
Fischl, 2009). ExploreASL offers the option to register to the atlas of
spatially normalized mean M0 images, CBF images, or CBF images with a
high number of vascular artifacts created for different vendors and ASL
sequences from previously processed large ASL datasets. Finally, we aim
to improve the inter-center reproducibility even further.

7. Conclusion

ExploreASL is a versatile pipeline that performs well on a wide-range
of diseases, including datasets with lesions, allows flexible parameter
definition, and a quick exploration of datasets and QC images of each
pipeline step in the same space. We made the pipeline available at www
.ExploreASL.org. We anticipate that ExploreASL will allow for more
flexible collaboration amongst clinicians and scientists, help to achieve
the consensus standards for ASL processing sought by the OSIPI, facilitate
validation of ASL image processing approaches, and accelerate trans-
lation to clinical research and practice.
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a b s t r a c t

Background and purpose: To provide a systematic measure of changes of brain perfusion in healthy tissue
following a fractionated radiotherapy of brain tumors.
Materials and methods: Perfusion was assessed before and after radiochemotherapy using arterial spin
labeling in a group of 24 patients (mean age 54:3! 14:1 years) with glioblastoma multiforme. Mean
relative perfusion change in gray matter in the hemisphere contralateral to the tumor was obtained for
the whole hemisphere and also for six regions created by thresholding the individual dose maps at 10 Gy
steps.
Results: A significant decrease of perfusion of "9.8 ± 20.9% (p = 0.032) compared to the pre-treatment
baseline was observed 3 months after the end of radiotherapy. The decrease was more pronounced for
high-dose regions above 50 Gy ("16.8 ± 21.0%, p = 0.0014) than for low-dose regions below 10 Gy
("2.3 ± 20.0%, p = 0.54). No further significant decrease compared to the post-treatment baseline was
observed 6 months ("0.4 ± 18.4%, p = 0.94) and 9 months (2.0 ± 15.4%, p = 0.74) after the end of radiotherapy.
Conclusions: Perfusion decreased significantly during the course of radiochemotherapy. The decrease was
higher in regions receiving a higher dose of radiation. This suggests that the perfusion decrease is at least
partly caused by radiotherapy. Our results suggest that the detrimental effects of radiochemotherapy on
perfusion occur early rather than later.

! 2015 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved. Radiotherapy and Oncology 118 (2016) 24–28

Radiotherapy (RT) as well as Radiosurgery (RS) are known to
impair healthy tissue perfusion in various organs by damaging
capillaries and larger vessels and impairing their autoregulation
mechanisms [1]. Defects in cardiac perfusion measured with
single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) using
99mTc were observed in patients with breast cancer treated with
RT [2]. A large decrease of regional lung perfusion upto 80% was
measured by SPECT in patients with tumors in the lung [3] or the
thorax [4,5]. Cerebral blood flow (CBF) changes have also been
demonstrated in healthy tissue after RS [6,7].

RT of the brain was also reported to cause a notable deteriora-
tion of cognitive performance [8,9] especially when delivered in
daily fractions above 2 Gy [10] while other authors attribute the

cognitive decline mainly to the presence of the tumor [11].
RT-induced CBF decrease would be one possible explanation for a
cognitive decline. In any case, a detailed understanding of the
relation between the received dose during RT and the CBF
reduction is of obvious relevance for treatment planning as well
as for diagnostic evaluation of the disease progression and for
determining tissue specific dose tolerance levels.

CBF can be measured non-invasively by arterial spin labeling
(ASL) which provides a facility for investigation of early and late
radiochemotherapy (RCT) effects on healthy brain tissue on a
population level. This may provide new insights into how the brain
vasculature responds to RCT and clarify the correlation between
CBF changes and neurocognitive changes.

So far, there are only very few publications studying the effect
of RT and RS on CBF in healthy tissue which, moreover, report
partly contradictory findings: Jakubovic et al. investigated the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.radonc.2015.12.017
0167-8140/! 2015 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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dependence of perfusion changes on received dose during stereo-
tactic RS. One month after treatment, the authors observed a sig-
nificant CBF increase in gray matter (GM) in high-dose regions
above 10 Gy [7]. Taki et al. studied CBF changes with 99mTc SPECT
2 weeks, and 3 months after RS of intracranial lesions. A significant
CBF decrease was found in the regions with doses below 5 Gy [6]. A
study by Weber et al. did not find any significant changes in the
ratio of white matter (WM) to GM perfusion from 2 months to
1 year following RS with either dynamic susceptibility contrast
(DSC) or ASL [12].

The aim of the present investigation is the quantitative assess-
ment of CBF changes in healthy tissue during RCT and determina-
tion of the correlation between received radiation dose and
induced CBF changes in order to augment the existing, partly con-
tradictory literature and to contribute to the final clarification of
this issue. For that purpose, data from a longitudinal study were
used which is targeted at investigation of the degree of correlation
between high [11C]-Methionine tracer uptake in glioblastomas and
time to recurrence after RCT. In this study, patients are scanned
before postoperative radiooncological treatment and have regular
follow-ups after the end of treatment. The perfusion was measured
non-invasively using pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) [13,14]. To
the best of our knowledge, the present investigation is the first
systematic study addressing the effect of RT on healthy gray matter
CBF as well as the first ASL-based study of perfusion changes
following RT.

Materials and methods

Subject recruitment

All patients analyzed are part of a larger prospective, one-arm,
single-center, non-randomized, observational imaging study –
PETra trial (NCT01873469). The study was done in accordance with
the declaration of Helsinki and it was approved by the Ethics Com-
mittee of the Faculty of Medicine at the Technische Universität
Dresden (EK41022013). Data protection and patient informed con-
sent procedures were done according to German national and state
legislation.

Adult patients with newly diagnosed glioblastoma multiforme
were included in the study if they fulfilled the following criteria:

# age more than 18 years, and signed a written informed consent
to participate in the study,

# Karnofsky Performance Score P60 corresponding to perfor-
mance score 62 according to the Eastern Cooperative Oncology
Group (ECOG) [15,16],

# indication for combined RCT with Temozolomide (TMZ),
# histological confirmation of a glioblastoma multiforme,
# time interval between the last surgical procedure and onset of
RCT no longer than 7 weeks.

Exclusion criteria were:

# previous radiotherapy of the brain or chemotherapy with TMZ,
# contraindications for RCT, or MRI imaging,
# known other malignant disease that impacts prognosis of the
patient and/or is likely to require treatment interfering with
study therapy.

Study design

The post-operative PET/MR and treatment planning CT were
performed before the start of RCT. Irradiation treatment planning
was done using a fusion of the planning CT with the PET/MR scan
and with the postoperative MRI performed within 24 h after

surgery. The RCT started 2–7 weeks after the tumor resection or
biopsy. The second PET/MR scan was acquired 3 months after the
end of RCT. Then, regular follow-up PET/MR scans were acquired
every 3 months until objective detection of recurrence, death of
the patient, or drop out.

Adjuvant radiotherapy was applied in daily fractions of 2 Gy
given 5 days per week. The clinical target volume comprised the
surgical cavity, macroscopic tumor areas visible in MRI or PET. A
margin of 20 mm and 5 mm in all directions excluding anatomical
barriers (bone, tentorium) was added in the first (CTV1) and sec-
ond (CTV2) clinical target volume, respectively. CTV1 was treated
to a total dose of 50 Gy. CTV2 received a boost dose of 10 Gy, add-
ing to a total dose of 60 Gy.

Concomitant chemotherapy with TMZ (75 mg/m2) was admin-
istered daily from the 1st day until the last day of radiotherapy fol-
lowed by continuation of adjuvant chemotherapy for 6 months
according to Stupp et al. [17]. Radiotherapy was delivered with lin-
ear accelerators providing photons of energies P6 MV. Field shap-
ing was performed with a multileaf collimator. 3D-conformal
radiotherapy plans were generated within a dedicated planning
system. Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) was used
if appropriate with respect to target volume coverage or normal
tissue sparing.

Acquisition

All MRI measurements were performed with a 3T Philips Inge-
nuity TF PET/MR scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Nether-
lands) with an 8-channel head-coil. The following precautions to
avoid CBF confounders were applied. Patients were instructed to
be fasting 4 h prior to the scanning and were not instructed to
change their habits regarding smoking and caffeine consumption.

A high-resolution T1-weighted isotropic 3D dataset, pCASL
images, and M0 reference images were acquired. The 3D TFE (Turbo
Field Echo) T1-weighted dataset was obtained in the sagittal orien-
tation with 1 mm isotropic resolution. Parameters of the pCASL
sequence [18] were: field-of-view (FOV) 220 $ 220 mm2, voxel
size 2.75 $ 2.75 $ 6 mm3, 17 slices (0.6 mm gap), 2D multi-slice
gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) readout, repetition time
(TR)/echo time (TE) 3765/11 ms, flip angle 90", 30 averages,
background suppression [19] with optimal suppression timed
for the lowest slice, labeling time/post-labeling delay (PLD)
1650/1525 ms. The delay between acquisition of successive EPI
slices was 32 ms. The PLD for the central slice was thus equivalent
to 1781 ms. A reference M0 image was acquired 5000 ms after sat-
uration. The center of the 5th or 6th slice (to ensure coverage of the
whole cerebrum) was aligned with the anterior/posterior commis-
sure line, and the distance of the center of the labeling plane from
the lowest slice was 35 mm. A screen-shot of the planning was
saved and the follow-up sessions were positioned similarly. The
whole ASL acquisition took under 5 min.

A CT image for radiotherapy planning was acquired with a
Siemens Emotion scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen,
Germany). The slice thickness was 3 mm and in-plane pixel size
1 $ 1 mm2.

Preprocessing and CBF quantification

Data were processed using the SPM8 toolbox (Wellcome Trust
Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK) and in–house routines writ-
ten in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). All pCASL dynamics
and the M0 measurement were registered to the first pCASL control
image (3D rigid 6-parameter transformation with a sum-of-
squares-differences cost function). For each patient and session,
the T1-weighted image was co-registered with the mean pCASL
control image. The T1-weighted image was segmented using SPM
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and used to estimate the partial volume fractions of GM in the
pCASL space. The T1-weighted images of all sessions and the plan-
ning CT (with the associated radiation-dose plans) were spatially
normalized to the MNI space [20]. This allowed transformation of
the dose plans to the ASL native space for each individual session.

CBF quantification was done using a single compartment model
according to Eq. (1) of the ASL consensus paper [21]. A labeling effi-
ciency of a ¼ 0:7 was used taking into account the efficiency of the
pulse (0.85) [18], and its decrease due to background suppression
(0.83) [19]. T1 of blood of 1650 ms was used [21,22].

Data evaluation

Voxels with a GM partial volume fraction below 70%, and voxels
in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the tumor were excluded from
GM-CBF determination. Mean CBF in the hemisphere contralateral
to the tumor was calculated for all patients and sessions in the
original ASL space for each session to avoid introduction of interpo-
lation errors by co-registering the CBF maps. CBF-change and a rel-
ative CBF-change between two sessions A and B was defined as
CBFB " CBFA and 200 & ðCBFB " CBFAÞ=ðCBFB þ CBFAÞ, respectively.
Mean of the relative CBF-changes was calculated for all subjects
between successive sessions and significance of the change was
evaluated using a paired t-test.

The relation between the CBF-change and the received radiation
dose was studied between pre-RCT and the first post-RCT session,
and between the first three post-RCT sessions. To study the rela-
tionship between the radiation dose and CBF, individual dose maps
were divided into dose regions by categorizing them into 10 Gy
steps. Mean CBF was calculated for each region for each session.
Mean relative CBF-change was then calculated for each dose across
all patients.

Results

Study group

In the present investigation, 28 patients from the PETra trial
were used. All of themhave already completed RCT. Scanswere per-
formed prior to RCT and 1–3 times post-RCT. Altogether, a total of
112 scans were analyzed. Several scan sessions had to be excluded
due to excessive motion (n = 2), complete failure of labeling
(n = 1), missing ASL measurement (n = 2), measurements done on
a different scanner during a scheduled PET/MR shutdown (n = 7),
or tumor comorbidity on the contralateral side (n = 2). Due to these
problems, 4 patients had to be excluded and 24 patients (mean age
54:3! 14:1 years, range 25:3" 75:3 y,median 58.5 y) could be used
for further analysis. The number of patients scanned on each session
and the interval between sessions is shown in Table 1.

Global CBF change

A representative CBF map and a radiation dose plan normalized
to the MNI space are displayed for a single slice and a single patient
in Fig. 1.

The mean CBF values in the hemisphere contralateral to the
tumor for the first four sessions and the mean relative difference
for successive sessions are given in Table 1. The only statistically
significant decrease in CBF occurred between the pre-RCT and
(any of the) post-RCT sessions. CBF changes between different
post-RCT sessions did not reach statistical significance.

CBF change vs. radiation dose

The CBF-changes between pre-RCT and post-RCT, and first two
post-RCT sessions depending on the received radiation dose are
shown in Table 2. The mean size of the regions relative to the
whole GM volume is shown in the table as well. A graph showing
the relative decrease of CBF as a function of received radiation dose
is in Fig. 2. The perfusion decrease between the pre-RCT and post-
RCT session was significant for all doses higher than 10 Gy, and the
decrease was almost two times larger for doses higher than 20 Gy
than for doses lower than 20 Gy. No significant change was
observed between the first two post-RCT sessions for any dose.

Discussion

In this investigation, we have quantified CBF-changes in the
hemisphere contralateral to the tumor in patients with glioblas-
toma multiforme undergoing radiochemotherapy. We have
observed significant changes of global GM CBF shortly after the
end of the radiotherapy. Regarding regional effects, CBF-change
was negatively correlated to the locally received radiation dose.

Perfusion decrease and radiation dose

Effects of radiation on perfusion are known and have repeatedly
been reported. Qualitatively, our results are in accord with some of
previous findings, confirming higher decrease of perfusion for

Table 1
Global CBF changes.

Session CBFA (mL/min/100 g) CBFB (mL/min/100 g) Number of patients DCBF (%) P-value Interval (months)

A B

Pre Post 1 54.0 ! 8.4 49.6 ! 10.6 24 "9.8 ! 20.9 0.032 4.8 ! 0.4
Post 1 Post 2 51.4 ! 7.7 51.3 ! 9.1 13 "0.4 ! 18.4 0.94 3.4 ! 0.5
Post 2 Post 3 52.0 ! 8.9 53.4 ! 10.9 7 2.0 ! 15.4 0.74 3.1 ! 0.5

For different pairs of sessions A and B the mean CBF in GM, the mean relative CBF-change between the two sessions, the p-value for the difference, the number of patients
available and the time between session are given. A significant CBF-decrease is observed between the pre-RCT and first post-RCT session.
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Fig. 1. Representative CBF-image (left, [mL/min/100 g]) (2nd post-RCT session) and
received radiation dose (right, [Gy]) (spatially normalized to the MNI template).
Hyper-perfusion in region anterior to postoperative dead space indicate tumor
recurrence (left in the image). The CBF changes were evaluated in the contralateral
hemisphere (right in the image).
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higher dose. This has been reported for lung perfusion [4,5,3],
although the reported effect sizes are different. Taki et al. reported
a 7% global decrease of CBF at 2 weeks and at 3 months after
stereotactic RS. However, the highest decrease was found in the
low dose regions between 5–2 Gy and below 2 Gy [6]. Jakubovic
et al. analyzed the dependence of the CBF decrease related to the
received dose in stereotactic RS divided into 2 Gy steps. A 36%
increase of CBF was observed for high doses (>16 Gy) and a 17%
increase for very small doses (<2 Gy) [7]. The are several possible
explanations for the discrepancies between results in [7,6] and our
results. Early CBF decrease from one week to one month contrary
to CBF increase after three months can be explained by early vessel
dilation followed by capillary collapse and occlusion after progres-
sive loss of endothelial cells [7,23]. It should also be noted that we
have evaluated changes in the hemisphere contralateral to the
tumor while Jakubovic et al. focused on a region close to the RS tar-
get [7]. Lastly, the results by Taki et al. at three months after RS
were obtained only for five patients. Further studies that would
examine the acute and late changes in CBF in a single study on a
large number of patients are thus needed.

Interestingly, a considerable decrease of perfusion is present in
low-dose regions as well. This might indicate that the capillary bed
is substantially affected even after low dose irradiation. Alterna-
tively, the effect might be caused by damage to a supplying artery.
It would thus be interesting to look for CBF-changes in regions
receiving no radiation at all. However, in our study, no such tissue
regions were available within the field of view of the imaging
sessions.

CBF decrease in the low-dose regions might also be caused by
other factors, e.g. by chemotherapy. For example Bevacuzimab,
often used together with TMZ in glioblastoma patients, was shown
to significantly decrease CBF [24]. A clear decrease in CBF was also
observed for chemotherapy with Methotrexate in small animals
[25]. In our study, conservative treatment was chosen [17] and nei-

ther Bevacuzimab nor other angiogenesis inhibitors was used. So
far, TMZ is not known to alter perfusion and our data do not allow
to prove or disprove an influence on CBF, thus a potential role of
the chemotherapy can currently not be completely excluded but
appears not likely. However, a large CBF decrease in low-dose
regions was also observed in the study by Taki et al. (4–7% decrease
for doses between 2 and 5 Gy and 7–22% decrease for doses below
2 Gy) [6] where RS only was performed, supporting the hypotheses
of a direct influence of RT even in low dose regions.

Long-term changes of perfusion

In previous studies, a decrease of perfusion was detectable
shortly after the end of RT. However, a further decline has been
reported months or even years afterward. In the case of lung per-
fusion, the most pronounced perfusion decrease was observed
until 12 [4], 15 [3], or 18 months [5] after the end of RT. Afterward,
the perfusion values stabilized and did not further decrease. In our
data, no further significant decrease of CBF was apparent between
the different post-RCT sessions. However, there was only a limited
number of patients acquired on more than 2 sessions and more
data need to be gathered to be able to confirm or disprove these
phenomena in RT of brain.

Several studies showed differences in CBF assessed with ASL
between high- and low-grade primary brain tumors on the group
[26–29] and individual [30,31] level. To further reduce the inter-
session variance of the CBF measurement and to make the quantifi-
cation more accurate, a tumor blood flow (TBF) normalization to
reference healthy tissue is often employed [26,28,30,31]. While
this is perfectly justifiable in most studies where the contralateral
tissue is not affected by disease, it may not be the case in patients
undergoing RT. The findings presented in this study might thus
possibly be used to account at least approximately for the bias
introduced by variation of CBF in the healthy tissue reference
region or to guide in reference region selection to minimize its con-
founding effect.

Limitations

There are several potential limitations of this study which need
to be considered.

First of all, the measurements were performed at any time
between 9:00 and 16:00 due to tracer production constraints.
Although time slots of early morning and late evening were
avoided, variability of the chosen scan time point might influence
the CBF. The mean day-times of the ASL acquisitions were 13:53,
12:28, 13:42, and 13:11 for the pre-RCT and post-RCT sessions,
respectively. These differences are unlikely to cause significant
changes in perfusion between sessions. Scheduling the first

Table 2
Dose-related CBF changes.

Dose (Gy) 0–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60

DCBF (%) "2.3 "7.5 "13.5 "17.5 "16.0 "16.8
Pre-/Post-RCT 1 Region size (%) 30 32 17 11 5 6

P-value 0.54 0.05 0.023w 0.021w 0.0026y 0.0014y

DCBF (%) 1.5 1.0 "0.6 "1.4 3.0 1.6
Post-RCT 1/2 Region size (%) 33 32 16 9 5 5

P-value 0.39 0.94 0.89 0.98 0.52 0.79
DCBF (%) 13.4 0.1 "0.2 "4.0 "2.5 "2.0

Post-RCT 2/3 Region size (%) 34 30 17 9 5 6
P-value 0.95 0.52 0.93 0.42 0.95 0.53

Mean relative CBF-change in dose regions created by categorizing the radiation-dose received into 10 Gy steps. The mean size of the region (as percentage of whole GM) is
also displayed. CBF changes are given between the pre-RCT and the first post-RCT and also between the first three post-RCT sessions. A significant decrease is seen between
the pre-RCT and post-RCT sessions for doses higher than 10 Gy (marked w for p < 0:05; y for p < 0:01). No significant changes are present for lower doses or between post-RCT
sessions.
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Fig. 2. Dose dependent mean relative GM-CBF change between pre-RCT and first
post-RCT session. The radiation-dose map was categorized using six regions with
dose between 0–10 Gy, 10–20 Gy, 20–30 Gy, 30–40 Gy, 40–50 Gy, and 50–60 Gy.
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post-RCT earlier than the pre-RCT session would increase the CBF
[32] while the opposite is observed from our data.

There was no pre-selection of patients based on the position of
the tumor. Tumor locations and thus also the clinical target
volumes were thus randomly distributed in the study population.
This should decrease the influence of longer arrival times in certain
brain regions and make the results also less susceptible to
problems with labeling efficiency for certain vascular regions. A
single inversion-time ASL was used without vascular crusher
gradients employed. A possible prolongation of arrival times
caused by RCT would thus go unnoticed causing vascular artifacts
and elevating the perceived CBF. This could mask a more serious
decrease of CBF. Although this is not likely to cause severe changes
to our results a study using multi inversion-time measurement
would be beneficial to address this limitation.

A clear correlation between CBF decrease and radiation-dose
existed only at the group level. However, the individual patient data
are relatively noisy due to both, physiological perfusion fluctuation
as well as the inherently relatively low SNR of the ASL-derived CBF
values. Investigating larger patient groups in the future might help
to disentangle the different effects of radiochemotherapy on
different brain tissues and their long-term changes.

Conclusion

In this study, we have shown the ability of non-invasive ASL
perfusion imaging to study the effects of radiochemotherapy on
brain perfusion. A significant decrease of perfusion in the healthy
tissue following a focal radiotherapy in brain tumor patients was
shown. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study using
ASL to study CBF changes due to radio- and chemotherapy. Higher
decrease of CBF was shown to be associated with higher radiation-
dose received. A further study with more patients and longer
follow-up would be needed to assess long-term CBF changes and
to investigate whether they are irreversible or not. Also, correlation
of clinical symptoms, i.e. neurocognitive evaluations would be
interesting for further clinical studies.
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a b s t r a c t

Background and purpose: To compare the structural and hemodynamic changes of healthy brain tissue in
the cerebral hemisphere contralateral to the tumor following photon and proton radiochemotherapy.
Materials and methods: Sixty-seven patients (54.9 ±14.0 years) diagnosed with glioblastoma undergoing
adjuvant photon (n = 47) or proton (n = 19) radiochemotherapy with temozolomide after tumor resection
underwent T1-weighted and arterial spin labeling MRI. Changes in volume and perfusion before and 3 to
6 months after were compared between therapies.
Results: A decrease in gray matter (GM) (!2.2%, P < 0:001) and white matter (WM) (!1.2%, P < 0:001)
volume was observed in photon-therapy patients compared to the pre-radiotherapy baseline. In contrast,
for the proton-therapy group, no significant differences in GM (0.3%, P = 0.64) or WM (!0.4%, P = 0.58)
volume were observed. GM volume decreased with 0.9% per 10 Gy dose increase ðP < 0:001Þ and differed
between the radiation modalities ðP < 0:001Þ. Perfusion decreased in photon-therapy patients (!10.1%, P
= 0.002), whereas the decrease in proton-therapy patients, while comparable in magnitude, did not reach
statistical significance (!9.1%, P = 0.12). There was no correlation between perfusion decrease and either
dose (P = 0.64) or radiation modality (P = 0.94).
Conclusions: Our results show that the tissue volume decrease depends on radiation dose delivered to the
healthy hemisphere and differs between treatment modalities. In contrast, the decrease in perfusion was
comparable for both irradiation modalities. We conclude that proton therapy may reduce brain-volume
loss when compared to photon therapy.

! 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. Radiotherapy and Oncology 128 (2018) 121–127

Glioblastoma is the most common primary malignant brain
tumor in adults. The standard therapy is maximal surgical resec-
tion followed by radiotherapy (RT) with concurrent and adjuvant
chemotherapy using temozolomide [35]. Both RT and chemother-
apy are, however, associated with risks of cognitive deficits and
structural and hemodynamic changes in the normal brain tissue
[3,1].

Brain atrophy may appear as a side-effect of RT and a progres-
sive decrease in gray matter (GM) volume over time and a depen-
dence on radiation dose have been reported after photon RT
[29,18,17,32,33]. Interestingly, no significant changes in white
matter (WM) volume were observed in the same studies, despite
finding WM fiber damage following RT from diffusion MRI data
[7,9].

RT was also shown to cause vessel-wall thickening and
endothelial cell loss leading to cerebral microbleeds and occlusions
in the microvasculature [24,25]. These changes could in turn affect
the healthy-tissue perfusion. Several studies have investigated the
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influence of RT on brain perfusion with mostly contradictory con-
clusions. Perfusion decreases have been detected by dynamic sus-
ceptibility contrast and arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI, and with
99mTc–HMPAO scintigraphy [36,28,27,11]; whereas perfusion
increases have been measured using a computed tomography
(CT)-perfusion, dynamic susceptibility contrast MRI, and 15O-H2O
PET [22,14,15].

We posit that reduction in healthy tissue damage following
radiochemotherapy (RCT) may be achieved using proton instead
of photon RT. Proton therapy offers better dose distribution while
exploiting comparable biological effectiveness [19]. In this study,
we aimed to assess potential benefits of proton over photon ther-
apy in terms of reducing damage to healthy brain tissue. We inves-
tigated the early-delayed brain volume and perfusion changes in
healthy tissue at 3 and 6 months after RT, correlated the changes
to the delivered radiation dose, and compared the differences
between radiation modalities.

Methods

Participants and experimental design

The present investigation concerns the first two follow-up ses-
sions of patients treated in the prospective, two-arm (photon and
proton therapy), single-center non-randomized imaging trial
‘‘Observational study of impact of [11C]-methionine PET/MRI as a
tool for individual tailoring postoperative radiochemotherapy for
patients with glioblastoma multiforme” (PETra). This trial was
designed to validate the value of [11C]-methionine PET as an imag-
ing biomarker for predicting the location of recurrence as a basis
for future radiotherapy dose-escalation approaches. Patient accrual
lasted from September 2013 until October 2016 and the results
according to the endpoints laid down in the protocol will be
reported separately.

The registered trial (NCT01873469) was conducted in accor-
dance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine at the Technische
Universität Dresden, Germany (EK41022013). All patients provided
written informed consent.

The main inclusion criteria of the PETra trial included newly
diagnosed glioblastoma, age P18 years and Karnofsky’s Perfor-
mance Score P60. After clinical introduction of proton-beam ther-
apy at the University Proton Therapy Dresden at December 2014,
the choice of treatment with photon or proton-beam therapy
depended on the decision of the treating physician, the patient
and on reimbursement of the costs. The current investigation
included only those patients for which MRI scans prior to initiation
of RCT were available, who had unilateral tumor localization before
RCT, who received all planned fractions of photon- or proton-beam
irradiation, and who were scanned at least once after the end of
RCT. In total, 72 patients (51 photon, 21 proton) were included in
this imaging study (mean age 54.3 ± 14.2 years, range 23.2–81.8
years, 29 female).

The first MR session was performed after surgery and before
start of RCT. For each patient, imaging data also included [11C]-
Methionine PET and treatment-planning CT scans. RT treatment
started 2–7 weeks after full or partial tumor resection or biopsy.
After the end of RT, follow-up MRI scans were acquired every 3
months for two years or until disease progression or drop out of
the patient. Here we present follow-up data at 3 and 6 months
after the end of RT.

Radiation treatment planning was based on the CT and PET/MRI
scans. The margin of the clinical target volume (CTV) around the
surgical cavity and macroscopic tumor was 20 mm for the volume
treated up to 50 Gy (2 Gy per fraction) and 5 mm for the boost vol-
ume treated with an additional 10 Gy (2 Gy per fraction) to a total

dose of 60 Gy (60 GyE for proton therapy). A 5 mm margin was
added for the planning target volume.

Photon-based radiation treatment plans were generated using
either 3D conformal radiotherapy(3DCRT) (Oncentra Masterplan
3.1, Nucletron, Veenendaal, The Netherlands; n = 27) or intensity-
modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) (Pinnacle 9.0, Philips, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands; n = 24). Photon RT was delivered with linear
accelerators with multileaf collimator (Siemens Healthcare, Erlan-
gen, Germany) providing photons of energies 15 and 6 MV. Proton
beam treatment plans were generated using passive double scat-
tering technique (XiO, Nucletron) and therapy was delivered with
a cyclotron providing energies of 100 MeV–230 MeV.

Concomitant chemotherapy with the cytostatic agent temo-
zolomide was performed according to Stupp et al. [35].

Image acquisition

All imaging was performed on a 3T Philips Ingenuity TF PET/
MRI scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) with an
8-channel head-coil.

On each session, a 3D Turbo Field Echo T1-weighted (T1w)
image was acquired with a 1 $ 1 $ 1 mm3 resolution. A pseudo-
continuous ASL sequence [10] with background suppression [12]
was used to acquire perfusion-weighted images as described in
detail previously [27]: voxel size 2.75 $ 2.75 $ 6mm3, 17 slices
(0.6 mm gap), 2D echo-planar-imaging readout, TR/TE 3765/11
ms, 30 averages, labeling time 1650 ms, post-labeling delay for
the first and last slice 1525 and 2037 ms, respectively. An M0 image
was acquired with TR 5000 ms.

Preprocessing and perfusion quantification

All image processing was fully automatic and was done using
SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK),
and in-house routines written in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA) based on ExploreASL, with specific modifications to
accommodate brain deformations by the tumor and surgery.

The T1w image was segmented using SPM12 [4] with enhanced
tissue priors [21] providing a relative content of GM, WM, and CSF
in each voxel, see Supplementary Fig. 1B. To avoid the bias in seg-
mentation caused by the presence of tumor and surrounding
edema, both hemispheres were segmented separately. The T1w
image was rigid-body co-registered with the mean ASL control
image. Perfusion defined as regional cerebral blood flow (CBF)
was quantified from the raw ASL data using the single compart-
ment model [2] and provided voxel-wise in mL/min/100 g, see per-
fusion maps in Supplementary Fig. 1D.

For the pre-therapeutic sessions, the CT image with the radia-
tion dose map was co-registered to the T1w image as shown in
Supplementary Fig. 1. For the post-therapeutic sessions, the T1w
images were non-linearly registered to the pre-therapeutic T1w
images [5] to allow regional comparison of dose and volumes
across sessions.

Imaging data exclusion

ASL images were examined by two researchers (JP, HM) with 7
years of experience in ASL image processing. Images with severe
motion or acquisition artifacts were excluded from further
analysis.

T1w images were examined by a radiologist (IP) with 12 years
of experience. Images with severe motion artifacts, which could
lead to false decreases in GM volume [30], were excluded. Post-
RCT sessions with new morphological findings in WM compared
to the pre-RCT baseline (e.g. edema, leukoencephalopathy) were
also excluded.
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Post-RCT sessions with bilateral tumor progression, as assessed
on contrast enhanced T1w images and PET images, were excluded
from both perfusion and volume analyses.

Statistical analysis

Between-session changes in brain volume and perfusion were
evaluated in thehealthyhemisphere contralateral to the tumor. Vol-
ume of GM, WM, and total brain tissue (sum of GM andWM) in the
hemisphere contralateral to the tumorwas calculated automatically
from the segmented T1w images by summing the voxel-wise tissue
content across all voxels. Mean GM perfusion was calculated as an
average voxel-wise perfusion across the voxels with GM content
exceeding70%. Relative volumeandperfusion changesbetween ses-
sions A and B were calculated as 100% % meanðvalueB ! valueAÞ=
meanðvalueAÞwhere valueA;valueB corresponded to the subject vol-
ume or perfusion on sessions A, B, respectively. A two-tailed paired
t-test was used to assess the statistical significance of the differ-
ences. Normality of the distribution was verified by a Shapiro–Wilk
test prior to application of the t-test. P < 0:05was considered statis-
tically significant in all analyses. Differences were compared
between the photon- and proton-therapy patient groups and also
for the two subgroups of the photon therapy – 3DCRT and IMRT.

To study radiation-dose dependence, dose regions were created
for each participant by categorizing the voxels of the healthy hemi-
sphere according to received dose into bins of 0–10, 10–60, 10–20,
20–30, 30–60 Gy. Both narrower bins and no division of regions
with dose above 10 Gy were used to be able to study high-dose
regions in more detail and also to accommodate for the fact that
the amount of voxels in high-dose regions was small for the proton
therapy. Statistical significance of the differences from a zero
change and a change compared to the region with dose below
10 Gy was tested using simple and paired t-tests, respectively.
For the perfusion analysis, dose-regions were restricted to voxels
with GM P 70% and regions smaller than 5 cm3 were excluded.
For the volume analysis, a threshold of 35 cm3 was used since this
analysis was not restricted to GM voxels. Both thresholds were
approximately 5% of the total considered volume of around 150
cm3 (for perfusion) and 700 cm3 (for volume).

Additionally, a multivariate linear regression was performed to
investigate to what extent the total tissue volume or perfusion was
influenced by patient age, time from the baseline scan, and mean
dose received in the healthy hemisphere. The radiation modality
was not included in the multivariate analysis as it was strongly
correlated with the mean dose (R=-0.80, P=10!22).

Results

Patient characteristics

After excluding images with artifacts, 41 photon- (22 3DCRT
and 19 IMRT) and 16 proton-therapy patients were included in
the volume analysis, and 44 photon- (25 3DCRT and 19 IMRT)
and 16 proton-therapy patients were included in the perfusion
analysis, see Table 1. Details of exclusion reasons are provided in
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. There was no difference between
the proton- and photon-therapy groups and subgroups in neither
of age ðP > 0:25Þ, ECOG score ðP > 0:11Þ, BMI ðP > 0:23Þ, or
chemotherapy duration ðP > 0:34Þ for neither of the volume and
perfusion analysis. CTV did not differ between proton and
photon-therapy groups ðP > 0:73Þ, but there was around 20% dif-
ference between the two photon-therapy subgroups ðP < 0:022Þ.
Example of mean dose distribution and dose histograms for the dif-
ferent RT modalities are shown in Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4,
respectively. The average mean dose in the healthy hemisphere

was 19.1 Gy for the CRT-, 26.2 Gy for the IMRT-, 22.2 Gy for the
photon-, and 4.2 Gy for the proton-therapy group and the differ-
ence was significant between all groups.

Tissue volume changes following RT treatment

For all photon-therapy patients on both follow-up sessions,
both GM and WM volumes decreased compared to the baseline
(between !1.2 and !3.0%, P < 0:003, Table 2, Fig. 1) whereas no
significant changes were observed for the proton-therapy patients
(between 0.3 and !0.8%, P > 0:27, Table 2). The effect of RT modal-
ity on volume changes was significant (P ¼ 3 ' 10!4). The parenchy-
mal volume seems to further decrease between the two post-
therapeutic sessions (!0.8%, P > 0:027 for the photon-; and
!0.8%, P > 0:0025 for the proton-therapy group). The volume
decreased significantly for both the 3DCRT and IMRT subgroups
with higher decrease in the IMRT group. On the first post-
therapy session, the volume decrease was significantly higher in
both the 3DCRT (P = 0.045) and the IMRT (P = 0.0049) groups than
in the proton-therapy group, however, was not different between
the 3DCRT and IMRT groups (P = 0.15).

Dose-dependent GM volume changes are provided in Table 3.
The GM volume decreased significantly in the first post-
therapeutic session compared to the pre-therapeutic session in
all regions for the photon-therapy patients (up to !3.1%,
P ¼ 10!5). In the regions with dose above 10 Gy, the decrease
was almost two times as high as in the region with dose below
10 Gy (!1.6%, P = 0.026). Significant decreases in GM volume on
the second post-therapeutic session compared to the pre-
therapeutic session were also observed in all patients (between
!1.6% and !3.6%, P < 0:018) except in the region with dose below
10 Gy (!1.6%, P = 0.12). Significant differences ðP < 0:032Þ
between the volume decrease in high-dose (!3.2–!4.1%) than in
the low-dose (0.6–!0.4%) regions were observed in the proton-
therapy as well despite the small size of the high-dose regions.

The results of the multivariate linear regression showed that
the mean received dose in the healthy hemisphere, time after
treatment and age had a statistically significant effect on the vol-
ume decrease of 0.9%/10 Gy ðP ¼ 10!5Þ, 0.25%/month (P = 0.026),
and 0.03% (P = 0.021), respectively, while the effect of sex
(b ¼ !0:59, P = 0.13), BMI (b ¼ 0:07, P = 0.14), chemotherapy dura-
tion (b ¼ !0:02, P = 0.63), and CTV (b ¼ 0, P = 0.74) was not statis-
tically significant. Scatter plots of tissue-volume decrease vs. mean
dose, time, and age, respectively, are shown in Supplementary
Fig. 2.

Gray matter perfusion changes following RT treatment

The mean relative perfusion changes in the whole healthy
hemisphere are shown in Table 4. A statistically significant
decrease in perfusion was observed on both post-therapeutic ses-
sions compared to the pre-therapeutic session for the photon-
therapy patients (relative change was !10.1%, P = 0.002 on first;
and !11.1%, P = 0.008 on the second post-therapeutic session).
The magnitude of the effect was similar for the proton-therapy
patients (!9.1%, P = 0.12 on first; and !8.8%, P = 0.17 on the sec-
ond post-therapeutic session). Although the perfusion decrease in
proton-therapy patients did not reach statistical significance there
was no effect size difference between the photon- and proton-
therapy results (P = 0.94). No significant change was observed
between the two post-therapeutic sessions ðP > 0:5Þ. Although
the perfusion decrease was higher for the IMRT than for the 3DCRT
subgroup, the difference was not significant on neither of the
follow-up sessions ðP > 0:47Þ.
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The perfusion changes for different dose regions are shown in
Table 5. For the photon-therapy patients, significant perfusion
decreases were observed for all doses above 10 Gy for the first
post-therapeutic session compared to the pre-therapeutic session.
However, there were no significant differences in a perfusion
decrease between regions below and above 10 Gy. In line with
the observed global perfusion decrease, a perfusion decrease in
proton-therapy patients was comparable in magnitude, albeit not
statistically significant.

The multivariate linear regression did not reveal significant
effects of age (b ¼ !0:24, P = 0.15), mean dose (b ¼ 0:10, P =
0.64), time after therapy (b ¼ !0:32, P = 0.8), sex (b ¼ !4:14, P =
0.35), BMI (b ¼ !0:19, P = 0.73), chemotherapy duration
(b ¼ 0:50, P = 0.30), or CTV (b ¼ 0, P = 1.0) on whole-hemisphere
perfusion changes.

Table 1
Patients’ demographics.

Volume analysis Perfusion analysis

Photon Proton Photon Proton

Patients [n] 41 16 44 16
Male/female [n] 24/17 10/6 24/20 11/5
Mean age [years] 55.9 ± 13.9 51.3 ± 16.3 55.4 ± 13.3 51.5 ± 16.2
Age range [years] 25.3–81.8 23.2–72.4 25.3–75.3 23.2–72.4

ECOG 0/1/2 [n] 21/18/2 10/6/0 21/21/2 9/6/1
BMI [kg/m2] 26.2 ± 4.8 24.9 ± 3.9 26.3 ± 4.6 25.9 ± 3.8
Tumor hemisphere [L/R] 19/22 10/6 21/23 11/5
Tumor location
Frontal 21 5 22 7
Temporal 9 7 6 6
Parietal 3 2 5 1
Occipital 2 0 3 0
Frontotemporal 0 1 0 1
Temporooccipital 3 1 4 1
Parietooccipital 1 0 1 0
Thalamus 2 0 2 0
Cerebellum 0 0 1 0

Biopsy only 2 0 2 0

CTV [mm3] 224.8 ± 75.5 217.4 ± 70.5 226.8 ± 77.7 229.4 ± 61.1
Mean dose [Gy] 22.6 ± 6.6 4.0 ± 4.4 22.4 ± 7.1 4.9 ± 4.4
Simultaneous TMZ [days] 40.2 ± 4.8 38.4 ± 7.5 40.5 ± 4.6 39.8 ± 5.6
Dexamethasone [n (%)] 4 (10%) 1 (6%) 5 (11%) 1 (6%)

Patients’ demographics of the groups of photon and proton-therapy patients used for the volume and perfusion analysis. Additionally, the clinical target volume, the mean
radiation dose in the healthy hemisphere, the number of days during which 75 mg/m2/day of Temozolomide was administered simultaneously to the RT treatment, and the
number of patients receiving Dexamethasone in time between the baseline and second follow-up measurement are given. The difference between the two photon-therapy
groups and between the proton-therapy group was not significant ðP > 0:05Þ for neither of the parameters (Age, ECOG, BMI and TMZ) for neither of the analysis (volume,
perfusion). CTV was different between the two photon-therapy subgroups ðP < 0:022Þ but not between proton and photon-therapy groups ðP > 0:73Þ. Mean dose was
different both between the two photon-therapy subgroups ðP < 0:002Þ and between the proton- and photon-therapy groups ðP < 10!8Þ.

Table 2
Global brain volume changes in the healthy hemisphere.

RT modal. Session Num. of pat. Interval [months] DGM DWM DTissue

A B [%] P [%] P [%] P

Photon Pre Post-1 40 4.7 ± 0.4 !2.2 ± 3.0 6 ' 10!5 !1.2 ± 1.9 0.0004 !1.7 ± 1.7 10!7

Pre Post-2 24 7.9 ± 0.5 !2.2 ± 3.2 0.003 !3.0 ± 2.6 10!5 !2.5 ± 2.0 2 ' 10!6

Proton Pre Post-1 15 4.7 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 2.3 0.64 !0.4 ± 3.0 0.58 !0.0 ± 1.9 0.98
Pre Post-2 12 8.0 ± 0.7 !0.8 ± 2.8 0.36 !1.0 ± 3.0 0.27 !0.9 ± 2.1 0.2

3DCRT Pre Post-1 21 4.7 ± 0.4 !1.4 ± 2.8 0.035 !1.4 ± 1.9 0.003 !1.4 ± 1.6 0.001
Pre Post-2 13 7.9 ± 0.5 !1.1 ± 3.4 0.29 !2.7 ± 3.2 0.01 !1.8 ± 2.1 0.012

IMRT Pre Post-1 19 4.7 ± 0.4 !3.0 ± 3.0 0.0005 !0.9 ± 2.0 0.058 !2.1 ± 1.7 4 ' 10!5

Pre Post-2 11 7.9 ± 0.5 !3.6 ± 2.3 0.0005 !3.5 ± 1.8 5 ' 10!5 !3.5 ± 1.3 4 ' 10!6

Tissue volume changes for the first (Post-1) and second (Post-2) post-radiotherapy sessions are shown compared to the pre-therapy baseline (Pre). Significant mean relative
volume decreases in GM, WM, and brain tissue were observed in the photon-therapy patients. Volume changes in the proton-therapy patients were not significant and the
magnitudes of the changes were also much smaller than in the photon-therapy patients. Results are shown also for the two subgroups of the photon-therapy patients.
Volume decreased in both subgroups on both sessions and the effect was stronger in the IMRT than in the 3DCRT patients.

Fig. 1. Progressive brain atrophy. T1w images of an IMRT photon-therapy patient are
shown for pre- (A) and post-therapeutic (B,C) sessions. Brain atrophy manifests as
ventrical and outer CSF space enlargement (see, for example, anterior portion of
cella media). Tissue volume decrease in the first post-therapeutic session (B)
compared to the pre-therapeutic baseline (A) was 1.8%. Progression of the atrophy
is observed on the second post-therapeutic session (C): 4.2% decrease compared to
the pre-therapeutic baseline (A).
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Discussion

We compared the early-delayed effects of photon versus proton
radiotherapy in the healthy brain tissue of glioblastoma patients.
Our three main findings are: (1) There was less brain-tissue vol-
ume loss in patients who underwent proton-therapy compared
to those who underwent photon-therapy; (2) Loss of brain-tissue
volume strongly correlated with the mean radiation dose received
in the healthy hemisphere; (3) Perfusion decreased in all patients,
independent of therapy modality or radiation dose. The effect size
of the perfusion decrease following therapy was similar between
the two groups but reached statistical significance only for the
photon-therapy patients. These findings are in agreement with
the hypothesis that proton therapy reduces the volume loss of
healthy tissue compared to photon therapy simply by limiting
the radiation dose received in the contralateral hemisphere.

The observation of brain-tissue loss in photon-therapy but not
in proton-therapy patients, in combination with the dose-
dependency of the tissue loss suggests that brain volume changes

are caused mainly by the radiation effects. Normal aging is esti-
mated to cause between 0.26% and 0.39% per year decrease in
GM volume, which is less than the values observed in the current
study [13,31]. A dose dependent GM-volume decrease was previ-
ously described by Karunamuni et al. [18]. Our results are in agree-
ment with their reported effect size (1–5% GM-volume decrease).
However, the results are not directly comparable as the probability
distribution of volume changes and not the mean volume changes
were reported by Karunamuni et al. [18]. An approximately 5%
GM-volume decrease reported for the same tumor type and ther-
apy by Prust et al. [29] in 8 patients is close to our finding of 2–
3% GM-volume decrease. The remaining difference could be caused
by the fact that Prust et al. [29] performed the T1w image segmen-
tation in the whole brain at once without excluding sessions with
bilateral tumors and edemas in the contralateral hemisphere. The
caveat is that the SPM12 segmentation employs a global model
assuming homogeneous GM and WM intensity distribution across
the brain on the T1w images. Longitudinal intensity changes in
WM around the tumor (e.g. appearance of edema in follow-up

Table 3
Dose-dependent brain volume changes in the healthy hemisphere.

Photon Dose [Gy] 0–10 10–60 10–20 20–30 30–60

Pre/Post-1 DGM [%] !1.6 !2.4 !1.8 !2.9 !3.1
Region size [%/n] 23%/32 77%/40 27%/39 21%/34 29%/37

P-value [0] 0.026w
10!5HH 0.0004ww

3 ' 10!6HH 10!5HH

P-value [LD] – 0.027w 0.032w 0.067 0.014w

Pre/Post-2 DGM [%] !1.6 !2.5 !1.8 !2.5 !3.6
Region size [%/n] 21%/17 79%/24 29%/23 20%/20 29%/22

P-value [0] 0.12 0.0008ww 0.018w 0.004w
6 ' 10!5HH

P-value [LD] – 0.31 0.78 0.45 0.13

Proton Dose [Gy] 0–10 10–60 10–20 20–30 30–60

Pre/Post-1 DGM [%] 0.6 !3.2 – – –
Region size [%/n] 91%/15 9%/6 2%/0 2%/0 5%/6

P-value [0] 0.3 0.14 – – –
P-value [LD] – 0:0063H – – –

Pre/Post-2 DGM [%] !0.4 !4.1 – – –
Region size [%/n] 90%/12 10%/7 2%/0 2%/0 6%/7

P-value [0] 0.57 0.082 – – –
P-value [LD] – 0:032H – – –

The mean relative GM volume changes are shown for several dose regions. Note that the effect size and P-values are not given for regions (mainly proton therapy) with
relative size under 7% as they were considered too much affected by noise. For each session, the mean dose-region volume as a percentage of the whole-hemisphere volume,
and the number of regions that exceeded the 35 cm3 threshold are given. The P-values of the t-tests for probability of no absolute change [0] and no change relative to the low
dose (below 10 Gy) region [LD] are shown. Statistically significant values are labeled by w for P < 0:05 and by ww for P < 0:001. For the photon-therapy patients, a significant
decrease in GM volume was observed for all doses except for the region with dose below 10 Gy on the second post-therapeutic session. In the first post-therapeutic session,
significantly higher GM volume decrease was observed in the regions above 10 Gy than in the region below 10 Gy. None of the proton-therapy results were significant.

Table 4
Global perfusion changes in the healthy hemisphere.

RT modality Session Number of patients Interval [months] CBFA CBFB DCBF P-value

A B mean ± std [mL/min/100 g] mean ± std [%]

Photon Pre Post-1 41 4.7 ± 0.4 53.4 ± 9.7 48.0 ± 9.6 !10.1 ± 19.9 0.002
Pre Post-2 26 7.8 ± 0.5 53.4 ± 10.7 47.5 ± 8.9 !11.1 ± 19.5 0.008

Proton Pre Post-1 15 4.8 ± 0.5 50.3 ± 8.4 45.8 ± 8.6 !9.1 ± 21.6 0.12
Pre Post-2 11 8.0 ± 0.6 52.7 ± 8.2 48.0 ± 11.1 !8.8 ± 19.7 0.17

3DCRT Pre Post-1 24 4.9 ± 0.3 53.0 ± 8.8 48.8 ± 9.4 !7.9 ± 19.4 0.061
Pre Post-2 13 7.9 ± 0.6 51.8 ± 8.8 47.5 ± 10.0 !8.2 ± 14.7 0.07

IMRT Pre Post-1 17 4.6 ± 0.5 53.9 ± 11.2 46.8 ± 10.1 !13.1 ± 20.9 0.01
Pre Post-2 13 7.7 ± 0.4 55.0 ± 12.4 47.4 ± 8.0 !13.7 ± 24.0 0.055

Perfusion changes are shown for photon- (top) and proton-therapy patients (bottom). On each line, the absolute CBF, number of available patients, time between the sessions,
the mean relative CBF difference between sessions, and the P-value of the paired t-test between the pre-therapeutic (Pre-) and one of the two post-therapeutic sessions (Post-
1 and Post-2) are shown. The magnitudes of changes were similar for all sessions and RT modalities, however, the changes were significant only for the photon-therapy
patients. Results are shown also for the two subgroups of the photon-therapy patients. While magnitude of changes is again similar, a significant decrease is observed only in
the first post-therapeutic session of the IMRT patients where the magnitude of a decrease is higher than for the 3DCRT patient group.
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measurement) will thus influence the segmentation results also in
the contralateral hemisphere and therefore can cause false classifi-
cation of part of GM tissue as WM, leading to false interpretation as
a GM-volume decrease accompanied by a WM-volume increase as
noted by Chamberlain et al. [6]. False volume variations due to the
mentioned sources of error might explain why a WM-volume
decrease has not been reported previously. We have circumvented
this issue by segmenting the healthy hemisphere separately and by
also investigating volume changes of GM and WM tissue
combined.

In this study, approximately 10% perfusion decrease was pre-
sent in both irradiation modalities irrespective of the received radi-
ation dose. The decrease was statistically significant for photon
therapy but not for proton therapy. Since the effect size and vari-
ability were similar for both therapies the difference in statistical
significance can be understood as a consequence of the smaller
sample size of the proton-therapy group.

Tumor perfusion measured in glioblastoma patients using MRI
with or without contrast can be used before or following RCT to
detect residual or recurrent tumor, pseudo-progression or to pre-
dict time to progression [20,23,26]. In such instances, tumor perfu-
sion is often normalized to perfusion in contralateral normal-
appearing brain tissue. Therefore, our finding of perfusion
decreases in the normal-appearing brain tissue receiving relatively
low radiation dose is a potential confounder for the normalized
perfusion and should be taken into consideration. While vascular
damage and neurocognitive deficits typically occur several years
after RCT, we observed a perfusion decrease three to six months
after the therapy. In several recent studies, a perfusion decrease
has been proposed as an early predictor of cognitive decline in neu-
rodegenerative disease [34,38] and similar effects might be present
following photon- or proton-based RCT. This, however, requires
validation by longer follow-up coupled with neurocognitive
testing.

Previous studies that reported on perfusion changes following
RCT were mostly conducted in small populations and differed in
received radiation dose, irradiation region definition, time after
RT, and imaging modality used. This may explain why previously
reported results contradict one another. Price et al. [28] observed

a perfusion decrease only in the regions and above 32 Gy, Taki
et al. [36] reported 7% perfusion at 3 months after radiosurgery
in a region that received less than 5 Gy, and Hahn et al. [14]
observed a CBF increase using [15O]H2O PET measurements. How-
ever, these studies were conducted with 6 patients or less. Directly
comparable to the current study in terms of patient group charac-
teristics, treatment type and statistical analysis is one investigation
using dynamic susceptibility contrast MRI [11] and our previous
investigation using ASL [27]. Both show similar results of around
10% GM CBF decrease in 10 and 24 patients, respectively. A small
increase in CBF with increased dose has been observed in all three
of these studies without, however, reaching statistical significance.
The changes in perfusion thus do not appear to be mainly caused
by RT, but seem related to either surgery, chemotherapy, or the
disease itself. Especially the ongoing monthly chemotherapy after
the end of RT can cause further damage by the synergistic effect
of chemo and radiation therapy, as higher concentrations of
chemotherapeutic agents in normal brain tissue is achieved due
to increased leakage through the blood–brain barrier caused by
RT [37]. The activity of O6-Methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase
(MGMT) has been related to both better therapeutic response of
glioblastoma and normal tissue protection to radiochemotherapy
with O6-alkylating agents such as temozolomide [8,16]. While an
increase in MGMT activity could in theory play a role in the
decrease in the perfusion and structural damage, we were not able
to study this due to lack of MGMT data in the normal tissue. We
have observed higher, albeit mostly not significant, perfusion and
volume decreases in the IMRT group versus the 3DCRT group. For
the volume changes, this can be partly explained by the higher
mean dose to the contralateral hemisphere in the IMRT group. Only
minimal correlation with mean dose, however, was found for the
perfusion decrease. The reason for the differences in the perfusion
changes can thus be either a larger relative volume irradiated to
high radiation doses of >30 Gy or by another, unknown effect.
There was a significant difference in the CTV between the 3DCRT
and the IMRT groups. It thus remains difficult to assess to what
extent the difference in radiation dose was caused by the varying
CTV or the radiation treatment technique. Although the CTV differ-
ence was not large, further studies are needed to provide an unbi-

Table 5
Dose-dependent perfusion changes in the healthy hemisphere.

Photon Dose [Gy] 0–10 10–60 10–20 20–30 30–60

Pre/Post-1 DCBF [%] !7.3 !8.3 !8.9 !8.5 !8.7
Region size [%/n] 26%/36 74%/41 28%/40 19%/36 26%/41

P-value [0] 0.057 0.009w 0.006w 0.017w 0.007w

P-value [LD] – 0.39 0.21 0.3 0.4

Pre/Post-2 DCBF [%] !7.3 !8.8 !10.3 !8.0 !8.0
Region size [%/n] 27%/21 73%/26 29%/26 20%/21 24%/25

P-value [0] 0.15 0.029w 0.007w 0.09 0.061
P-value [LD] – 0.51 0.27 0.18 0.51

Proton Dose [Gy] 0–10 10–60 10–20 20–30 30–60

Pre/Post-1 DCBF [%] !7.0 !9.5 – – –
Region size [%/n] 90%/15 10%/8 2%/1 2%/3 7%/8

P-value [0] 0.23 0.25 – – –
P-value [LD] – 0.75 – – –

Pre/Post-2 DCBF [%] !8.3 !7.4 – – –
Region size [%/n] 91%/11 9%/7 2%/2 1%/3 6%/7

P-value [0] 0.19 0.36 – – –
P-value [LD] – 0.43 – – –

The mean relative perfusion changes are shown for different dose regions for photon- and proton-therapy patients. Note that effect size and P-values are not given for the
finer division of the regions above 10 Gy for the proton-therapy patients as the region size was too small to give meaningful results. The mean volume of the dose region as a
percentage of the whole hemisphere, and the number of patients for which the region volume exceeded the threshold of 5 cm3 are shown as Region size. The P-values of the t-
test indicate probability of no absolute change [0] and no change relative to the low-dose (below 10 Gy) region [LD]. Significant values are labeled by w for P < 0:05, and by ww

for P < 0:001. Significant perfusion decreases were observed in all dose regions above 10 Gy in photon-therapy patients in the first post-therapeutic session. However, the
results for regions above 10 Gy were not significantly different from the change in the region below 10 Gy. Effect size was similar in the proton-therapy patients, though the
differences were not statistically significant.
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ased comparison of the effects of 3DCRT and IMRT on the healthy
hemisphere.

Our findings indicate that early-delayed brain-tissue volume
changes are strongly dependent on the radiation dose applied to
the healthy brain, suggesting that a reduced dose to brain-tissue
may reduce regional loss of brain volume. Indeed, proton-therapy
patients were shown to have significantly lower loss of brain tissue
than the photon-therapy patients. On the other hand, perfusion
decreased irrespective of the beam modality. Both longer follow-
up in a larger cohort, as well as neurocognitive testing may allow
to further explore the underlying pathological pathways of primary
and secondary damage and its effect on cognitive function and to
investigate if these benefits of proton therapy prevail over longer
time.
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Abstract
Objective Brain atrophy has the potential to become a biomarker for severity of radiation-induced side-effects. Particularly 
brain tumour patients can show great MRI signal changes over time caused by e.g. oedema, tumour progress or necrosis. 
The goal of this study was to investigate if such changes affect the segmentation accuracy of normal appearing brain and 
thus influence longitudinal volumetric measurements.
Materials and methods T1-weighted MR images of 52 glioblastoma patients with unilateral tumours acquired before and 
three months after the end of radio(chemo)therapy were analysed. GM and WM volumes in the contralateral hemisphere 
were compared between segmenting the whole brain (full) and the contralateral hemisphere only (cl) with SPM and FSL. 
Relative GM and WM volumes were compared using paired t tests and correlated with the corresponding mean dose in GM 
and WM, respectively.
Results Mean GM atrophy was significantly higher for full segmentation compared to cl segmentation when using SPM 
(mean ± std: ΔVGM,full = − 3.1% ± 3.7%, ΔVGM,cl = − 1.6% ± 2.7%; p < 0.001, d = 0.62). GM atrophy was significantly corre-
lated with the mean GM dose with the SPM cl segmentation (r = − 0.4, p = 0.004), FSL full segmentation (r = − 0.4, p = 0.004) 
and FSL cl segmentation (r = -0.35, p = 0.012) but not with the SPM full segmentation (r = − 0.23, p = 0.1).
Conclusions For accurate normal tissue volume measurements in brain tumour patients using SPM, abnormal tissue needs 
to be masked prior to segmentation, however, this is not necessary when using FSL.

Keywords Radiotherapy · Tissue segmentation · SPM · Atrophy · Glioblastoma · Proton
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Introduction

Radiotherapy is part of the standard treatment regime of 
gliomas. With improving survival in particular for low-
grade tumours, the number of patients experiencing therapy-
induced long-term complications, such as neurocognitive 
decline, increases accordingly [1–3]. Apart from subjective 
measures, such as patient-reported outcomes and neuro-
cognitive function tests, the community strives to include 
objective measures in the evaluation of treatment outcome, 
especially when comparing different treatment modalities, 
such as photon- and proton-based radio(chemo)therapy.

Radiotherapy induced brain atrophy has been observed 
across the whole brain [4–7], hippocampus [8–11], amyg-
dala [12] and cerebellum [13]. The findings show consist-
ently that the amount of tissue loss is dose dependent [5, 13, 
14]. Previous studies have also linked atrophy with cogni-
tive decline [4, 15]. Brain atrophy has become an important 
marker of disease severity in neurodegenerative and demy-
elinating diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease [16] or mul-
tiple sclerosis (MS) [17]. Similarly, atrophy has the potential 
to become a biomarker for severity of radiation-induced side 
effects [4, 15]. However, this requires measurement of the 
normal tissue volumes of brain tumour patients with great 
accuracy across multiple time points. Particularly brain 
tumours can show great changes in MR signal intensities 
over time in and around the original tumour site caused by 
oedema, tumour progression, or treatment itself. If these sig-
nal changes influence the atrophy measurement, they could 
mask its potential to act as a reliable biomarker.

In the research environment, accurate measurement of 
atrophy commonly involves segmentation of high resolu-
tion T1-weighted MR images into grey matter (GM), white 
matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using software 
such as FSL (FMRIB Software Library: https:// fsl. fmrib. 
ox. ac. uk/ fsl/ fslwi ki/) [18, 19] or SPM (Statistical Paramet-
ric Mapping: https:// www. fil. ion. ucl. ac. uk/ spm/) [20, 21]. 
These software tools use an iterative Bayesian segmentation 
approach. By default, FSL initializes the tissue segmenta-
tion using intensity-based thresholds to segment the input 
image coarsely into three tissue types corresponding to GM, 
WM and CSF [18]. SPM uses prior tissue probability maps 
(TPMs) to initialize the tissue segmentation. The TPMs are 
derived from a collection of manually segmented healthy 
brains [20]. Consequently, if abnormal brain tissue is pre-
sent, for instance, resection cavities, oedema, and tumour tis-
sue in brain tumour patients, or WM lesions in MS patients, 
the TPMs are not valid within these regions of abnormal 
tissue and can cause significant bias in the resulting GM 
and WM segmentation. Abnormal tissue will be incor-
rectly classified as either GM, WM, or CSF. Consequently, 
image intensities of abnormal tissue contribute to the global 

joint-probability distribution model that is constructed for 
each of the GM, WM, and CSF tissues during the iterative 
process of segmentation. This can alter the width and posi-
tion of the respective GM, WM, or CSF probability den-
sity functions on the MRI intensity scale and consequently 
lead to a shift between the separation of tissue boundaries, 
most commonly between GM/WM and GM/CSF, thus bias-
ing volume measurements in the normal tissue even when 
abnormal tissue is removed after segmentation.

Segmenting MR images containing abnormal tissue 
has been studied previously in the field of MS, where WM 
lesions can have a significant impact on GM and WM vol-
umes [22–24]. In MS, the error in volume measurements 
mainly arises from misclassification of WM lesions as 
GM or CSF [25]. Brain tumours, conversely, generally 
have much larger lesions. Using Bayesian segmentation 
approaches, this could also potentially bias normal tissue 
volume measurements if the abnormal tissue is not masked 
prior to segmentation.

The aim of this study was to assess the influence of the 
presence of residual tumour, resection cavities, and oedema 
on the quality of the tissue segmentation in the healthy tissue 
and on the longitudinal assessment of volumetric changes in 
brain parenchyma. To that end, we measured GM and WM 
volumes segmented from 3D 1 mm isotropic T1-weighted 
MR images in a cohort of glioblastoma patients with uni-
lateral lesions. We assessed the longitudinal volumetric 
changes between the baseline and 3 month follow-up after 
radio(chemo-)therapy, respectively. We hypothesized that 
the presence of abnormal tissue in the ipsilateral hemisphere 
would affect the segmentation and longitudinal volumetric 
changes in the healthy contralateral hemisphere. To show 
that, we compared segmentations obtained from SPM 
and FSL with and without removing the tumour-bearing 
hemisphere.

Materials and methods

Subjects

Patient data were acquired as part of a prospective longitu-
dinal study investigating the effect of 11C-methionine PET/
MR for tailoring the treatment of patients with glioblastoma, 
approved by the local ethics committee (NCT01873469, 
EK41022013, BO-EK-167052020). Gross tumour resec-
tion was performed in most patients prior to radio(chemo-)
therapy. Baseline MR images were acquired two to seven 
weeks after surgery and typically two weeks before the start 
of radio(chemo-)therapy. Radiotherapy was conducted using 
either photon or proton therapy as described previously [26]. 
Follow-up MRIs were acquired approximately three months 
after the end of radiotherapy. All patients were treated with 

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/
https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
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adjuvant temozolomide [26]. More details about the patient 
population and treatment is provided by Seidlitz et al. [26]. 
Patients were excluded if no baseline MRI or no follow-
up MRI was available, or if tumour or oedema extended 
across both hemispheres. Follow-up MRIs that showed 
motion artefacts or abnormal tissue in the normal appearing 
hemisphere were excluded, resulting in a total of 52 eligible 
patient datasets.

MRI data from six healthy controls (HCs) [age 
39.4y ± 8.7 years, range (30.6–54.2 years), 4 male] were 
used to validate the data analysis strategy described in 
Sect. 2.3. This study was approved by the local ethics com-
mittee, and the participants gave written informed consent 
[DRKS-ID: DRKS00012600, EK267072017].

Data acquisition

All MRI data were acquired on a 3 T Philips Ingenuity 
PET/MR scanner (Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) 
using an eight channel head coil. For this study, pre-con-
trast T1-weighted (T1w) MR images were used for further 
analysis. In patients, T1w images were acquired in sagittal 
orientation using a 3D turbo field echo (TFE) sequence at 
1 mm isotropic resolution (TFE inversion prepulse, TFE fac-
tor = 224, TR/TE = shortest (typical 8.2/3.8 ms), α = 8°, FOV 
192(FH) × 224(AP)  mm2, matrix size 192(FH) × 224(AP), 
1 mm slice thickness, 192 slices). In healthy controls, T1w 
images were acquired using a 3D gradient spoiled echo 
sequence in sagittal orientation (TR = 10 ms, TE = 3.7 ms, 
α = 20°, FOV 224 × 224  mm2, matrix size 224 × 224, 1 mm 
slice thickness, 160 slices) [27].

Data analysis

T1w images were segmented into GM, WM, CSF, bone, soft 
tissue and background using SPM12 [20] and GM, WM and 
CSF using FSL [18] with their respective default settings. 
SPM gave tissue probability maps as outputs, whereas FSL 

provided partial volume maps. For FSL, prior steps to seg-
mentation included N4 bias field correction [28] and skull 
stripping [29]. The 3 T T1w images show relatively large 
bias field variations and without prior N4 bias field correc-
tion, FSL falsely segmented most of the subcortical GM as 
WM.

GM and WM volumes of the normal appearing hemi-
sphere were compared between segmenting the whole brain 
(VGM,full, VWM,full, VGM + WM,full) versus segmenting the nor-
mal appearing hemisphere (VGM,cl, VWM,cl, VGM + WM,cl). The 
tumour-bearing and normal appearing hemispheres were 
separated by non-linearly coregistering the MNI152 atlas 
(https:// fsl. fmrib. ox. ac. uk/ fsl/ fslwi ki/) to each T1w image 
using ANTs [29, 30]. The same deformation was applied to a 
label mask separating the two hemispheres. Subsequently, all 
GM and WM maps were restricted to the normal appearing 
hemisphere using these masks. GM and WM volumes were 
generated by summing all GM and WM values within these 
final tissue segmentation maps. Relative tissue volumes were 
calculated as ratios to their corresponding baseline values. 
The data analysis workflow is shown in Fig. 1. Mean WM 
and GM radiation doses in the contralateral hemisphere were 
calculated from the corresponding dose maps using bina-
rized WM and GM maps, respectively, using a threshold of 
0.5. The mean doses were used to compare the dose depend-
ence of volume changes between the segmentation methods.

The comparison between the two segmentation methods 
(full and cl) relies on the assumption that segmenting a sin-
gle hemisphere will yield the same results in that hemisphere 

Fig. 1  Image processing workflow: registration (Reg) of MNI152 
atlas and corresponding left/right label to T1w-native space and sub-
sequent tissue segmentation (Seg) of the full brain or contralateral 
(cl) hemisphere for volume assessment. In this example, abnormal tis-

sue in the left hemisphere was mainly classified as GM (red arrow). 
Volume assessment was restricted to the contralateral hemisphere in 
all cases

Table 1  Patients’ characteristics

Patients, n 52
Proton/photon, n 13/39
Gender (male/female), n 32/20
Age at start of radiotherapy (mean ± std), years 54.5 ± 14.5
Follow-up time, days 88.3 ± 12.0

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/
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as segmenting the whole brain, thus serving as “ground 
truth” for patient data with one healthy and one abnormal 
hemisphere. To test this assumption, the T1w images of six 
healthy controls were segmented. GM volumes of the left 
and right hemispheres obtained from whole brain segmenta-
tion were compared with those obtained from segmenting 
the left and right hemispheres separately.

Statistical analysis

Relative GM, WM and GM + WM volumes of the con-
tralateral hemispheres were compared between whole brain 
segmentation (full) and contralateral hemisphere segmenta-
tion (cl) using paired t tests. Normality of the distributions 
was tested using a one-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. 
Cohen’s d = μx − μy/σx–y was used to calculate the effect size.

Relative GM and WM volumes obtained from segment-
ing the whole brain (full) and the contralateral hemisphere 
(cl) were correlated with the corresponding mean dose in 
GM and WM of the contralateral hemisphere, respectively, 
using Pearson regression analysis.

Results

Demographics of the 52 eligible patients are given in 
Table 1.

GM volumes from the healthy controls show that both 
FSL and SPM are suitable for segmentation of a single 

hemisphere with very little deviation between single-hemi-
sphere and full brain segmentation (see supplementary mate-
rial section I).

The relative GM and WM volume changes determined 
using full brain segmentation and contralateral hemi-
sphere segmentation are compared in Fig. 2. With SPM, 
relative GM volume loss was significantly higher when 
using the full brain segmentation approach (mean ± std: 
ΔVGM,full = − 3.1% ± 3.7%, ΔVGM,cl = − 1.6% ± 2.7%; 
p < 0.001, d = 0.62). There was no significant difference in 
relative GM volume changes between full and cl segmenta-
tion when using FSL (mean ± std: ΔVGM,full = − 0.9% ± 2.7%, 
ΔVGM,cl = − 0.9% ± 2.5%; p = 0.91, d = 0.02). There 
was no significant difference in relative WM volume 
changes for SPM (mean ± std: ΔVWM,full = − 0.8% ± 2.4%, 
ΔVWM,cl = − 0.8% ± 2.1%; p = 0.95, d = 0.01) and 
FSL (mean ± s td :  ΔV WM,ful l  =  −  0 .75% ± 2 .4%, 
ΔVWM,cl = − -0.77% ± 2.2%; p = 0.89, d = 0.02).

When segmenting the full brain with SPM, relative GM 
volume changes (Fig. 3a) were not significantly correlated 
with the mean GM dose (r = − 0.23, p = 0.1). Additionally, 
a non-zero x = 0 intercept suggested GM atrophy despite a 
mean GM dose of 0 Gy. On the other hand, using the SPM 
cl, FSL full, and FSL cl segmentation, the relative GM vol-
ume changes (Fig. 3b, d, e) were significantly correlated 
with the mean GM dose (SPM cl: r = − 0.4, p = 0.004, FSL 
full: r = − 0.4, p = 0.004, FSL cl: r = − 0.35, p = 0.012) and 
the near zero intercepts suggest no GM changes with a mean 
GM dose of 0 Gy. The slopes of these three regressions were 
very similar, corresponding to a 1.1% (SPM cl), 1.1% (FSL 
full) and 0.9% (FSL cl) GM volume loss per 10 Gy mean 
GM dose.
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Fig. 2  Relative volume changes of grey matter (GM), white matter 
(WM) and the combination of the two volumes (GM + WM) between 
baseline and the 3 month follow-up for SPM and FSL. Results of full 

brain segmentation (full) and contralateral segmentation (cl) were 
compared using a paired t test (*p < 0.05). ΔV change in volume
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The GM volume changes of the SPM cl  (GMcl) and SPM 
full  (GMfull) segmentations are compared in Fig. 3c. While 
the two methods produce very similar results for some cases 
(e.g. highlighted example A), there are large differences for 
other cases (highlighted examples B, C and D). GM differ-
ence maps between SPM cl  (GMcl) and SPM full  (GMfull) 
segmentation are shown for these four examples in Fig. 4. 
Example A shows similar relative GM volumes between 
full and cl segmentation in Fig. 3c and relatively consist-
ent  GMcl–GMfull difference maps (Fig. 4a). Conversely, 
examples B, C and D show the largest relative GM volume 
changes between full and cl segmentation in Fig. 3c. GM 
difference maps  GMc–GMfull reveal these changes to be 
located at the GM/CSF interface around the gyri in exam-
ple B (Fig. 4b), around the WM/GM interface in example C 
(Fig. 4c) and around both the GM/CSF and WM/GM inter-
faces in example D (Fig. 4d). All three examples B, C and 
D show pronounced MRI changes in abnormal tissue vol-
ume and contrasts between the baseline and follow-up T1w 
images in the ipsilateral hemispheres. Such outliers were not 
observed when using the FSL segmentation (Fig. 3f).

WM volume changes after 3 months were much smaller 
(supplementary Fig.  3), nevertheless, as for GM, WM 

atrophy was significantly correlated to the mean WM dose 
when using WM volumes obtained from SPM cl (r = − 0.28, 
p = 0.044), FSL full (r = − 0.29, p = 0.04) and FSL cl 
(r = − 0.41, p = 0.003) segmentation. The estimated degree 
of WM atrophy was 0.5% (SPM cl), 0.6% (FSL full) and 
0.8% (FSL cl) per 10 Gy mean WM dose.

Discussion

We have shown that GM volume measurements in the con-
tralateral hemisphere of patients with unilateral glioblastoma 
differ between segmentation of the whole brain and of the 
contralateral hemisphere alone when using SPM. This dif-
ference is likely caused by abnormal tissue changes in the 
ipsilateral hemisphere, typically seen during longitudinal 
observations of brain tumour patients, influencing normal 
tissue segmentation results with SPM in the contralateral 
hemisphere.

In the data presented in this study, higher GM atrophy 
was observed when not masking the ipsilateral hemisphere 
containing the abnormal tissue prior to SPM segmentation 
(Fig. 2). Since the WM volume shows no significant change, 
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FSL segmentation of full brain (a, d) and contralateral hemisphere (b, 
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tion. The volume changes determined from full brain and cl segmen-
tation are compared in (c, f). Red markers highlight four individual 
examples which are shown in Fig. 4. ΔVGM change in GM volume
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we conclude that the remaining volume is mainly assigned 
to CSF. Nevertheless, there were also examples in Fig. 4c, 
d where underestimated GM from the SPM full segmenta-
tion was also assigned to WM. Examples B, C and D have 
particularly large deviations in GM volume changes between 
full and cl SPM segmentation (Fig. 3c) and have also shown 

particularly pronounced image changes in abnormal tissue 
volume and contrast. It is therefore likely that such large 
regions of MRI changes will cause greater alterations to the 
normal tissue probability density distributions within the 
iterative segmentation process and thus shift tissue sepa-
ration boundaries accordingly. An additional factor is that 
SPM also performs simultaneous bias field correction with 
the tissue segmentation by default [18, 20]. Depending on 
regularization strength of the bias field, this will also attempt 
to match abnormal tissue image intensities to normal tissue 
intensities [31]. Therefore, the overall impact of abnormal 
tissue on the segmentation depends on the interaction of 
a number of factors and is not easily appointed to a single 
cause. Nevertheless, we can conclude that abnormal tissue 
present in the ipsilateral hemisphere of brain tumour patients 
will influence SPM segmentation results of the contralateral 
hemisphere.

Conversely, FSL segmentation results are consistent 
between full brain and cl segmentation. Corresponding 
atrophy estimates are also very similar to those obtained 
from SPM cl segmentation for both GM (Fig. 3) and WM 
(suppl. Fig. 3). Unlike SPM, by default FSL uses grey value 
thresholds to coarsely segment the input image into the three 
expected tissue types GM, WM and CSF [18]. Although the 
abnormal tissue has to be assigned to one of those normal 
tissue types as with the SPM TPM method, this seems to 
have no apparent impact on the segmentation results. The 
weakness of the threshold-based initialisation of FSL are 
large bias field variations. These can cause the intensity val-
ues between GM, WM and CSF to overlap [18] and that led 
to misclassification of subcortical GM as WM in the data 
presented here. However, using the established N4 bias field 
correction algorithm [28] prior to FSL segmentation resulted 
in a much improved segmentation with visually very similar 
results to SPM.

The findings presented here are relevant for longitudinal 
studies requiring accurate brain volume measurement using 
iterative segmentation software with TPMs for initialization. 
While some previous studies have considered that abnormal 
tissue could bias volume measurements and restricted the 
segmentation to the contralateral hemisphere [4, 5], oth-
ers have not [7, 32, 33]. Consequently, previous findings of 
volume changes determined with SPM could potentially be 
biased [32].

A limitation of this study is the restriction of the analysis 
to unilateral brain tumour cases, as done in some previous 
studies [4, 5]. However, by co-registering individual abnor-
mality masks for all time points of a patient into a common 
space, arbitrary anatomical regions can be masked as dem-
onstrated previously [27]. This allows accurate segmentation 
of normal appearing tissue in cases with bilateral lesions as 
well, albeit spatial normalization can be difficult in patients 
with large mass effect [34]. Minor differences in the FSL 
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minus segmenting the whole brain  (GMfull, red). Examples a–d are 
highlighted in Fig. 3. FU follow-up
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and SPM results could be caused by the fact that SPM gave 
tissue probability maps as outputs, whereas FSL provided 
partial volume maps. However, a preliminary analysis using 
tissue probability maps output for FSL (“-p” option) showed 
no change in the overall results. Lastly, the behaviour of 
other segmentation tools using a similar methodology, such 
as AFNI [35] or Atropos [36], was not tested. However, 
for accurate volumes measurements, we generally suggest 
to exclude abnormal tissue prior to segmentation in future 
studies.

In conclusion, abnormal tissue present in the ipsilateral 
hemisphere of brain tumour patients will influence SPM 
segmentation results of the contralateral hemisphere. In the 
dataset presented here, GM atrophy was overestimated in 
the contralateral hemisphere when the ipsilateral hemisphere 
containing abnormal tissue was not removed prior to seg-
mentation. Consequently, for accurate volume measurement 
in brain tumour patients using SPM, the abnormal tissue 
needs to be masked prior to segmentation, however, this is 
not necessary when using FSL.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
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